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This dissertation presents new research on the field-dependent surface resis-

tance of nitrogen-doped niobium. We prepared a set of single-cell 1.3 GHz nio-

bium accelerator cavities with nitrogen doping and measured the surface re-

sistance of these cavities. We studied the relation between the field-dependent

reduction in the surface resistance (the “anti-Q-slope”) and the doping level,

finding a strong empirical link between high nitrogen content and the suppres-

sion of quasiparticle overheating. We prepared another set of cavities with ni-

trogen infusion and studied their surface resistance, finding similar behavior

to that of the nitrogen-doped cavities despite the stark differences in impurity

content. We found evidence suggesting that the anti-Q-slope is a surface effect,

depending on the surface concentration of nitrogen and sensitive to surface con-

tamination. We developed a new thermal modeling framework for studying

local models of the surface resistance in superconducting niobium cavities with

depth-dependent material parameters. We assessed several recent models of the

anti-Q-slope, finding that none provide a fully satisfying explanation of the be-

haviors observed in experiment. Finally, we developed, constructed, and began

commissioning the DC Field Dependence Cavity, a new apparatus for investi-

gating the field-dependent surface resistance of nitrogen-doped niobium and

other materials under superposed DC and RF surface magnetic fields.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The discovery of nitrogen-doped niobium in 2013 has been a boon for super-

conducting radio-frequency (SRF) particle accelerators. Nitrogen doping can

improve the efficiency of a niobium SRF accelerator cavity as measured by its

intrinsic quality factor Q0 by a factor of three, which can greatly reduce the op-

erational costs of SRF accelerator installations. In just a few years, nitrogen dop-

ing has seen much attention and success in the SRF community, inspiring much

study and making its way into the large-scale Linac Coherent Light Source II

(LCLS-II) project.

One notable feature of this increase in Q0 is its dependence on the strength

of the surface magnetic field in the SRF cavity. At low RF field levels, Q0 in

nitrogen-doped niobium cavities is about equal to that in other niobium cav-

ities with similar electron mean free path `. As the field strength increases,

the efficiency also increases, peaking at a surface magnetic field in the range

of 70-130 mT. This increase comes as a result of a field-dependent decrease in the

microwave surface resistance, inversely proportional to Q0.

As the field of SRF pushes towards ever higher efficiency, understanding this

field-dependent surface resistance is of paramount import. In this dissertation, I

will describe several studies performed at Cornell aimed at exploring this effect

in niobium cavities prepared with nitrogen doping and related treatments.
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1.1 Organization of this Dissertation

This dissertation can be separated roughly into three parts, bookended by this

introductory chapter and a conclusion.

In the first part, I will present some foundational information. Chapter 2 mo-

tivates SRF particle accelerator technology with some historical context. Chap-

ter 3 describes the essentials of SRF science, covering the relevant physics of

superconductors and their surface resistance and the methods of building and

testing SRF cavities. Chapter 4 introduces the methods, benefits, and downsides

of nitrogen doping and the related nitrogen infusion.

In the second part, I will discuss several studies of the physics of the field-

dependent surface resistance in nitrogen doped and infused cavities. Chapter 5

covers a study of strongly nitrogen-doped cavities, linking the magnitude of the

reduction in surface resistance to the doping level by way of quasiparticle over-

heating. Chapter 6 discusses a study of nitrogen-infused cavities, comparing

their performance to that of nitrogen-doped cavities and studying the depen-

dence of that performance on the chemical content of the RF surface. Chapter 7

details a new thermal modeling system for predicting the behavior of nitrogen-

doped and nitrogen-infused cavities. Chapter 8 assesses several proposed the-

ories of the field-dependent surface resistance in nitrogen-doped cavities, com-

paring their predictions to experimental results.

Chapter 9 stands alone as the third part of this dissertation, presenting a new

experimental apparatus designed and built at Cornell for studying the field-

dependent surface resistance of nitrogen-doped niobium and other SRF materi-

als. The DC Field Dependence Cavity focuses on another side of the coin than
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previous studies in SRF cavities by measuring the dependence of the surface

resistance on externally-applied DC magnetic fields parallel to the RF surface.

This tool will provide a new window for the study of these materials, deep-

ening our understanding of the physics at work and driving the field towards

even higher efficiency.

Chapter 10, finally, offers some summarizing and concluding thoughts on

the research presented in this dissertation, discussing its implications and

proposing further research.
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CHAPTER 2

WHY SRF?

Superconducting radio-frequency accelerator physics, or SRF for short, is a

field that sits at the intersection of several main avenues of modern physics.

Chiefly it uses the discoveries and breakthroughs in the study of superconduc-

tors, which are special materials whose electrical resistance drops to zero1 below

a certain “critical temperature”, to create better particle accelerators. These su-

perconducting accelerators are used for many purposes, though the most popu-

lar applications are as X-ray light sources (such as CESR/CHESS at Cornell) and

as colliders for particle physics (such as the LHC at CERN on the Swiss/French

border) and nuclear physics (such as CEBAF at the Thomas Jefferson National

Accelerator Facility). In turn, the drive for advances in SRF from accelerator

users, SRF physicists, and funding agencies pushes forward our understanding

of “superconductors under extreme conditions”2.

In this chapter my aim is to give a pedagogical/historical introduction and

motivation to SRF accelerator physics: why build particle accelerators in the

first place? why operate them at radio frequencies? and why make them out

of superconductors? After considering these questions I will give an overview

of the experimental and analytical methods we use in the Cornell SRF group

to investigate the fundamental physics of superconducting accelerators and the

materials that we use to make them.
1Here I refer to the resistance to DC/low-frequency currents; in the microwave regime, the

resistance is non-zero but small compared to the normal-conducting case. More on this later.
2A favorite saying of mine from Prof. J. P. Sethna.
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2.1 Why Accelerators?

Though accelerator physics is, like so many other fields of study, built upon the

work of centuries of scientists, we can begin this account of the history of par-

ticle accelerators with the discovery of “cathode rays” by J. W. Hittorf in 1869

[Dah97, p. 55]. Throughout the mid-1800’s, scientists including M. Faraday and

J. Plücker were performing experiments with high-voltage electrodes in low-

pressure gas environments, investigating glow discharge and other effects. Hit-

torf was experimenting with point-like cathodes, whose glow is in the shape of

a cone with its tip at the cathode and its base on the opposing fluorescent glass

wall, when he saw that an object placed between the cathode and the glass wall

casts a shadow on the wall. Figure 2.1 shows a replica device illustrating Hit-

torf’s experiment. By this observation he made the remarkable discovery that

the glow was not only produced by the cathode but also emitted by the cathode

in straight lines. In 1876, E. Goldstein named these “cathode rays” (Kathoden-

strahlen) [Gol76], a name which has stuck since then. Though the phrase had

not yet been coined, Hittorf’s experiment was one of the first particle accelera-

tors.

In the following years, many other scientists continued to investigate these

effects in vacuum tubes, which led to a number of notable and influential dis-

coveries. In 1895 W. Röntgen discovered that cathode ray tubes also produced

a new kind of penetrating radiation which he dubbed the “X-ray”; he was

later awarded the very first Nobel Prize for Physics in 1901 for this discovery

[Odh01]. In 1897-98, J. J. Thomson demonstrated that cathode rays were made

up of traveling sub-atomic particles, which we now know as electrons, and mea-

sured their charge-to-mass ratio; for these findings, he was awarded the Nobel
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Figure 2.1: Photo of a Crookes tube in operation, equipped with a standing
cross to replicate the experiment of J. W. Hittorf. Photo attribution:
D-Kuru/Wikimedia Commons, licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 AT.

Prize for Physics3 in 1906 [Kla06].

Aside from the cathode ray tube ubiquitous in consumer electronics from the

20th century, these two discoveries laid the foundation for a large part of mod-

ern accelerator physics, and for one of the popular accelerator applications listed

above: X-ray light sources. When charged particles such as electrons are acceler-

ated, whether it be the deflection of collision with a screen, a curving of the tra-

jectory by an electric or magnetic field, or otherwise, they emit electromagnetic

radiation known today as bremsstrahlung (“braking-radiation”) [Jac99]. Most

modern medical and security (e.g. luggage scanning) X-ray sources are ad-

vanced versions of Röntgen’s original apparatus, called “X-ray tubes”: vacuum

tubes in which electrons are emitted by a cathode and are accelerated towards a

positively-charged anode with which they collide. In the collision the electrons

interact with the strong electric fields near the nuclei of atoms in the anode, are

deflected, and release bremsstrahlung X-rays. In addition, the collision temporar-

ily excites some of the native electrons in the anode to higher energy levels, and

3In an interesting and comedic moment in 20th-century physics, while J. J. Thomson was
awarded the Nobel Prize for discovering that the electron is a particle, his son George won the
Prize himself in 1937 for discovering that it is also a wave [Ple37].
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their relaxation emits characteristic X-rays as well [SZY84].

Many large-scale accelerators serve as X-ray light sources, producing a spe-

cific type of bremsstrahlung called “synchrotron radiation”4. This type of radi-

ation was first discovered by a number of researchers in the 1940’s, notably

those at General Electric in 1947, who observed that a beam of electrons trav-

eling at relativistic speed (i.e. at an appreciable fraction of the speed of light)

being deflected by a transverse magnetic field emit a beam of X-rays in the

original direction of motion of the electrons [Wie15, EGLP47]. These X-rays

are highly collimated and distributed over a broad, continuous spectrum. Such

X-rays are held in high demand by accelerator users performing a wide range

of experiments, including X-ray diffraction, X-ray crystallography, small-angle

X-ray spectroscopy, and many other imaging, diffraction, and spectroscopic

techniques.

Around the world, dozens of synchrotron radiation sources exist as ac-

tive user facilities (not all of which are actually synchrotrons). These include

purpose-built machines such the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS), parasitic

machines such as the Beijing Electron-Positron Collider II (BEPC II), and con-

verted colliders such as the Cornell High-Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS)5.

These machines use devices known as “undulators” and “wigglers” which use

a series of magnets oriented with fields transverse to the direction of the beam

and with alternating orientation to “wiggle” the beam side to side, thereby re-

leasing highly collimated synchrotron radiation with an intensity much greater

than that released in a bend (as in the experiments at General Electric) [Wie15].

4We will discuss synchrotrons in the next section.
5CHESS was originally a parasitic light source using electrons and positrons intended for the

particle physics experiments at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR). Collision physics at
CESR ceased in 2008, but the facility still circulates positrons for CHESS as of 2019.
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Moreover, by adjusting the strength of the undulator/wiggler magnets, one can

adjust the spectrum of the resulting X-ray radiation to meet user demands in a

way that is not possible for bending magnets, whose field strength is fixed by

the geometry of the accelerator and energy of the beam.

Returning to history: contemporaneously with the cathode ray experiments,

other scientists were laying the foundations for one of the other pillars of mod-

ern physics, the study of the atomic nucleus and of radioactivity. In 1896,

while investigating phosphorescence, H. Becquerel discovered that uranium

emitted a form of penetrating radiation similar to Röntgen’s X-rays; in 1898,

Marie Skłodowska Curie found that the new “radioactivity” was an atomic pro-

cess, and with her husband Pierre Curie discovered two new radioactive ele-

ments which they named “polonium” and “radium” [SZY84]. For their work

Becquerel and the Curies were awarded the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1903

[Tör03].

Beginning in 1909 and continuing with improvements through 1913,

E. Rutherford and colleagues H. Geiger and E. Marsden performed the “gold

foil experiment”, one of the first particle collision experiments: a source of

α-particles (one of the three types of radioactive radiation identified by Ruther-

ford) is enclosed except for a small slit, which produces a beam of α-particles. In

the path of this beam is placed a sheet of gold foil. Around the gold foil a fluo-

rescent screen illustrates the flux of α-particles which pass through the foil and

others which are deflected by the sheet [Gei10]. Figure 2.2 illustrates the appa-

ratus. The α-particles were mostly scattered in a small cone behind the screen,

with a small number being deflected to wider angles; by this result, Ruther-

ford et al. concluded that atoms were composed of a small, positively charged
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of Rutherford, Geiger, and Marsden’s gold foil exper-
iment. Image attribution: Kurzon/Wikimedia Commons, licensed
under CC BY-SA 3.0. Alterations: changed typeface of image labels.

nucleus surrounded by electrons. This was in opposition to the earlier “plum

pudding” model of the atom, which featured a diffuse positively charged cloud

studded with electrons: the deflection seen in the experiment was an interaction

between the incoming α-particles and the atomic nuclei.

Thus began the long legacy of another main application of particle accelera-

tors, as particle colliders. In the 1920’s advances in high-voltage power supplies

by R. Van de Graaff, J. Cockroft, and E. Walton, among others, allowed for the

acceleration of α-particle, proton, and ion beams towards fixed targets, much

like the gold foil experiment. These early accelerators served as tools to investi-

gate the physics of atoms and subatomic particles; accelerator users today con-

tinue in these same and related pursuits. Fixed-target facilities such as the Con-

tinuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF), the TRIUMF Cyclotron,

and the Hadron Facility (HD) of the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Com-

plex (J-PARC) are used (among other things) to study subatomic physics and

to create rare atomic isotopes often useful for medical applications. Perhaps

more famously, there also exist many beam-beam collider facilities, such as the
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Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), and

the Beijing Electron-Positron Collider II (BEPC II), which provide users with

high-energy collisions between beams of electrons, positrons, protons, gold and

lead ions, and other particles for probing the boundaries of our understanding

of particle physics.

A further common application of particle accelerator technology is the elec-

tron microscope, a device that takes on elements of the X-ray sources and col-

liders previously discussed. In these machines, found at universities and re-

search facilities around the globe, electrons are accelerated in a narrow beam

towards a sample [LCS12]. The interaction between the incident electrons and

the sample produces many signals which can be analyzed by the user, includ-

ing bremsstrahlung X-rays and characteristic X-rays (as in Röntgen’s X-ray tube

and similar modern devices) as well as transmitted electrons and back-scattered

electrons (like the transmitted and scattered α-particles in the gold foil experi-

ment). These signals carry a great deal of information about the surface under

electron illumination.

Yet another particle accelerator application is in making macroscopic

changes to materials, in both electron beam lithography and electron beam

welding. In the former case, a beam of electrons is accelerated towards a sub-

strate in order to etch high-resolution structures, often used in the manufactur-

ing process of semiconductor devices [RC97]. In the latter, an electron beam is

used to join metal pieces, much like traditional welding [WBP16]. Amusingly,

at Cornell we use such an accelerator (an electron beam welder) to fabricate our

accelerator cavities – we use accelerators to make accelerators!

One final application of particle accelerators I will discuss here is the
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klystron, a radio-frequency amplifier featuring an electron beam [Vel87]. The

beam passes through a “buncher” cavity6 which separates the steady beam of

electrons into a train of bunches. These bunches continue to compress as they

travel through a “drift” section, after which they reach a “catcher” cavity. Here

the compressed electron bunches excite a strong electromagnetic field, and a

field pickup couples this amplified signal outward so that the user may direct

it towards their desired application. Klystrons are often used to power radar

devices as well as radio-frequency particle accelerators.

2.2 Why Radio-Frequency?

I hope that in the previous section I have sufficiently motivated the broad range

of applications for particle accelerators and the historical context upon which

much of the field draws. In this section, I will give some more context for early

accelerators and why the switch was made quite early on from electrostatic ma-

chines to the radio-frequency accelerators much more commonly seen today.

As mentioned above, great progress was made in the 1920’s towards build-

ing high voltage power supplies. J. Cockroft and E. Walton constructed a volt-

age multiplier that, at a potential ranging up to 700 kV in 1932, enabled the pair

to accelerate protons into a lithium target and “split the atom” (i.e. cause arti-

ficial radioactive decay) for the first time [CW32]. They repeated this process

with many other elements, successfully “transmuting” them into lighter ele-

ments and radioactive decay products. For this and related work, Cockroft and

Walton were awarded the 1951 Nobel Prize in Physics [Wal51]. R. Van de Graaff

6In the next section we will discuss radio-frequency accelerator components, such as accel-
erating cavities, in detail.
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developed his famous generator at a similar time, and in 1931 succeeded in ex-

citing a 1.5 MV potential intended for use in nuclear physics applications; he

eventually achieved an accelerating potential of 5.1 MV with the Round Hill

Electrostatic Generator [Ano31, ANAG36]. In more recent memory, tandem

van de Graaff generators such as those at Oak Ridge National Laboratory and at

Brookhaven National Laboratory have reached accelerating voltages of nearly

25 MV [JAB+88].

Unfortunately, high-voltage breakdown limits the maximum voltage achiev-

able in an electrostatic accelerator such as a van de Graaff or Cockroft-Walton

device [Wie15]. How might a higher accelerating voltage be reached? One

tempting idea would be to line up several of these devices and accelerate a beam

through one after the other; unfortunately, particles would be decelerated in the

space between subsequent electrostatic accelerators due to the conservative na-

ture of the electromagnetic force, and the total voltage gained over the chained

device would be no better than the potential difference between the start and

end of the machine. Likewise, circulating the beam multiple times through the

same electrostatic accelerator would only give as much acceleration as a single

pass, since all energy gained by the beam traveling through the machine is lost

in bringing it back to the beginning. If, however, one were able to accelerate the

beam through one electrostatic potential, then switch off or reverse the polar-

ity of the system while the beam passes from one device to the next (in either

the drift regions between chained accelerators or the return loop in a circulat-

ing machine), and finally restore the original accelerating voltage in time for the

beam to be accelerated again, it would be possible to surpass the high-voltage-

breakdown limit by quite a lot. Indeed, this principle of operation was realized

in the 1920’s and 1930’s in both the linear “chained” case (by the drift-tube linear
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accelerator) and the circulating case (by the cyclotron) [Wid28, LL32]. Because of

the high speed of these accelerated particles, it is necessary to cycle the polarity

of the accelerating gaps at radio frequencies, often in the range of several MHz

up to several GHz.

The drift-tube linac, a type of accelerator first successfully built by

R. Widerøe in 1928, consists of a long string of hollow tubes aligned axially

and separated by gaps [Wie15]. These tubes are wired to a radio-frequency

(RF) power source, with adjacent tubes wired in opposite polarity. A beam of

charged particles passes along the axes of the tubes, inside which the electro-

magnetic field is zero. In the gaps between the tubes, the particles are exposed

to the electric field between the tubes with opposite charge. The linac is care-

fully timed so that the particles arrive at a gap when the potential difference

across the gap is at its greatest magnitude; as the particles pass through the fol-

lowing tube, the polarity of the RF source reverses, and as the particles arrive

at the following gap they are accelerated further. This repeats through the full

length of the accelerator.

The accelerating structures in modern linear accelerators and synchrotrons

(more or less a linac with a return loop) are direct extensions of this princi-

ple of operation, with the gaps replaced by “accelerating cavities”7. Figure 2.3

shows several examples of accelerating cavities. In these hollow metal struc-

tures, an RF field is excited at a resonant frequency of the cavity; the beam is

separated into bunches of particles (much like the klystron, another kind of lin-

ear accelerator discussed previously), and the bunches are timed so that they

enter and exit the cavity when the field is at an optimal phase. By operating

on resonance, it is possible to excite a very strong electromagnetic field while

7We will discuss modern accelerating cavities in further detail later in this chapter.
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(a) 9-cell 3 GHz cavity (niobium). (b) 5-cell 1.5 GHz CEBAF cavity (niobium).

Figure 2.3: Example accelerating cavities.

only supplying a relatively small amount of power per cycle of oscillation. To

date, researchers have achieved accelerating gradients of 250 MV/m in pulsed

cryogenic copper cavities and 52 MV/m in continuous-wave superconducting

cavities [CRD+18, Gen05].

Returning to history: due to the unavailability of high-voltage RF power

supplies before the invention of the klystron in 1937, drift-tube linacs were

rather limited in their achievable beam energy [Wie15]. More successful in

achieving high acceleration were circulating machines, such as the cyclotron,

in which the same particles are accelerated many hundreds of times and thus

reach quite considerable beam energies.

The cyclotron, developed by E. O. Lawrence and associates (especially

M. S. Livingston) beginning in 1929, is a circular device consisting of a wide,

flat, cylindrical vacuum chamber placed between two magnet poles such that

the magnetic field points axially through the chamber [LL32]. Inside the cham-

ber are two half-cylindrical “dees”, so named for their resemblance to the capital

letter; between the flats of the two dees is a small gap. An RF power source is

applied across the two dees, and the resulting electric field in the gap acceler-
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ates particles there towards one of the dees. Inside the dees, much like the tubes

of the drift-tube linac, the electric field is zero; in the cyclotron, however, the

perpendicular magnetic field curves the particles in a circular trajectory. The

frequency of the power source is chosen so that, just as the particles approach

the gap after being curved around by the magnetic field, the polarity of the

electric field is reversed, accelerating the particles into the opposite dee. The

process repeats, with the radius of the beam’s trajectory steadily increasing; for

sufficiently slow (i.e. non-relativistic) particles, the “cyclotron frequency” is in-

dependent of the velocity of the particles or the radius of curvature of the trajec-

tory. When the beam reaches the edge of the chamber, it is directed outwards for

use. Starting with a 10-inch-diameter cyclotron which produced a proton beam

greater than 1 MeV in energy, Lawrence and Livingston (first together and later

independently) built a succession of larger and larger machines, culminating in

Lawrence’s 184-inch “synchrocylcotron” which could reach proton energies of

more than 700 MeV [Liv75]. In 1939 Lawrence was awarded the Nobel Prize

in Physics for his invention of the cyclotron, which had a great impact on the

world of nuclear physics and lead to the discovery of many new elements and

isotopes [Sie39].

The beam energy from a cyclotron is limited by the laws of special relativity,

as alluded to above. As the particles are accelerated to an appreciable fraction

of the speed of light, their momentum becomes relativistic, and the particles

lose synchronization with the cyclotron’s power source. To reach higher beam

energies in a circulating machine, it is necessary to use a “synchrotron” [Wie15].

In this type of particle accelerator, the beam is accelerated by a (usually small)

number of cavities and is returned to the start of the acceleration section by a

long chain of “bending magnets” and other magnetic devices. Like the mag-
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netic field in a cyclotron, these magnets curve the trajectory of the beam. How-

ever, in the case of the synchrotron, instead of the magnet running at a fixed

field strength, the magnetic field magnitude is raised synchronously (hence the

name) with the increasing momentum of the beam, ensuring that the trajec-

tory of the beam stays unchanged. The maximum achievable beam energy in a

synchrotron is limited by two balanced relationships: first, the radius of curva-

ture (larger machines can reach higher energies) balances against the strength

of the bending magnets (stronger bending allows for a smaller radius at the

same beam energy); second, energy lost due to synchrotron radiation balances

against the available acceleration. For a given beam energy, synchrotron radia-

tion scales inversely with the rest mass of the particles being accelerated, and as

a result electron and positron synchrotrons are typically limited by synchrotron

radiation losses; on the other hand, hadron synchrotrons (which typically ac-

celerate protons, anti-protons, and ions) are limited by the bending magnet /

radius of curvature relation.

Historically, the concept of the synchrotron was developed in the 1940’s by

several independent researchers [Wil96]. The first successful synchrotron ac-

celeration was achieved in 1946 with an 8 MeV electron beam; later in that

same year, researchers at General Electric reached a 70 MeV beam energy. In

the years since, many laboratories around the world have built synchrotrons,

and the peak beam energy has steadily climbed. As of 2019, the largest particle

accelerator in the world, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), circulates counter-

rotating beams of protons at beam energies up to 6.5 TeV per beam [O’L15].
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2.3 Why Superconducting?

Scientific curiosity and demand from accelerator users continue to drive the

pursuit of higher beam energies, both at the energy frontier and in more

economical applications for everyday users and small installations. Further,

many accelerator users today demand high-repetition-rate/high-duty-cycle

and continuous-wave (CW) beams, preferable over pulsed beams with low rep-

etition rates and low duty cycles for applications such as light sources and col-

liders. High beam energies mean lots of particle acceleration, in linacs (which

only have one pass to fully accelerate the beam) as well as in storage rings and

synchrotrons (which need to constantly re-accelerate the beam to make up for

energy lost due to synchrotron radiation). Unfortunately, the power dissipated

in the walls of an accelerator cavity while sustaining the electromagnetic field

inside scales quadratically with the magnitude of the accelerating field [PHK98].

Though traditional accelerator cavity materials like copper can achieve quite

high accelerating gradients (up to 250 MV/m so far) in low-duty pulses, for

high-duty and CW applications such a gradient would require megawatts of

continuous RF power per meter of copper cavity, not including the power ac-

tually transferred to the beam [CRD+18]. Not only would this be economically

unfeasible, it would also melt the copper.

Fortunately, another scientific discovery from the turn of the 20th century

offers a solution: superconductivity. After succeeding in liquefying helium in

1908, H. Kamerlingh Onnes discovered in 1911 that mercury, when cooled to a

temperature of 3 K, exhibits zero electrical resistance [Nis11]. Shortly thereafter,

Kamerlingh Onnes found that tin and lead exhibited this same property, which

he named “superconductivity”. In 1913, Kamerlingh Onnes was awarded the
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Nobel Prize in Physics for his groundbreaking work in low-temperature physics

[Nor13]. Since then, thousands more materials have been shown to exhibit su-

perconductivity at sufficiently low temperatures.

Below a certain “critical temperature” Tc, the DC resistance of supercon-

ductors drops abruptly to zero, and the resistance to RF currents drops signifi-

cantly as well. For example, at 2 K and 1.3 GHz, high-quality copper (a normal

metal) exhibits a microwave surface resistance near 2 mΩ; under the same condi-

tions, high-quality niobium (the standard superconductor for accelerator appli-

cations) shows a surface resistance closer to 15 nΩ, and even lower resistances at

lower temperatures. This extremely low resistance means that superconducting

accelerator cavities are very efficient: a typical modern niobium cavity operat-

ing at 2 K, 1.3 GHz, and 20 MV/m dissipates only about 20 W/m of RF power

due to the surface resistance of the walls8. This efficiency makes SRF technology

desirable for cutting-edge “big science” accelerators like the planned Future Cir-

cular Collider (FCC) and the under-construction Linac Coherent Light Source II

(LCLS-II) as well as for more modest applications on the university or industrial

scale; for example, one proposed SRF accelerator would produce a 10 MeV CW

electron beam over a distance of less than 2 m [KBC+15].

Much of contemporary research in SRF is aimed at improving peak accelerat-

ing fields sustainable in cavities and at decreasing the surface resistance of SRF

materials. Far from van de Graaff’s 1.5 MV generator constructed for “about

$100” [GCA33], the price tags for the biggest accelerators currently planned

have boomed towards $10 billion or more, with electrical power requirements

in the 100’s of MW [Ban19, ABB+16]. Improving the peak achievable fields and

8Keeping the cavities cool while this power is being dissipated requires a good deal more
refrigerator power, but superconducting RF cavities are still quite attractive in the balance for
high-gradient and high-duty/CW operations.
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surface resistance in SRF cavities will help to drive construction and operating

costs downwards and make even higher beam energies possible. In the Cornell

SRF group, our focus is on understanding the fundamental science of super-

conductors in the context of very strong electromagnetic fields; to return to a

phrase, we study “superconductors under extreme conditions”. In the follow-

ing chapter, I will introduce the experimental and analytical methods used at

Cornell as well as the theoretical background for the research presented in this

dissertation; in later chapters, I will refer back to this explanatory section as I

discuss my research.
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CHAPTER 3

SRF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT

Here I would like to explore the current theoretical understanding of su-

perconductivity by addressing the classic experimental observations of super-

conductors and the theoretical work developed to help explain these phenom-

ena. Following this, I will motivate and develop the technique of SRF cavity

testing for fundamental superconductor research and accelerator applications

as performed at Cornell. For more extensive treatment of these subjects, the

interested reader will find a detailed overview of superconducting theory M.

Tinkham’s book; in addition, H. Padamsee’s text is quite thorough in applying

these concepts to superconducting accelerators [Tin04, PHK98].

3.1 Basics of Superconductivity for Accelerators

On the whole, superconductors are a fascinating class of materials. Chief among

the intriguing observations of superconductors is the “Meissner effect” [MO33],

in which ambient magnetic fields are expelled from the bulk of the supercon-

ductor as it transitions below its critical temperature Tc. Moreover, the super-

conductor will repel any magnetic fields up to a limiting “critical field” applied

after transition (exhibiting perfect diamagnetism). Above the critical field, the

superconducting state breaks down and the material returns to the normal state.

When defects are present in the material, such as normal-conducting or insu-

lating inclusions or regions with suppressed superconducting parameters, mag-

netic flux in the material above transition can be pushed into these regions in-

stead of being expelled as the material goes through transition. This magnetic
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(a) T > Tc (b) T < Tc

Figure 3.1: Below its critical temperature Tc, a superconductor (in red) will expel
magnetic flux (black arrows). During the transition from normal-
conducting to superconducting, flux but can become trapped at sites
that exhibit weaker superconductivity or are normal-conducting or
insulating (teal circle).

flux becomes trapped in the material; this is often called “flux pinning” or “flux

trapping”. Figure 3.1 illustrates this effect. Trapped flux will become an impor-

tant topic later in this dissertation.

As in the case of complete flux expulsion, changes to the externally-applied

or ambient magnetic field will not change the flux distribution inside the super-

conductor. A practical example of this phenomenon can be seen in supercon-

ducting magnetic levitation: flux is pinned in the superconductor, which resists

changes to the pinned field with a strength greater than that of gravity and other

ambient forces.

The other chief observation of the behavior of superconductors is their infi-

nite conductance to steady currents (see Sec. 2.3). Below their critical temper-

atures, superconductors exhibit zero electrical resistance to constant voltages,

and any induced currents (e.g. from externally applied magnetic fields) will

persist indefinitely.

These two properties – perfect diamagnetism and perfect DC conductivity –
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are in fact deeply linked in the physics of superconductivity. In 1935 the Lon-

don brothers developed a model to explain these phenomena [LL35]. In their

model, current in a superconductor is carried by a certain density of electrons

that flow freely (i.e. without the scattering that gives rise to resistivity in the

Drude model), and the electric and magnetic fields in the superconductor are

governed by the following equations:

~E =
∂

∂t

(
me

nse2
~Js

)
(3.1)

~B = −
me

nse2∇ ×
~Js (3.2)

Here ~E, ~B are the local electric and magnetic fields and ~Js is the local current

density carried by the “superconducting” electrons, known also as “supercur-

rent”. The terms me and e refer to the electron mass and charge, respectively, and

ns is the number density of the superconducting electrons. Equations 3.1 and 3.2

are nowadays commonly referred to as the “London equations”. They can also

be combined into a single expression using the magnetic vector potential ~A:

~Js = −
nse2

me

~A (3.3)

By applying Ampère’s law ∇ × ~B = µ0 ~J to Eq. 3.2, one finds the following:

~B =
me

µ0nse2∇
2~B (3.4)

= λ2
L∇

2~B (3.5)

Solving this differential equation for an infinite superconductor-vacuum inter-

face yields a magnetic field that decays exponentially into the superconductor:

~B(x) = B0 exp
(
−

x
λL

)
̂ (3.6)

In the expression above, ~B runs parallel to the surface and B0 is the magni-

tude of ~B at the surface. The parameter λL =
√

me/µ0nse2 is the exponential decay
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length of the field and is known as the “London penetration depth”. Physically,

this exponentially decaying magnetic field can be explained by “screening cur-

rents” (given by ~Js) which are excited on near the surface and flow with zero

resistance, generating their own magnetic fields that perfectly cancel out the

applied field far from the surface1. Empirically, λL varies strongly with temper-

ature T near Tc [Tin04]:
λL(T )
λL(0)

≈

1 − (
T
Tc

)4−1/2

(3.7)

The London model as described is a “local” model: as is apparent from

Eq. 3.3, the current density and electromagnetic field strength depend only on

the local value of ~A. Due to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, this must be

nonphysical to some degree. In 1953 A. B. Pippard developed a nonlocal modi-

fication to the London model to account for this, based on a similar modification

to Ohm’s law that had been performed in 1952 [Pip53]. Pippard’s modification

introduces a characteristic length scale for the electromagnetic interaction in a

superconductor, known as the “coherence length” ξ, and replaces Eq. 3.3 with

the following (with the substitution for λL as described above):

~Js = −
3

4π µ0λ
2
Lξ0

∫
~r(~r · ~A)

r4 exp
(
−

r
ξ

)
d3~r (3.8)

In addition to the “clean” coherence length ξ0, here there is a second “dirty”

coherence length ξ (with no subscript) that takes into account electron scattering

in the material, quantified by the “electron mean free path” `:

ξ =

(
1
ξ0

+
1
`

)−1

(3.9)

This is also referred to as the “Pippard coherence length”. The penetration depth

1Roughly, one might imagine applying Lenz’s law to a box surrounded by superconducting
wire loops; a field that turns on near the box induces currents in the loops which never decay,
and the field inside the box remains 0.
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of the RF field is also affected by electron scattering:

λ = λL

(
1 +

ξ0

`

)1/2

(3.10)

The electron mean free path ` represents the average distance traveled by

an electron moving through the material at the Fermi velocity vF between sub-

sequent scattering events. It is dependent on a number of material properties

such as the crystal grain size and, importantly for discussion later in this disser-

tation, on the interstitial impurity content of the crystal. Impurities increase the

rate of scattering and thus decrease ` and ξ and increase λ; in the “clean” limit,

` � ξ0, so ξ → ξ0 and λ → λL. Throughout this dissertation, I will refer very of-

ten to ` simply as “the mean free path”; when discussing other mean free paths

I will distinguish them with subscripts and textual modifiers (e.g. the phonon

mean free path `ph).

Though the London model describes some of the major behaviors of super-

conductors, it does not provide a microscopic understanding of the physics at

work. In a series of papers in the 1950’s, J. Bardeen, L. Cooper, and J. Schri-

effer developed a microscopic model of superconductivity, now known as the

“BCS theory” after the initials of its authors [Bar55, Coo56, BCS57a, BCS57b].

The trio received the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1972 for their work describing

superconductivity [Lun72].

In the quasi-classical picture of the BCS theory, electrons moving through

a crystal deform the crystal slightly by attracting the lattice atoms via the

Coulomb force. The deformed region, now with a higher density of positively-

charged atomic nuclei than the rest of the crystal, attracts electrons as well. The

net interaction results in an attractive potential between electrons. The result-

ing attractive force is small, but below a certain critical temperature, thermo-
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dynamic excitations are weak enough that the electrons reach an equilibrium

density of “Cooper pairs” which are able to travel through the crystal with no

impedance. Since they are charged (q = 2e) they can carry current with zero

resistance. The length scale of this electron-electron interaction is the Pippard

coherence length ξ.

In the quantum-mechanical picture of the BCS theory, the attractive potential

between electrons is mediated by phonons, particles that represent vibrations

in the crystal lattice (analogous to the photons that mediate the electromagnetic

force). The paired electrons (which together behave as a single boson) occupy

the ground state in a second-quantization formalism, and excitations known as

“quasiparticles” exist above an energy gap ∆. These quasiparticles represent

unpaired electrons in the quasi-classical model; it takes an excitation of 2∆ to

“break” a Cooper pair and excite two opposite-spin quasiparticles. By standard

thermodynamic balance, the number density of quasiparticles is as follows:

nn ∝ exp
(
−

∆(T )
kBT

)
(3.11)

The quasiparticles often have the name Bogolyubov associated with them, after

one of the physicists involved with deriving the “canonical transformation” of

the BCS Hamiltonian [Bog58].

The BCS authors calculated the following relation between the energy gap ∆

at T = 0 and the critical temperature Tc of a superconductor:

∆(0)
kBTc

= 1.764 (3.12)

Experimental results have shown that this value is in general correct, though

the true value of the coefficient varies from material to material and has typical

values between 1.6 and 2.3 [Kit04]. In general ∆ is dependent on temperature

and decreases as T increases, though for T/Tc < 1/2, ∆(T ) ≈ ∆(0) [Tin04].
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The BCS theory provides a thorough understanding of a large portion of

the physics of superconductors. However, its quantum-mechanical formalism

makes it somewhat difficult to use when addressing the meso- and macro-

scopic behavior of these materials; for this, the Ginzburg-Landau or “GL” theory

proves quite useful. The model, originally proposed by V. L. Ginzburg and L.

Landau, is phenomenological in nature (similar to the simpler London model)

though L. Gor’kov showed that it could be derived within the formalism of

the microscopic BCS theory [GL50, Gor59]. Nowadays much of the science of

superconductivity for particle accelerators is done using the language of the

Ginzburg-Landau theory.

In their model, calculated for T ≈ Tc, Ginzburg and Landau expressed the

physics of superconductivity in terms of the balance of free energy and a second-

order phase transition with order parameter ψ that occurs when the energy of

the superconducting state is lower than that of the normal-conducting state.

Conceptually starting from a point where the superconducting state is optimal,

anything that increases the free energy above a certain threshold will drive the

material normal-conducting. This includes increasing the temperature above

the critical temperature Tc, but also includes the increased energy due to the

presence of electric currents and magnetic fields in the material. Analogous

to the critical temperature, it is possible to use the GL framework to derive a

critical magnetic field Hc, above which the superconducting state is no longer

energetically favorable:

µ0Hc =
φ0

π
√

8 ξGLλGL

(3.13)

This relies on the Ginzburg-Landau coherence length ξGL, which defines the

characteristic length scale for variations in ψ. The confusion between the defini-
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tions of ξ and ξGL is abated by the fact that at temperatures T � Tc (where most

SRF accelerator cavities operate), the GL coherence length is well approximated

by the Pippard coherence length [Tin04]. Near Tc, ξGL is approximated by the

following [OMFB79]:

ξGL = 0.739
(
ξ−2

0 +
0.882
ξ0`

)−1/2 (
1 −

T
Tc

)−1/2

(3.14)

The definition of Hc also relies on an effective “Ginzburg-Landau penetration

depth” λGL which must be measured experimentally. Near Tc this is well ap-

proximated by the following [OMFB79]:

λGL =
1
√

2
λL

(
1 + 0.882

ξ0

`

)1/2
(
1 −

T
Tc

)−1/2

(3.15)

Experimentally, for niobium, Hc is better approximated by using the effective

penetration depth from the microscopic treatment given in Eq. 3.10:

µ0Hc =
φ0

π
√

8 ξGLλ
(3.16)

The thermodynamic critical field Hc also depends on temperature T . As the

temperature rises and increases the thermal free energy, the threshold energy

required to destroy the superconducting state is lowered. Empirically, Hc varies

with T as follows [Tin04]:
Hc(T )
Hc(0)

≈ 1 −
(

T
Tc

)2

(3.17)

Note that the exponent here is not consistent with the temperature dependence

of the approximations of ξGL and λGL defined above; these are all empirical rela-

tions.

A property of superconductors that emerges from the Ginzburg-Landau for-

mulation is the “intermediate” or “mixed” state. For certain materials, when cal-

culating the free energy balance for a certain applied magnetic field, the energy
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“cost” for completely expelling the field (i.e. staying in the Meissner state) is

higher than that of admitting a small amount of magnetic flux in small normal-

conducting “cores”, thereby entering an intermediate state between pure super-

conductor and normal-conductor. Whether this state is possible is determined

by the relationship between λGL, which relates to the energy of the boundary

between normal-conducting and superconducting regions, and ξGL, which in

this scenario relates to the energy of the normal-conducting regions themselves.

Indeed, one can derive the “Ginzburg-Landau parameter” κ to help distinguish

between superconductors in which this mixed state may or may not occur:

κ =
λGL

ξGL
(3.18)

For materials with κ < 2−1/2, the intermediate state is never energetically fa-

vorable; these are known as Type-I superconductors. On the other hand, in

Type-II superconductors, κ > 2−1/2, and above a certain threshold magnetic flux

will enter the material in so-called Abrikosov vortices, named for the physi-

cist who predicted them in the GL formalism [Abr57]. These are thin, normal-

conducting regions of cylindrical cross-section with diameter on the scale of the

coherence length ξGL, and with total cross-sectional magnetic flux equal to the

flux quantum φ0 = 2.06 × 10−15 Wb flowing axially through the core. A cylindri-

cal supercurrent sheet surrounds the core in a vortex, shielding the rest of the

superconductor from the magnetic flux in the core.

Several important magnetic field strengths determine the limits of the inter-

mediate state for Type-II materials. The first of these is Hc1, the lower critical

field. At H > Hc1, it becomes energetically favorable for the superconductor

to enter the mixed state. In general, finding Hc1 requires numerical simulation

[HA63], but for dirty superconductors such as niobium doped with impurities,
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the following approximation can be used [Tin04]:

µ0Hc1(0) ≈
φ0

4π λ2
GL(0)

ln(κ) (3.19)

Relating this to Hc, we find the following for superconductors with κ � 1:

Hc1

Hc
=

ln(κ)
√

2 κ
(3.20)

Approaching the Type-I/Type-II boundary at κ = 2−1/2, Hc1 ≈ Hc.

Though Hc1 indicates the field strength at which the mixed state is more en-

ergetically favorable than the Meissner state, vortices may only enter the mate-

rial from the outer surface (since magnetic flux lines must move continuously).

Forming vortices on the surface and pushing them into the bulk requires an ad-

ditional finite activation energy. As a result, if a superconductor is exposed to

a magnetic field that increases smoothly from a low strength up and over Hc1,

it will stay in a flux-free “superheated” metastable state2 until a higher “super-

heating field” Hsh at which the excess free energy is sufficient to form vortices

and push them across the surface energy barrier.

The superheating field for Type-II superconductors has been calculated nu-

merically and for κ > 1 is very well approximated by the following when T ≈ Tc

[TCS11]:
Hsh

Hc
≈

√
5

3
+

0.5448
√
κ

(3.21)

It should be noted here that Type-I superconductors also experience a simi-

lar superheating effect. Equation 3.21 above is approximately correct for these

materials as well, but the rest of this dissertation will concern Type-II supercon-

ductors and as such I will limit my discussion to high-κ materials.

2This is analogous to phase transitions in other materials, such as water lowered slightly
below its freezing point that only crystallizes when jostled.
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Parameter Clean Nb Doped Nb
Tc (K) 8.9-9.3 8.9-9.3
∆/kBTc 1.85-2.05 1.85-2.05
` (nm) 500-2000 1-200
κ 0.9-1.0 1.1-33

λL (nm) 38 38
λ (nm) 38-40 42-160
λGL (nm) 28-29 5-27
ξ0 (nm) 39 39
ξ (nm) 36-38 1-33
ξGL (nm) 28-29 5-27
µ0Hc (mT) 210 200-210
µ0Hc1 (mT) 210 15-210
µ0Hsh (mT) 220 170-220
µ0Hc2 (mT) 300 >500

Table 3.1: Typical superconducting parameter and critical field values for clean
and doped niobium. Values taken at low RF field strength and T = 0
where appropriate.

Just as the lower critical field Hc1 defines the boundary between the Meiss-

ner and mixed states, there is an upper critical field Hc2 that separates the mixed

and normal-conducting states. This field strength is approximated by the fol-

lowing [Tin04]:
Hc2

Hc
≈
√

2κ (3.22)

Table 3.1 lists some typical superconducting parameter and critical field val-

ues for clean (low κ) and impurity-doped (high κ) niobium.

3.2 The Microwave Surface Resistance

The above section outlined the physics of superconductors under time-invariant

currents and magnetic fields. Under alternating currents and fields, supercon-

ductors exhibit a small but measurable electrical impedance: while the super-
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current carriers (Cooper pairs) flow with no impedance to carry currents in-

duced by applied voltages and magnetic fields, their finite inertia causes them to

“slosh” under AC excitation. This in turn allows the oscillating fields/voltages

to induce a small amount of current on the normal-conducting carriers (un-

paired electrons) which flow with impedance. The motion of these unpaired

electrons results in power dissipation as heat, as in a traditional resistive mate-

rial. This dissipation increases with frequency and generally becomes relevant

for superconducting devices operating in the microwave range of frequencies,

also known as radio-frequency or RF, from f = several 10’s of MHz and up-

wards into the GHz.

Mathematically, this impedance can be studied most easily using the terms

of the London and Ginzburg-Landau models, interpreting the superconduc-

tor as a two-fluid system: one “fluid” of superconducting charge carriers (i.e.

Cooper pairs) following the physics of the London/Ginzburg-Landau equa-

tions, and a second “fluid” of traditional electrons (i.e. Bogolyubov quasipar-

ticles) following traditional models of conductivity. We consider that these two

fluids have two distinct densities, ns for the superconducting charge carriers and

nn for the normal electrons, as well as current densities ~Js and ~Jn.

We imagine that there is a sinusoidally oscillating magnetic field applied to

the surface of the superconductor, ~B = B exp(−iωt). By Eq 3.2, ~Js = Js exp(−iωt),

and by Eq. 3.1, we have the following for the electric field generated by the

supercurrent:

~E = iω
me

nse2 Js exp(iωt) = iω
me

nse2
~Js (3.23)

We can group the coefficients here as a measure of conductivity:

σs =
nse2

ωme
(3.24)
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Then Eq. 3.23 becomes the following:

~Js = −iσs ~E (3.25)

This in turn mirrors Ohm’s law, which determines the relationship between cur-

rent and electric field for the normal-conducting charge carriers:

~Jn = σn ~E (3.26)

Adding these, we get an expression linking the electric field generated by the

moving superconducting carriers to the current densities of both the supercon-

ducting and normal-conducting carriers:

~J = ~Jn + ~Js = (σn − iσs)~E (3.27)

Given the combined conductivity σ = (σn − iσs) expressed above, we can

examine the power dissipated in the surface due to the applied oscillating field.

Applying Eq. 3.2 and Ampère’s law to Eq. 3.6, and making the substitution

~B = µ0 ~H (noting that µ ≈ µ0 for the metallic superconductors considered in

this dissertation), we arrive at the following expression for the magnitude of

the local current density J in the London limit:

J =
H0

λL
exp

(
−

x
λL

)
(3.28)

For the power dissipated in a resistive material with current density J(~r) and

conductivity σ, we have the following, beginning with Joule’s First Law and

inserting the above expression for J:

P = Re
[

1
σ

∫
V

J2(~r) d3~r
]

(3.29)

= Re
[

H2
0

σλ2
L

∫
V

exp
(
−

2x
λL

)
dx dy dz

]
(3.30)
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We can calculate an expression for the power dissipated per unit area on the

surface, integrating over the exponential decay into the bulk:

P
A

= Re
[

H2
0

σλ2
L

∫ ∞

0
exp

(
−

2x
λL

)
dx

]
(3.31)

= Re
[

1
σλL

H2
0

2

]
(3.32)

From this we can nicely group the terms as a superconducting surface resistance

RSC that encapsulates the field distribution in the material, giving the power

dissipated per unit area of the surface for a given applied field measured at the

surface:

RSC = Re
[

1
σλL

]
(3.33)

=
P
A

2
H2

0

(3.34)

Here is a more commonly used form of the above expression:

P
A

=
1
2

RSCH2
0 (3.35)

Using our expression in Eq. 3.27 above for the complex conductivity σ and

taking the real part of the complex impedance, we find the following:

RSC = Re
[

1
(σn − iσs)λL

]
(3.36)

=
σn

λL(σ2
s + σ2

n)
(3.37)

Then substituting Eq. 3.24 for σs and the Drude model for normal electrical

conductivity σn = nne2`/vFme [Kit04], and then assuming that σs � σn (indeed

1/ω � `/vF for niobium with f < 100 GHz and ` < 1 μm), we find a concise form

for the surface resistance:

RSC ≈
σn

λLσ
2
s

(3.38)

≈
nne2`

mevF
µ2

0ω
2λ3

L (3.39)
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Including the relation from Eq. 3.11 we can find the temperature-dependence of

this surface resistance:

RSC ∝ `ω
2λ3

L exp
(
−

∆(T )
kBT

)
(3.40)

The above expression can be improved by replacing λL with λ from Eq. 3.10

to account for the effects of short ` on the penetration depth. Further corrections

can be done to introduce the Pippard relation in Eq. 3.8 and to account for the

anomalous skin effect, reaching the following approximation for Rs in the limit

of T/Tc < 1/2 and ω < ∆/~ [Gur12]:

RSC ≈ µ
2
0ω

2λ3
(
nn,NCe2`

mevF

)
∆(T )
kBT

ln
(
2.246 kBT
~ω

)
exp

(
−

∆(T )
kBT

)
(3.41)

Here, nn,NC is the density of electrons in the normal-conducting state.

In 1970, J. Halbritter developed a computer code to calculate the surface re-

sistance numerically from BCS theory [Hal70]. An online version of this code is

available to the interested reader at https://www.classe.cornell.edu/

~liepe/webpage/researchsrimp.html. For high-quality niobium cavi-

ties at 1.3 GHz and 2 K, the BCS surface resistance is approximately 20 nΩ; at

1.5 K this reduces to about 1 nΩ. In the field of SRF accelerator physics, this

temperature-dependent superconducting surface resistance (RSC above) is usu-

ally referred to as RBCS.

As anticipated directly in Eq. 3.40 and by the inclusion of λGL and σ1 in

Eq. 3.41, RBCS depends strongly on the electron mean free path `. In particu-

lar, there is a minimum when ` ≈ ξ0/2, where RBCS is approximately half as big

as in the clean limit of ` � ξ0. Figure 3.2 shows the results of a calculation of

RBCS vs. ` for typical niobium parameters.

Two important effects have been observed experimentally but are not ad-
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Figure 3.2: Theoretical BCS surface resistance as a function of mean free path,
calculated for typical niobium parameters: Tc = 9.2 K, ∆/kBTc = 1.9,
λL = 39 nm, ξ0 = 38 nm, T = 2 K, and f = 1.3 GHz.

dressed by the Ginzburg-Landau/London and BCS treatments above. The first

of these is the “residual resistance” R0, which is a temperature-independent off-

set to the surface resistance:

Rs = R0 + RBCS(T ) (3.42)

There are many possible sources of residual resistance, including normal-

conducting inclusions, magnetic impurities, niobium hydride crystals, trapped

magnetic flux, surface defects, and more. Well-prepared niobium cavities at

1.3 GHz can have R0 < 0.5 nΩ [GL13]. Figure 3.3 shows the results of a calcula-

tion for typical niobium.
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Figure 3.3: Theoretical surface resistance as a function of temperature, calcu-
lated for typical niobium parameters: Tc = 9.2 K, ∆/kBTc = 1.9,
λL = 39 nm, ξ0 = 38 nm, ` = 80 nm, f = 1.3 GHz, and R0 = 2 nΩ.

The second important effect unaddressed by the traditional treatments is the

field dependence of the surface resistance. Equation 3.35 can more accurately

be written as follows:
P
A

=
1
2

Rs (H0) H2
0 (3.43)

Both R0 and RBCS can in general depend on the strength of the surface mag-

netic field. Much of the work later in this dissertation will address this field-

dependent surface resistance.
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3.3 SRF Accelerator Cavity Fundamentals

In the previous section, we used the fundamentals of the theory of supercon-

ductivity to develop a microwave surface resistance, a loss mechanism for su-

perconducting surfaces under radio-frequency magnetic fields. This supercon-

ducting surface resistance is the chief loss mechanism for superconducting ac-

celerators; as a result, it is of paramount interest to study this resistance in great

detail. One useful method of study is to use cavities very similar to those used

in accelerators to investigate the surface resistance.

3.3.1 Intrinsic Losses

To understand how SRF cavities are used in fundamental research, we will first

consider a hypothetical superconducting cavity: a hollow space surrounded by

a superconductor with an oscillating electromagnetic field trapped inside. The

energy stored in the field of the cavity can be calculated as follows:

U =
1
2
µ0

∫
V

dV H2 (3.44)

Because there are surface magnetic fields, this cavity will dissipate a certain

amount of power, which can be calculated by integrating Eq. 3.35 over the sur-

face area of the cavity:

Pdiss =
1
2

∫
S

dS RsH2 (3.45)

For a resonator such as an SRF cavity, a useful figure of merit is the ”quality

factor” Q, which relates the stored energy to the dissipated power:

Q =
ωU
P

(3.46)
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When only considering the power dissipated in the cavity walls (i.e. the intrinsic

loss mechanism of the cavity), we can define an “intrinsic quality factor” Q0:

Q0 =
ωU
Pdiss

(3.47)

We can plug Eqs. 3.44 and 3.45 into Eq. 3.47, normalizing by the peak field on

the cavity wall Hpk:

Q0 = ωµ0

∫
V

dV
(

H
Hpk

)2

∫
S

dS Rs

(
H

Hpk

)2 (3.48)

Under the assumption that the surface resistance is independent of the field

strength and uniform over the cavity surface, or that the field is equal every-

where on the surface, we can pull Rs out of the integral in the denominator.

With this adjustment the two normalized integrals and the resonant frequency

ω are strictly dependent on the distribution of fields determined by the cavity

geometry. We can group these terms (and the constant µ0) into a “geometry

factor” G:

G = ωµ0

∫
V

dV
(

H
Hpk

)2

∫
S

dS
(

H
Hpk

)2 (3.49)

Then the intrinsic Q0 is the relation between G and the surface resistance Rs:

Q0 =
G
Rs

(3.50)

A nice feature of G is that it is independent of scale: adjusting the linear di-

mensions L will scale ω by L−1, the dV integral by L3, and the dS integral by

L2, resulting in an overall scaling of L0 = 1. Elliptical cavities and other similar

high-transit-time-factor accelerating structures tend to have G ≈ 270 Ω.

In the case when no other power aside from Pdiss is flowing into or out of

the cavity, Q0 gives the behavior of the stored energy U over time as power is
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dissipated. We can solve the following differential equation with appropriate

substitutions:

dU
dt

= −Pdiss (3.51)µ0

∫
V

dV
(

H
Hpk

)2 d
dt

H2
pk = −H2

pk

∫
S

dS Rs

(
H

Hpk

)2

(3.52)

Moving things around, again pulling Rs out of the dissipated power integral,

and substituting in from Eqs. 3.49 and 3.50, we have the following:

d
dt

H2
pk = −

ω

Q0
H2

pk (3.53)

The solution to the above equation is the time-dependent value of the peak field

magnitude Hpk:

Hpk(t) = Hpk(0) exp
(
−
ω

2Q0
t
)

(3.54)

For the instantaneous energy U and dissipated power Pdiss as functions of time

we get the following:

U(t) = U(0) exp
(
−
ω

Q0
t
)

(3.55)

Pdiss(t) = Pdiss(0) exp
(
−
ω

Q0
t
)

(3.56)

3.3.2 Nonuniform Surface Fields

The above equations work well to describe SRF cavities with sufficiently uni-

form surface magnetic fields. Equipped with a method for measuring Q0, an

experimentalist can find the surface resistance as a function of the surface mag-

netic field by measuring Q0 vs. Hpk and plugging into Eq. 3.50. However, when

the fields are not uniform across the surface, using this method implicitly av-

erages Rs over the distribution of the magnetic field on the surface. To get a
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“localized” Rs(H), a more complicated approach is necessary, which requires

knowledge of the surface field distribution in the cavity from e.g. an RF sim-

ulation computer program such as SuperLANS [Euc17]. I described one such

method in a 2018 paper [ML18], which I will summarize here. Note that this

method still assumes that the superconductor is uniform over the cavity sur-

face, such that all points on the surface exhibit the same Rs(H).

The implicit averaging mentioned above occurs in the geometry factor G

(Eq. 3.49). If we combine Eqs. 3.47-3.49 we can see the averaging more explicitly:

Rav(Hpk) =
G

Q0(Hpk)
=

∫
S

dS Rs(H) H2∫
S

dS H2
(3.57)

We can consider the right hand side of this equation to be an averaging operator

A mapping the resistance function of the localized field Rs(H) to an average

resistance function of the peak field Rav(Hpk):

Rav(Hpk) = A Rs(H) (3.58)

Measuring Q0 vs. Hpk yields Rav(Hpk) by way of G, and from that we can obtain

the localized Rs by inverting A. We can solve this by discretizing the problem,

turning Rs and Rav into column vectors of R values at N increasing H values and

turning A into an N × N matrix:

Rav = ARs (3.59)
Rav(H1)

Rav(H2)
...

 =


A1,1 A1,2 · · ·

A2,1 A2,2 · · ·

...
...

. . .




Rs(H1)

Rs(H2)
...

 (3.60)

The elements of A can be determined with knowledge of the surface field dis-

tribution in the cavity. If we imagine that the peak field in the cavity is Hn,

we can split the surface S into n areas S m/n in such a way that the surface field
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in each S m/n is approximately equal to Hm. We can then split the numerator of

the averaging surface integral in 3.57 into a sum of integrals over the different

surfaces:

Rav(Hn) =
1∫

S
dS H2

n∑
m=1

∫
S m/n

dS Rs(H) H2 (3.61)

Since H ≈ Hm across each S m/n, Rs(H) ≈ Rs(Hm) as well. Thus we can pull Rs out

of these integrals, effectively averaging over each S m/n instead of over all S :

Rav(Hn) =
1∫

S
dS H2

n∑
m=1

Rs(Hm)
∫

S m/n

dS H2 (3.62)

Now Rav(Hn) is a linear combination of the first n elements of Rs, and as such the

first m elements of the nth row of A are given by the coefficients of the sum:

Am,n =

∫
S m/n

dS H2∫
S

dS H2
(3.63)

To complete A, we note that all other entries Am,n where m > n are equal to zero,

since Rav(Hpk = Hn) cannot depend on any Rs(H > Hn). As a result, A is a positive

lower triangular matrix and is thus invertible. The local surface resistance Rs(H)

can be calculated with A−1:

Rs = A−1 Rav = A−1 G
Q0

(3.64)

Above, Q0 is the intrinsic quality factor Q0(H) assembled into a column vector,

and G is the implicitly-averaging geometry factor; the division is element-wise.

Figure 3.4 demonstrates the usefulness of the above procedure by compar-

ing an example “localized” surface resistance to the implicitly averaged surface

resistance obtained from traditional measurement methods. Elliptical cavity ge-

ometries such as the TESLA single-cells and nine-cells (“LTE1” and “LTE9” in

the figure), the Cornell elliptical geometry (“LE”), and a low-βelliptical cavity

(here an SNS cavity) have high field uniformity and as such see only a small
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Figure 3.4: A comparison of the implicitly averaged surface resistance Ravg to an
example “localized” surface resistance Rloc for several cavity shapes.

correction to the measured value of Rs. On the other hand, cavities with more

non-uniform fields such as a high-gradient reentrant cavity or the DC field-

dependence cavity to be discussed later in this dissertation (“ACDC”) have up

to a 10% adjustment to the measured Rs at high fields. Considering the effects of

cavity geometry on the implicit averaging of Rs is essential in accurately charac-

terizing SRF cavities and cavity materials.
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3.3.3 Couplers and Power Measurements

So far, this discussion has only concerned the intrinsic losses of a superconduct-

ing cavity with a trapped electromagnetic field. To excite and measure such a

field, a “coupler” can be used to couple electromagnetic power into or out of the

cavity. Such a coupler might be a waveguide or an antenna3. Couplers can also

be used to measure Q0 for a cavity when a more direct measurement of Pdiss is

not available; this is one of the main experimental methods used in SRF cavity

research and will be elaborated upon below.

In general, SRF cavities are excited with a “fundamental power coupler” (al-

ternatively “forward power coupler” or simply “FPC”). Cavities are also often

equipped with a small “pickup” or ”transmitted power coupler” to measure

the strength of the field. Figure 3.5 depicts a typical single-cell SRF cavity in the

accelerating mode with on-axis forward and transmitted power couplers.

In the case when the cavity is not driven (i.e. there is no forward power

incident on the FPC), the couplers act as energy loss mechanisms: in addition

to the power dissipated in the cavity walls due to the surface resistance, power

will be coupled out of the cavity into the transmission lines connected to the

couplers. Equation 3.51 then becomes the following:

dU
dt

= −Pdiss − Pe − Pt = −Ptotal (3.65)

By convention, power lost out through the FPC is called the “emitted power”

or Pe; transmitted power is given the symbol Pt. We define the “loaded quality

3Which is just a waveguide anyway.
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Figure 3.5: A representative cartoon of a single-cell SRF cavity excited in the
TM010 mode with ~B and ~E fields illustrated as well as forward and
reflected power couplers; ~B and ~E vary in time with a 90◦ phase dif-
ference.

factor” from Eq. 3.46 by including all power loss mechanisms:

QL =
ωU
Ptotal

(3.66)

We can update Eq. 3.55 to reflect the total power loss:

U(t) = U(0) exp
(
−
ω

QL
t
)

= U(0) exp
(
−

1
τL

t
)

(3.67)

The loaded time constant τL = QL/ω is a common grouping of cavity test pa-

rameters because (as we shall see later) this exponential decay can be measured

directly.

Splitting up the components of Ptotal, the loaded quality factor can be broken

down into the reciprocal sum of component Q values that relate the power lost

through each mechanism to the energy stored in the cavity field:

QL =

(
1

Q0
+

1
Qe

+
1
Qt

)−1

(3.68)

=

(Pdiss

ωU
+

Pe

ωU
+

Pt

ωU

)−1

(3.69)
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Parameter LTE1 STE1
DCFDC
(mode 1)

DCFDC
(mode 2)

DCFDC
(mode 3)

fr (MHz) 1300 2600 550 1300 2040
G (Ω) 278 278 118 273 424

µ0HpkU−1/2 (mT J−1/2) 34.3 96.1 244 271 267
µ0HpkE−1

pk (mT MV−1m) 2.27 2.27 243 137 139
µ0HpkE−1

acc (mT MV−1m) 4.23 4.25 – – –
EpkE−1

acc 1.86 1.87 – – –

Table 3.2: Cavity field parameters for the cavity types used in this dissertation:
TESLA-shape single-cell (LTE1), TESLA-shape single-cell scaled to
2600 MHz (STE1), and the DC Field Dependence Cavity (see Chap. 9).
The latter has no accelerating mode and thus no values for Eacc. G val-
ues for the DC Field Dependence Cavity assume a superconducting
inner conductor, when G≈Ginner.

By convention, Q values related to couplers (Qe and Qt in this discussion) are

called “external” quality factors. A measurement of Pe or Pt (when no power is

coming into the cavity by way of the coupler in question) and knowledge of Qe

or Qt yields the energy in the cavity:

U =
PeQe

ω
=

PtQt

ω
(3.70)

From there it is easy to find the magnitudes of the electric and magnetic fields in

the cavity with knowledge of the field distributions from calculations or com-

puter simulations; for a given cavity geometry it is typical to calculate a con-

version factor Hpk/
√

U and similar constants for electric field measurements.

Table 3.2 gives the conversion factors as well as other relevant field parameters

for the cavity geometries used in this dissertation.

We also define “coupling factors” β to quantify the ratios of the power trans-
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mitted out through the couplers to the dissipated power:

βe =
Pe

Pdiss
=

Q0

Qe
(3.71)

βt =
Pt

Pdiss
=

Q0

Qt
(3.72)

In common SRF applications and experiments, βt is typically chosen to be very

small (βt � 1) so that the loaded Q is not strongly affected:

1
QL

=
1

Q0
(1 + βe + βt) ≈

1
Q0

(1 + βe) (3.73)

In the driven case, a forward power Pf is sent down the transmission line

towards the FPC and into the cavity. A certain amount of power is reflected,

Pr, and a certain amount Pin = Pf − Pr goes into the cavity. Considering the

steady-state case where dU
dt = 0, it is easy to see that Pin is identical to Pdiss. By

applying transmission line theory to the system, one finds that Pin is related to

Pf as follows when the cavity is driven on resonance [PHK98]:

Pf − Pr = Pin = Pf
4Q2

L

Q0Qe
= Pf

4βe

(1 + βe)2 (3.74)

With measurements of Pr and Pf in the steady state we can calculate βe:

βe =
1 ±

√
Pr
Pf

1 ∓
√

Pr
Pf

(3.75)

When the cavity is overcoupled, the upper signs are used and βe > 1; when the

cavity is undercoupled, the lower signs are used and βe < 1. When βe = 1, the

cavity is considered to be “critically coupled”.

If one knows the value of Qe for an SRF cavity, it is straightforward to use the

steady-state βe above and Eq. 3.71 to determine Q0. These can in turn be used to

find Rs as well as QL, U, and the magnitudes of the electric and magnetic fields.
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However, if Qe is unknown, or if it is desirable to make a second measurement

of Q0, another method is required. At Cornell we use the “RF Off” method: first

the steady-state on-resonance Pr and Pf are measured, then the RF drive on the

FPC is abruptly turned off and Pe is measured as the field in the cavity decays

[PHK98]. The power emitted out through the FPC is given by the following:

Pe(t) =
ωU(t)

Qe
(3.76)

= ωU(0)
βe

Q0
exp

(
−
ω

QL
t
)

(3.77)

Here we have made substitutions using Eqs. 3.71 and 3.67. In the steady-state,

the stored energy of the cavity can be related to Pf and βe; this is equal to the

value of U at the start of the decay:

U(0) =
Q0Pdiss

ω
=

Q0Pin

ω
= Pf

Q0

ω

4βe

(1 + βe)2 (3.78)

We can substitute this into Eq. 3.77:

Pe(t) = Pf
4β2

e

(1 + βe)2 exp
(
−
ω

QL
t
)

(3.79)

Measuring the undriven Pe at t = 0 yields the coefficients to the left of the expo-

nential; this gives an alternative measurement of the coupling factor βe:

βe =
1

2
√

Pf
Pe
− 1

(3.80)

The measurement of the decay curve over time Pe(t) can then be fitted to an

exponential function, which yields the decay constant τL and thus QL. With QL

and βe in hand, it is simple to use Eq. 3.73 to find Q0.

In addition, the sign of Pe(0)−Pf informs the choice of sign for calculating the

coupling factor by Eq. 3.75: when Pe(0) > Pf, the cavity is overcoupled (βe > 1),

and vice-versa. In the Cornell SRF group we typically measure βe using the
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methods in both Eq. 3.75 and Eq. 3.80, averaging them for use in calculating Q0

and Hpk (by way of U and the geometry-dependent conversion factor Hpk/
√

U).

We only accept points for which the two measurements of βe agree within 10%.

3.3.4 Excitation by Phase-Locked Loop

For most of the cavity tests in the Cornell SRF group, we excite the cavity in an

RF circuit known as a phase-locked loop (PLL). In general, a PLL uses an RF

mixer to compare the frequency of a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) to that

of a reference source, using the mixer output to adjust the VCO frequency to

match the reference oscillator. In the case of SRF cavities, the cavity (reference

oscillator) is driven by the signal generator (VCO), so the two oscillate at the

same drive frequency ωd. However, ωd may be slightly off from the resonant

frequency of the cavity ωr to begin with, and ωr may shift further over time due

to microphonics (changes in the cavity geometry caused by mechanical vibra-

tions) [PHK98]. The difference between ωd and ωr results in a phase difference

between the cavity and the drive signal. In the steady state this looks like the

following [SZY84, FLS06]:

∆φ = φc − φd = tan−1

QL
ω2

d − ω
2
r

ωd ωr

 (3.81)

The energy U of the field in the cavity and thus the voltage of the signal at the

pickup antenna Vcav will also be lower than their on-resonance maxima:

U = 4Pf
ωrω

2
d

Qe

ω2
rω

2
d

Q2
L

+
(
ω2

d − ω
2
r

)2
−1

(3.82)

Vcav ∝
√

U (3.83)

Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show an example of these phase and amplitude differences

for a 1.3 GHz cavity over a range of realistic values of QL. Cavities with high QL
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Figure 3.6: Phase difference between cavity and drive signal as a function of
the drive frequency ωd relative to the cavity resonant frequency ωr,
shown for several values of the loaded quality factor at 1.3 GHz.

have a phase and field strength that varies very quickly near ∆ω = ωd − ωr = 0,

and are more sensitive to microphonics as a result. A PLL used to drive high-

QL SRF cavities (such as those under vertical test at Cornell) tracks this phase

difference ∆φ and adjusts ωd to keep ∆φ (and thus ∆ω) constant. We then use a

further manual phase adjustment to set ∆ω = 0, thus driving the cavity on its

(time-varying) resonance frequency, essential for accuracy in the RF measure-

ments described in Sec. 3.3.3.

V. F. Kroupa’s text offers a very nice overview of PLL principles [Kro03], and

C. Gökçek’s paper gives a description of using a digital PLL to track a moving

reference frequency [Gok03]. Here I will go over the basic mathematics of using
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Figure 3.7: Amplitude of cavity voltage relative to the on-resonance voltage as
a function of the drive frequency ωd relative to the cavity resonant
frequency ωr, shown for several values of the loaded quality factor
at 1.3 GHz.

an analog PLL to track a moving reference frequency, as we do in the Cornell

SRF group. Figure 3.8 shows an overview of the main components of the system

for reference.

The RF mixer is the key component of the phase-locked loop. It compares the

signals at its two inputs, labeled LO (local oscillator) and RF (radio-frequency),

and generates the product of these signals at its output, labeled IF (intermediate

frequency), along with a mixer gain factor KM. The LO and RF inputs will be
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Figure 3.8: Diagram of the phase-locked loop circuit used for cavity testing at
Cornell.

sinusoids at the drive frequency with time-varying phase shifts φLO and φRF:

vIF = KMvLOvRF (3.84)

= KMVLOVRF sin(ωd + φLO) cos(ωd + φRF) (3.85)

= KMVLOVRF[sin(φLO − φRF) + sin(2ωd + φLO + φRF)] (3.86)

I have set vRF as a cosine for mathematical simplicity. Assuming that φLO and φRF

move slowly with respect to each other, the low-pass filter removes the high-

frequency sin(2ωd) wave and leaves only the first term. This is the signal that

reaches the FM (frequency modulation) port on the signal generator:

vFM = KMVLOVRF sin(φLO − φRF) (3.87)

This phase difference is equal to the phase difference between the cavity and

the drive signal ∆φ, plus the external phase shift added by the path lengths of

the lines between the components of the PLL φext, plus the shift added by the

manually adjustable phase shifter φm:

vFM = KMVLOVRF sin(∆φ + φm − φext) (3.88)
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The VCO adjusts the drive frequency ωd away from its center frequency ωc

based on vFM multiplied by an FM gain factor KFM:

ωd = ω0 + δωd (3.89)

δωd = KFMvFM (3.90)

Here δωd gives the difference between the time-varying drive frequency and the

fixed center frequency of the VCO. We can define a similar factor for the differ-

ence between the time-varying resonance frequency of the cavity and VCO’s

center frequency:

ωr = ω0 + δωr (3.91)

We can reorganize Eq. 3.81 with the change of variables suggested by Eqs. 3.89

and 3.91:

∆φ = tan−1

QL
2ω0(δωr − δωd) + δω2

r − δω
2
d

ω2
0 + ω0(δωr + δωd) + δωrδωd

 (3.92)

In the approximation that ω0 ≈ ωr ≈ ωd (i.e. δωd, δωr � ω0), the higher-order δω

terms drop out:

∆φ = tan−1
(
2QL

ω0
(δωr − δωd)

)
(3.93)

If the argument of the inverse tangent function is small (δωr ≈ δωd), then the

phase difference is approximately linear:

∆φ =
2QL

ω0
(δωr − δωd) (3.94)

We can substitute this into Eqs. 3.88 and 3.90 to get a self-consistent solution for

δωd:

δωd = KFMKMVLOVRF sin
(
2QL

ω0
(δωr − δωd) + φm − φext

)
(3.95)

We have already made the approximation that the first term in the sine function

is small. If we then also adjust the manual phase shift φm to compensate for
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φext, we can use the small-angle approximation for the full argument of the sine

function to linearize the problem:

δωd = KFMKMVLOVRF

(
2QL

ω0
(δωr − δωd) + φm − φext

)
(3.96)

Then we can solve for δωd:

δωd = δωr
2KQL

ω0 + 2KQL
+
ω0K (φm − φext)
ω0 + 2KQL

(3.97)

Here I have grouped the gain factors and mixer input voltages into

K = KFMKMVLOVRF. With the exception of KM, these can be adjusted easily by the

SRF test operator. Typical values of K are in the range of 1-10 MHz: KM ≈ 1 V−1,

VLO,VRF ≈ 1 V, and KFM is set to 1-10 MHz/V. As a result, KQL � ω0, and we can

make the following final approximation:

δωd = δωr +
ω0 (φm − φext)

2QL
(3.98)

This result is stable when the following conditions are met (the approximations

from above): the center frequency of the VCO is set near the resonance fre-

quency of the cavity and the FM deviation is small,

ω0 ≈ ωr ≈ ωd (3.99)

the deviations of the resonance and drive frequencies from the center frequency

of the VCO are approximately equal,

δωr ≈ δωd (3.100)

the PLL gain is sufficiently high,

K = KFMKMVLOVRF �
ω0

2QL
(3.101)

and the manual phase adjustment approximately compensates for the other

phase shifts in the PLL system:

φm ≈ φext (3.102)
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In this case, the PLL correctly adjusts for any slight shifts in ωr, due for example

to microphonics, by adjusting ωd such that ∆ω = ωd−ωr remains constant (equal

to the second term on the right hand side of Eq. 3.98). The phase difference ∆φ

is stable and the phase of the VCO is thus “locked” to the cavity phase.

To reach this stable phase-locked condition, the operator typically must ad-

just ω0 and φm to satisfy the above conditions. Adjustment to KFM may also

be necessary to account for changes in VLO and VRF, which are proportional

to the cavity voltage and the signal generator amplitude, respectively. Time-

dependent system noise will typically satisfy the δωr ≈ δωd condition at some

point, bringing the system into the phase-locked state. The operator can then

manually adjust φm to minimize the second term of Eq. 3.98. In practice, op-

erators usually adjust φm to maximize the field level in the cavity as measured

by the transmitted power meter4, which by Eqs. 3.82 and 3.83 occurs when the

cavity is driven on resonance (i.e. δωr = δωd).

The above mathematical description is a good approximation of the PLL

used in the Cornell SRF group. The true system is slightly more compli-

cated: the low-pass filter does not perfectly and instantaneously select the low-

frequency signal but in fact effectively integrates the input signal, resulting in a

response time on the order of the cutoff frequency of the filter. The path lengths

of the cables between the different components of the PLL as shown in Fig. 3.8

also add speed-of-light signal delays, and the VCO has a lag associated with the

FM control unit and its gain setting. In all, this results in a delay on the order of

nanoseconds to microseconds for 1.3 GHz cavities in normal testing operations.

As long as δωr changes slowly on this time scale, the PLL will stay in the locked

state.
4Alternatively, the operator can minimize the reflected power.
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Figure 3.9: Error in the measured coupling factor of the FPC due to error in the
cavity drive frequency, calculated by the RF Off and steady state
methods. Results shown for Q0 = 1 × 1010 and f0 = 1.3 GHz with
a true coupling factor of 0.3.

As mentioned in Sec. 3.3.3, we can use Eq. 3.80 to get a second measurement

of βe from the values of Pf in the steady state and Pe at the start of the decay. If

the PLL has not been properly optimized so that ωd = ωr, then the two measure-

ments of βe will contain errors due to the decrease in U (Eq. 3.82). In the case

when QL = (Q−1
0 + Q−1

e )−1, as when cavities are under vertical test, then Eq. 3.82

becomes the following:

U = 4Pf
ωrω

2
d

Qe

ω2
rω

2
d

(
1

Q0
+

1
Qe

)2

+
(
ω2

d − ω
2
r

)2
−1

(3.103)

The power coupled into the cavity Pin is equal to Pdiss = ωU/Q0 as before, due

to the conservation of energy, though U is now dependent on the frequency er-
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Figure 3.10: Error in the calculations of the intrinsic quality factor Q0 and the
peak surface magnetic field Hpk due to error in the cavity drive fre-
quency. Results shown for the same parameters as Fig. 3.9.

ror. The steady-state reflected power Pr = Pf − Pin as earlier in Eq. 3.74, and the

emitted power at the moment the RF drive is turned off is ωU/Qe as in Eq. 3.79.

If one tries to determine βe from the steady state measurement with Eq. 3.75 or

from the RF Off measurement with Eq. 3.80, the error in U when ωd , ωr will

create an error in the calculated coupling factor. In particular, the two values

of βe will not agree; for the SRF test operator, noticing a mismatch between the

two calculated values of βe is a good sign that the PLL has not been optimized.

Figure 3.9 shows the error in the calculation of βe due to error in the PLL opti-

mization for representative cavity parameters. This error in the measured value

of βe then affects the measurements of Q0 and Hpk. Figure 3.10 shows example
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results of the error in Fig. 3.9 propagated through the Q0 and Hpk calculations.

As mentioned in Sec. 3.3.3, we reject data for which the two measurements of

βe differ by ≥ 10%; for the example values in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10, this rejection

threshold results in a 2.3% error in the measured value of Q0 and a 3.4% error

in the measured value of Hpk. A stricter threshold of 5% error between the βe

measurements would result in errors of 1.1% in Q0 and 1.6% in Hpk, and a more

relaxed threshold of 20% disagreement would result in errors of 5.0% and 8.6%,

respectively.

3.3.5 Surface Heating and Thermal Concerns

In Section 3.2, we noted that the microwave surface resistance is highly depen-

dent on temperature. In typical SRF applications, formed sheet-metal cavities

are fitted with couplers and sealed into place on test inserts or in cryomodules.

Vacuum is pulled inside, then the cavities are immersed in a liquid helium bath

set to temperatures in the 1.5-4.5 K range for testing or operation. When an

accelerating field is excited in the cavity, power is dissipated as heat on the inte-

rior of the cavity due to the surface resistance and pulled away by the bath and

ultimately the refrigeration system. Any inefficiencies in heat transfer from the

RF surface out to the bath result in an increased surface temperature Ts > Tbath;

this increase in temperature leads to an increase in surface resistance. In SRF

material studies, this complicates attempted measurements of the intrinsic sur-

face resistance of samples under investigation. In accelerator applications, this

decreases Q0 and increases cryogenic power requirements; moreover, electron

heating on the RF surface is a potential mechanism for the medium-field Q-slope

(a gradual field-dependent decrease in Q0 commonly observed in SRF cavities)
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and can limit the achievable accelerating gradient in a cavity by thermal run-

away quench (the cavity surface temperature becomes unstable and increases

until it exceeds Tc) [VXP07, DHL17]. Three of the principal sources of ineffi-

ciency in this heat transfer are the thermal conductivity of the cavity bulk κ, the

Kapitza resistance hK, and the electron-phonon energy transfer rate Y .

Metals are typically known to have high thermal conductivity, especially at

low temperatures: high-purity copper, for example, can exhibit thermal con-

ductivity κ well in excess of 1 kW/m K at temperatures below 50 K [SDR92].

Heat in metals is primarily carried by electrons. However, as described previ-

ously, below Tc a large portion of a superconductor’s electrons are condensed

into Cooper pairs. Though they can carry electric current, these Cooper pairs

do not contribute to the entropic process of heat transfer [KB96]. As a result,

the thermal conductivity of superconductors is greatly reduced at temperatures

below Tc. This is improved at very low temperatures, however, where phonon

scattering is greatly reduced; this reduction allows phonons to make a signifi-

cant contribution to the overall thermal conductivity. Figure 3.11 shows a calcu-

lation of the thermal conductivity of superconducting niobium as a function of

temperature for several different values of RRR (the residual resistivity ratio, a

measure of the purity of a metal that is related to the electron mean free path `),

as well as different values of the phonon mean free path `ph, using the model of

Koechlin and Bonin [KB96]. Phonon scattering at grain boundaries is thought

to be a major contribution to the lattice thermal resistance, so the average grain

size is considered a reasonable approximation for `ph in niobium; for samples

produced at Cornell, the niobium grains are on the order of 100-500 μm in size.

Thermal conductivity for cavity-grade high-RRR niobium at an operating tem-

perature of 2 K is typically estimated to be near 5-20 W/m K [KB96], and is
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Figure 3.11: Calculation of the thermal conductivity of superconducting nio-
bium from the model of Koechlin and Bonin [KB96]. Solid lines
show results for large `ph resulting in a strong contribution to κ from
phonons; dashed lines show the opposite.

dominated by the phonon contribution. The typical wall thickness for SRF cavi-

ties at Cornell is 3 mm, giving a thermal resistance in the range of 3-7 kW/m2K.

The “Kapitza resistance” or alternatively the “Kapitza interface conduc-

tance” hK is another contributing factor to the inefficient transfer of heat away

from the cavity surface. The Kapitza resistance is thought to arise from a mis-

match in phonon transport properties across the boundary between two differ-

ent materials (e.g. niobium and liquid helium). This results in a temperature

difference across the boundary proportional to the heat flow. The Kapitza resis-

tance across the boundary between superconducting niobium and superfluid
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helium has been measured to be in the range of 5 kW/m2K [AF00].

Prior work studying heat transfer across SRF cavity walls has for the

most part only considered these first two phenomena [VXP07]. However, the

electron-phonon energy transfer rate provides yet another important source of

inefficiency in heat transfer. The power dissipated by the oscillating electromag-

netic field in an SRF cavity due to the surface resistance heats up the normal-

conducting electrons near the vacuum interface. Since the thermal conductivity

of the niobium bulk is dominated by the phonon contribution (as noted above),

any inefficiency in the transfer of heat from the electrons to the phonons leads

to a temperature difference between the two [KLT57, GHL+06, TGK+09]. Few

experiments have been performed to quantify this inefficiency in niobium; later

in this dissertation I will use the electron-phonon heat transfer coefficient as a

free parameter in theoretical fits to experimental data in order to establish links

between material parameters and observed effects that may be related to elec-

tron/quasiparticle overheating.

3.4 Testing SRF Cavities

Now that I have outlined some of the analytical methods of SRF accelerator

physics experiment – adapting basic superconductivity theory to SRF cavity ap-

plications and detailing the mathematics of SRF measurements in cavities with

couplers and non-uniform surface fields – I would like to elaborate on the prac-

tical procedures used in the Cornell SRF group to fabricate and test cavities.
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3.4.1 Cavity Fabrication and Test Preparation

The current state-of-the-art procedure for the fabrication of niobium SRF cavi-

ties is deep-drawing of niobium sheets into the component parts of the cavity

followed by electron-beam welding (EBW) of the parts to form the full struc-

ture5. At Cornell, our fundamental SRF research program primarily makes use

of 1.3 GHz single-cell elliptical cavities of the TESLA/ILC design [ABB+00] that

we fabricate in-house. We begin with fine-grain high-RRR niobium sheets, place

them between machined 7075-grade aluminum dies, and deep-draw the sheets

into half-cells using a hydraulic press. Figure 3.12a shows an example of a die

pair used in the deep-drawing process (in this case for 2.6 GHz cavities). Af-

ter pressing, the cups are trimmed and chemically cleaned in preparation for

welding. Using EBW, we weld the two half-cells to cylindrical “beam tubes”

at the irises, weld vacuum flanges to the other ends of the beam tubes, and fi-

nally weld the two assemblies together at the equator, completing the cavity.

The flanges are either made from reactor-grade Nb or from NbTi, depending

on the desired vacuum sealing method for the cavities; this choice of sealing

method tends to have negligible impact on cavity performance but affects ease

of assembly and disassembly.

After welding, the cavity is chemically polished to remove a 100-150 μm

layer of niobium from the surface of the cavity, thereby cleaning away defects in-

troduced by the machining process (scratches, small chips, etc.). We employ two

different chemical polishing techniques, namely BCP (buffered chemical polish-

ing) and EP (electropolishing). Modern high-performance niobium cavities are

usually etched by BCP and then EP in succession, or alternatively entirely by EP

5The interested reader will find a detailed overview of SRF cavity fabrication procedures in
W. Singer’s course notes for the 2013 CAS-CERN Accelerator School [Sin14].
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(a) Aluminum dies (b) Welded cavity with protective caps

Figure 3.12: Cornell’s SRF cavities are formed by pressing niobium sheets be-
tween aluminum dies (at left). After pressing, the half-cells are
welded by EBW into the final cavity shape (at right). The welds
leave visible seams at the equator and irises.

(this method is slower but yields higher performance).

The BCP process consists of filling the cavity with BCP solution, a 1:1:2 mix-

ture of 70% nitric acid, 48% hydrofluoric acid, and 85% phosphoric acid solu-

tions, and allowing the acid to etch the surface by oxidization and dissolution

of the oxide [KWS70]. At 20 ◦C, BCP etches niobium at a rate of about 1 μm

per minute. The rate can be controlled by adjusting the temperature; we typi-

cally chill the acid in a refrigerator between mixing (an exothermic process) and

etching (another exothermic process) and cool the exterior of the cavity by a con-

tinuous spray of chilled water during the etch to prevent excessive or runaway

etching.

Unlike BCP, EP is an electrochemical process (see [CSF12, Cra17] for detailed

explanations of the mechanism of niobium EP). At Cornell we EP our cavities

in a vertical configuration. To perform this vertical EP or “VEP”, we insert an
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aluminum cathode rod into the vertically oriented cavity on its axis. We fill the

cavity with a 10:1 mixture of 98% sulfuric acid and 48% hydrofluoric acid. We

apply a 12 V potential between the cathode and the niobium cell, which engages

the electrolytic polishing process: the surface undergoes anodization, and the

hydrofluoric acid etches away the newly grown oxide layer, resulting in a new

removal of niobium. The typical time-averaged surface current density at the

niobium cavity during EP is 10 mA/cm2. As with BCP, we chill the acid before

VEP and externally cool the cavity by chilled water spray in order to control the

removal rate and prevent runaway conditions; we usually keep the temperature

in the 15-20 ◦C range. Niobium removal by EP is slower than in BCP, at about

5 μm per hour; however, due to the dynamics of the electrolyte near the niobium

surface, surface peaks are etched away preferentially over the “valleys” and, as

a result, overall surface roughness is reduced in the EP process.

After chemical etching, we clean the cavity first by rinsing with DI (de-

ionized) water to remove acid and reaction residue. We then immerse the cav-

ity in an ultrasonic cleaner with soap and water; this is followed by a second

ultrasonic cleaning in DI water. The cavity is then transferred to a ISO class 10

clean room and finally cleaned with an HPR (high-pressure rinsing) system:

∼ 1000 PSI DI water jets are sprayed on the surface, rotating on the cavity axis

and moving back and forth along the cavity axis to thoroughly clean any re-

maining residue from the surface. After HPR, we leave the cavity in the clean

room to air-dry.

After chemistry and cleaning, we bake the cavity in a UHV (ultra-high vac-

uum) furnace to remove interstitial impurities, especially hydrogen, which can

be absorbed during the EP process and can cause a certain type of performance
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degradation called “Q disease” [Pad09]. This “degas” bake is usually performed

at 800 ◦C for 3-6 hours.

To combat the effects of high-field Q-slope, a steep field-dependent degra-

dation of Q0 beginning at surface fields in the range of 80-100 mT [Pad09], the

degas bake is optionally followed by a second bake at 120 ◦C for 48 hours. Be-

tween the two bakes the furnace is brought to room temperature and vented,

allowing the native oxide layer to re-grow on the niobium surface. Possible ex-

planations for this effect include the dissolution of an “oxygen pollution layer”

in the 10-20 nm near the RF surface [Saf01, CMS+10] as well as a reduction or

suppression of “nanohydride” growth on the surface [RECS13, BGS+19]; how-

ever, these results are as yet preliminary, and for now the reason for the sup-

pression of the high-field Q-slope by the 120 ◦C bake remains unclear.

A recent development in the field of SRF is the discovery of “nitrogen dop-

ing”, a treatment which greatly increases Q0 for niobium cavities and which

causes a further increase in Q0 with increasing field strength [GRS+13]6. This

field-dependent effect is commonly known as the “positive Q-slope” or “anti-Q-

slope” to distinguish it from the previously studied medium-field and high-field

Q-slopes. Figure 3.13 compares the Q vs. H performance of a typical nitrogen-

doped cavity to that of a cavity treated with an 800 ◦C degas bake; both cavities

were treated with VEP before the baking step.

In general these doping treatments modify the degas bake, adding a doping

step during which high-purity nitrogen gas is introduced into the vacuum fur-

nace at low pressure (< 1 Torr) as well as an optional annealing step in UHV

afterwards. These steps are performed in succession without returning the fur-

6Similar observations were presented in [DCM+13], but it remains unclear whether these
effects were the result of nitrogen doping.
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of Q vs. H curves at 2 K for a nitrogen-doped cavity
and a “baseline” cavity treated with 800 ◦C degas.

nace to room temperature or venting in between. For cavities doped at high

temperature (800-1000 ◦C), the 120 ◦C vacuum bake is typically omitted; high-

field Q-slope may be present in some N-doped cavities7 but this has not been

studied in detail at time of writing. High-temperature doping is followed by

a light EP to remove 5-20 μm of the surface, etching away a layer of niobium

nitride and bringing the surface nitrogen concentration to a desirable level. Al-

ternative “infusion” treatments take place at lower temperatures (120-160 ◦C)

and may have some of the same benefits as the 120 ◦C vacuum bake. I will go

into greater detail about the state of the art of nitrogen doping in the following

chapter, and I will (as the title of this dissertation suggests) explore the funda-

7For example, see Fig. 3 in [GAB+19].
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mental physics of nitrogen-doped niobium in the chapters to come.

After all chemical etches and heat treatments have been completed, we re-

turn the cavity to the class 10 clean room for another HPR and air-dry followed

by assembly onto a vertical test stand “insert” like that pictured in Fig. 3.14a.

The structure features an FPC with variable coupling, and the cavity is also typ-

ically fitted with a transmitted power coupler as described in Sec. 3.3.3. We then

pump out the cavity to vacuum at a controlled rate to the region of 1×10−7 Torr,

which takes several hours. We check the cavity for leaks using a helium wand

and an RGA (residual gas analyzer), spraying high-purity helium on the vac-

uum connection seals and measuring the amount of helium that leaks through

into the cavity vacuum.

When the cavity has been pumped and found to be leak-tight, we dress the

cavity and insert with various sensors for additional information collection dur-

ing the test. In particular these include Cernox brand cryogenic temperature

sensors [Laka], calibrated to the ±5 mK level down to 1.4 K, and Bartington

brand fluxgate magnetometers [Bar], calibrated to a resolution of 0.1 nT. Addi-

tional instrumentation includes a pressure sensor for the cryogenic dewar and a

helium level stick for measuring the depth of the liquid helium bath surround-

ing the cavity inside the dewar. Permanently installed in the test area are radia-

tion monitors which can be used to detect field emission.

After dressing, we install the cavity insert into a cryogenic dewar, pump

the dewar to vacuum, and begin the transfer of liquid helium into the dewar

to cool the cavity below its superconducting critical temperature. This cooling

can be done as a “fast cooldown” or a “slow cooldown”. In a fast cooldown,

we cool the dewar with a high flow of cold (≈ 4.5 K) helium gas, building a
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(a) Vertical test insert (b) Closeup of dressed cavity on insert

Figure 3.14: Single-cell cavities are usually tested vertically on stands like those
pictured here. The cavities are dressed with instrumentation and
the insert assembly is installed in a cryogenic dewar for testing.

large temperature gradient (≥ 1 K/cm) across the cavity cell from iris to iris;

as the cavity cools through Tc, the transition to the superconducting state oc-

curs at a sharply defined boundary and magnetic flux is maximally expelled

(see Sec. 3.1), minimizing trapped magnetic flux and any residual resistance

caused by the trapped flux. Cooling quickly through the temperature range of

100-150 K also minimizes the effects of Q-disease by limiting the time available

for hydride formation [Pad09]. Fast cooling has a potential negative side effect,

however: large temperature gradients across parallel conducting components

of the test setup can excite thermoelectric currents by way of the Seebeck effect,

and these currents can generate magnetic fields that are not fully expelled by

the cavity during the superconducting transition. This is also an important is-
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sue for bi-metallic SRF cavities such as those made from Nb3Sn, which feature

a metal-metal interface parallel to the temperature gradient across the entire

cavity. Fortunately for the tests of doped niobium cavities covered in this dis-

sertation, these issues have largely been avoided.

In a slow cooldown, we first cool quickly through 100 K in order to limit the

effects of Q-disease and then use heaters and throttle the flow of cold helium

gas in order to stabilize the temperature of the cavity above Tc. Our criterion

for stabilization is a temperature gradient of less than 10 mK across the cell

(about 10 cm in length from iris to iris for a 1.3 GHz cavity). Once we have

stabilized the temperature, we adjust the flow throttle and the heater power to

slowly decrease the temperature of the cavity through Tc, maintaining a small

temperature gradient across the cell. We use this process to intentionally trap

a large amount of magnetic flux, usually to study the sensitivity of the residual

resistance to trapped magnetic flux. In these tests we also install a Helmholtz

coil around the cavity to provide an external DC magnetic field to trap; without

the coil, the magnetic shielding in the dewar typically limits the ambient mag-

netic field to ≈ 5 mG. Slow cooling also limits thermoelectric currents and their

resulting fields.

After cooldown, fast or slow, we finish filling the dewar with liquid helium

at 4.2 K. Using a vacuum pumping system we can control the temperature of

the helium bath to a precision of 10 mK between 1.4 K and 4.2 K. Below 2.17 K,

helium becomes a superfluid and has excellent cooling capability; we do most

of our testing with high RF field at temperatures of 2.1 K and below. With the

cooldown completed and the cavity at the desired temperature, we begin testing

the cavity under RF power.
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3.4.2 Cavity Measurement Procedures

We excite the cavity with a phase-locked loop as described above in Sec. 3.3.4.

Once the VCO is locked to the cavity and the drive frequency adjusted to match

the resonant frequency of the cavity, we proceed with RF Off measurements

as described in Sec. 3.3.3. The forward, reflected, and transmitted powers Pf,

Pr, and Pt are measured at the meters indicated in Fig. 3.8. We adjust these

measured values by the attenuation factors between points A, B, C, D, and F

(measured before the test) to find the true values of Pf and Pr at the FPC (point

F). We measure these values in the steady state, which by Eq. 3.75 gives a mea-

surement of the coupling factor βe and by Eq. 3.74 the power coupled into the

cavity Pin. We then turn the RF drive power off; now in the undriven state, the

field in the cavity decays exponentially. We measure the decay in Pe (picked up

at the Pr meter); Fig. 3.15 shows example results from such a measurement. Fit-

ting the time constant of the exponential decay yields a measurement of QL as in

Eq. 3.79. Using βe and QL in Eq. 3.73 gives us the intrinsic quality factor Q0. The

values of Pf, Q0, and βe give the steady-state value of U by Eq. 3.82, and finally

we use the geometrical constants of the cavity to convert U into a measurement

of Hpk, the peak surface magnetic field in the cavity. We then repeat this process

at many field levels, building a Q0 vs. Hpk curve to characterize the performance

of the cavity under test.

Recent Cornell SRF test activities have also included measurements using

the “continuous Q vs. H” method. This technique is fundamentally similar to

the RF Off method but uses data from the full decay of the cavity field to calcu-

late a continuous Q0 vs. Hpk curve. As in the traditional RF Off method, we use

power meter data from the start of the cavity decay curve to calculate QL(t = 0),
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Figure 3.15: An example RF Off measurement of the forward and reflected
power near the time when the RF drive is switched off. Black line
with stars indicates the exponential fit of the loaded time constant.

βe, and Hpk(t = 0). Then at each point along the decay curve, we perform an-

other exponential fit, resulting in a measurement of the loaded quality factor as a

function of time, QL(t). Assuming Qe and the attenuation factors to remain fixed

during the measurement, we first calculate Q0(t) from QL(t) and then use the

Pe(t) data to get a measurement of the peak field as a function of time, Hpk(t). Fi-

nally, we combine these parametrically, resulting in a continuous Q0(Hpk) curve.

In general this method is very consistent with the traditional RF Off method.

Figure 3.16 shows example results using both methods. This process is then re-

peated at many temperatures, resulting in a three-dimensional Q0 vs. Hpk vs. T

set of data to characterize the RF performance of the cavity under test.
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Figure 3.16: Example measurements of Q0 vs. Hpk for a 1.3 GHz niobium cavity
at 2.0 K, using both the continuous Q vs. H and traditional RF Off
methods.

After the bulk of RF testing is completed for a cavity, we perform a final

measurement, tracking the resonance frequency fr of the cavity as a function of

temperature. Near Tc, the penetration depth of the cavity λ increases in a man-

ner that is dependent on the electron mean free path ` near the cavity surface.

As a result of this increase, the cavity effectively increases in volume, and the

resonance frequency decreases; for 1.3 GHz TESLA cavities, this decrease is on

the order of tens of kHz per μm increase of λ.

With this extensive data set in hand, we turn to theoretical calculations to

extract the material parameters of the RF surface of the cavity. In particu-

lar we are interested in the temperature-dependent surface resistance RBCS, the
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temperature-independent residual resistance R0, the critical temperature Tc, the

reduced energy gap ∆(0)/kBTc, and the electron mean free path `. We first ex-

tract Tc by measuring the temperature above which fr ceases to change; this in-

dicates that the RF surface of the cavity is fully normal-conducting. We then use

a MATLAB routine written by N. R. Valles that performs alternating theoretical

fits of fr vs. T and of RBCS vs. T at low RF field (usually near 10 mT) [Val14]. At its

base this program uses the SRIMP code, an algorithm developed by J. Halbritter

that performs numerical calculations of BCS theory to find RBCS and λ as func-

tions of temperature based on the material properties of a cavity [Hal70]. This

extracts a measurement of ` as well as low-field values of RBCS(T ), R0, and ∆.

We then use Tc and ` to fit the model against the field-dependent data, extract-

ing RBCS(T,Hpk), R0(Hpk), and ∆(Hpk). Figure 3.17 shows example fit results from

typical cavity test data; note that SRIMP uses RRR as a stand-in for `, with the

relation RRR= `/5.99 nm.

These measurements and calculations are the bread and butter of the SRF

testing program at Cornell. In the next chapters I will discuss many cavity test

measurements; in general, these use the methods described above.
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Figure 3.17: Example measurement and fit results for a 1.3 GHz cavity.
Eacc = µ0Hpk/4.23 mT for this geometry.
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CHAPTER 4

NITROGEN DOPING AND INFUSION: AN OVERVIEW

One of the most significant advances in niobium SRF technology in the last

decade has been the discovery in 2013 of “nitrogen doping”, a mild cavity treat-

ment protocol with a large impact on RF performance [GRS+13]. The nitrogen

doping procedure enriches the first few tens of micrometers of the niobium cav-

ity surface with nitrogen at a level of approximately ∼ 0.1 at.%; beneath the

doped surface layer the niobium bulk remains “clean” with very low impurity

content. Experimentally, the BCS surface resistance in nitrogen-doped cavities

at low field levels is usually reduced compared to cavities prepared with the

baseline treatment (EP + 800 ◦C vacuum bake, as described in Ch. 3). Moreover,

many of these cavities also exhibit a further decrease in RBCS with increasing RF

field strength. This results in an intrinsic quality factor Q0 that increases with

field, an effect known as the “positive Q-slope” or “anti-Q-slope”. The efficiency

of these nitrogen-doped cavities (as measured by Q0) is improved by as much

as a factor of 3 at higher fields over the previous state-of-the-art treatments. Fig-

ure 4.1, a reproduction of Fig. 3.13, demonstrates this improvement in Q0 for a

representative nitrogen-doped cavity as compared to a baseline treatment of the

same cavity.

In this chapter I will detail the nitrogen doping procedure, its effect on the

chemical composition of the RF surface, and its effects on the RF performance

of niobium cavities. I will also cover some variations to the doping protocol, in

particular introducing the “nitrogen infusion” treatment. Finally, I will lay out

the questions that will guide the investigations presented in the remainder of

this dissertation.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of Q vs. H curves at 2 K for a nitrogen-doped cavity and
a “baseline” cavity (reproduction of Fig. 3.13).

4.1 Nitrogen Doping Procedures

As outlined briefly in Sec. 3.4.1, nitrogen doping is a variation of the standard

800 ◦C degas treatment in modern niobium cavity fabrication procedures. Dis-

covered at FNAL (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory) in 2013 [GRS+13],

the treatment adds a short doping step after the degas bake. The furnace is

maintained at the degas temperature or brought to the desired doping tem-

perature (typically 800 ◦C). A small amount of high-purity dry nitrogen gas

is let into the furnace through a particle filter, typically up to a pressure of

20-60 mTorr (the process is not sensitive to variations in nitrogen pressure over

this range [Gon16]). The niobium cavity, which following the degas bake has
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very low internal impurity content and almost1 no surface oxide barrier, read-

ily absorbs nitrogen into its surface. This absorption is allowed to continue for

a short time, with 2 minutes being a standard length of the doping step. Af-

ter this short step, the furnace is brought back to high vacuum, removing the

nitrogen gas. The furnace is left at the doping temperature for an optional an-

nealing step, with 6 minutes being a typical duration in previous R&D studies.

During this time, the nitrogen in the cavity surface is able to diffuse further into

the bulk. After the annealing step, or directly after the doping step if no anneal

is performed, the furnace is ramped back down to room temperature and then

vented with filtered air. The cavity is then removed from the furnace for further

treatment.

After the doping process, the chemical composition of the surface of the cav-

ity is greatly altered. Figure 4.2 shows an example of the concentration of ni-

trogen in the cavity surface as a function of depth; this data was measured us-

ing SIMS (secondary ion mass spectrometry) on a single-crystal electropolished

niobium witness sample treated alongside the cavity. This cavity was doped

at 800 ◦C for 20 minutes and then annealed for 30 minutes. Also presented in

Fig. 4.2 is a calculation of the electron mean free path ` calculated from the ni-

trogen concentration by the following:

` =
σ

∆ρ
(4.1)

∆ρ =
(
5.2 × 10−8 Ωm

)
c′ (4.2)

Equation 4.1 relates the electron mean free path ` to the change in normal-

conducting resistivity ∆ρ due to the presence of impurities in the niobium, with

σ = 0.37 × 10−15
Ωm2 [GK68]; in turn, Eq. 4.2 gives the change in resistivity for a

1An oxygen monolayer exists on niobium surfaces at least up to 2000 ◦C [VKFS19].
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Figure 4.2: SIMS results of nitrogen concentration and resulting electron mean
free path ` near the RF surface after doping at 800 ◦C and before EP.
Figure adapted from [Gon16].

given concentration of nitrogen c′ in units of at.% [Pad09].

The doping process leaves a thin surface layer (2-5 μm) with a very high

concentration of nitrogen, commonly understood to be a layer of lossy niobium

nitride [TGMR15]. The cavity is treated with EP to remove this layer and expose

the doped layer underneath. After this final EP, typical values of ` on the cavity

surface range from 1-200 nm. At this point the cavity is ready for HPR and

installation.

Doping protocols (or “recipes”) are typically named to indicate the doping

time, annealing time, and post-dope EP depth; for example, the cavity indi-

cated in Fig. 4.2 received a “20/30 dope” followed by later etching of 24 μm (not
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indicated in the SIMS results). In this dissertation I will generally refer to dop-

ing protocols by these names, also indicating the doping temperature which is

sometimes omitted in the literature.

4.2 RF Performance of Nitrogen-Doped Cavities

Despite the relatively small changes made to the material composition of nio-

bium after the nitrogen doping process, nitrogen-doped niobium and non-

doped clean niobium behave remarkably differently under accelerator condi-

tions. Here I will lay out some of the major positive and negative changes that

nitrogen doping brings to the RF performance of niobium SRF cavities.

4.2.1 Positive Effects of Nitrogen Doping

Nitrogen doping of niobium has been studied most extensively at 1.3 GHz, the

design frequency of the TESLA cavity geometry [ABB+00] and a very common

frequency for niobium SRF cavities used for electron acceleration over the last

few decades (for example EXFEL, LCLS-II, and CBETA). At this frequency and

when operating below the liquid helium superfluid transition temperature of

2.17 K, the BCS surface resistance of nitrogen-doped cavities shows two sub-

stantial changes compared to that of “clean” non-doped cavities. First, at low

fields (µ0Hpk ≈ 10 mT), RBCS is reduced in all but the most strongly doped

cavities; this follows from the reduction of the mean free path as discussed in

Sec. 3.2 (in particular, see Fig. 3.2). Figure 4.3 shows the low-field RBCS for several

nitrogen-doped cavities compared with the theoretical prediction from numer-
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Figure 4.3: Low-field BCS surface resistance for nitrogen-doped cavities at 2 K
as a function of mean free path compared to theoretical prediction;
RBCS has been normalized for variations in ∆/kBTc. First published
in [MGL17].

ical calculations of BCS theory, normalized for differences in ∆/kBTc [MGL17].

Cavities doped to a mean free path of ∼ 20 nm have the strongest reduction

in RBCS at low fields, with about half the BCS surface resistance of non-doped

cavities.

Second, as the RF field strength increases, RBCS tends to decrease, and can be

reduced by as much as another factor of 2. This is the most exciting change be-

tween clean and doped niobium cavities, as it allows for unprecedentedly high

efficiency of acceleration. As we shall see in Ch. 5, the magnitude of the decrease

in RBCS is strongly dependent on ` [MGL17]. This decrease is most dramatic in
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cavities doped to the shortest mean free paths, saturating near ` = 10 nm. At

lighter doping levels, with ` ≥ 200 nm, the relative decrease in RBCS with in-

creasing field is negligible. Unlike the low-field change in RBCS, this high-field

behavior of nitrogen-doped cavities is not yet well understood. The primary

focus of the investigations in this dissertation is to work towards building a

theoretical understanding of the field-dependent reduction of the BCS surface

resistance.

4.2.2 Negative Effects of Nitrogen Doping

Nitrogen doping also has some negative effects on the RF performance of nio-

bium SRF cavities. One critical issue in nitrogen-doped cavities is the sensi-

tivity of the residual resistance R0 to trapped magnetic flux. As described in

Sec. 3.1, magnetic flux can become trapped in the cavity wall during cooldown

if there is not a strong thermal gradient parallel to the surface or if there are flux-

trapping defects present in the cavity. Magnetic flux thus trapped in the cavity

surface can oscillate under RF excitation, and under certain conditions this can

cause losses that appear as an additional temperature-independent surface re-

sistance [GC13, LHK+18]. SRF cavities show a sensitivity to trapped magnetic

flux that scales linearly with the strength of the trapped field:

R0 = R0,native + S ·Btrapped (4.3)

Here, R0,native is the residual resistance of the cavity not caused by trapped mag-

netic flux, Btrapped is the average magnetic flux density trapped in the cavity wall,

and S is the cavity’s trapped flux sensitivity. Figure 4.4 shows an example of this

linear relation. In addition to the magnitude of the trapped field, S depends on
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Figure 4.4: Sensitivity of the residual resistance of an example nitrogen-doped
cavity to trapped magnetic flux (` = 8.8 nm). The cavity was pre-
pared at FNAL and tested at Cornell.

the orientation of the cavity with respect to the trapped field; most trapped flux

studies (and all such studies presented in this chapter) align the field with the

axis of the cavity. S also depends on ω to varying degree for different SRF ma-

terials [LHK+18, Hal17, Gon16].

Experimental studies have revealed a strong non-linear dependence of the

sensitivity S on the electron mean free path ` in nitrogen-doped cavities. Fig-

ure 4.5 shows this sensitivity as a function of ` for a number of 1.3 GHz nitrogen-

doped cavities prepared at Cornell. Towards the non-doped clean limit, S tends

towards 0.2-0.5 nΩ/mG of trapped flux. The sensitivity peaks near a mean free
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Figure 4.5: Sensitivity of the residual resistance of nitrogen-doped cavities pre-
pared at Cornell to trapped magnetic flux as a function of electron
mean free path `. Line indicates theoretical prediction from [GC13],
using 77.5 · ` as the pinning spacing `p. This figure is an updated
version of a figure presented in [MGL17], now accounting for geo-
metrical corrections to the measurements of trapped flux [Por19] and
to the theoretical sensitivity [LHK+18].

path2 of 5-10 nm, where S ≈ 2.5 nΩ/mG. Ambient magnetic fields in shielded

cryomodules and test dewars are typically in the range of 5 mG; since RBCS

at a standard operating temperature of 2 K is 6-12 nΩ, the high sensitivity of

nitrogen-doped cavities can cause quite a significant increase to the total sur-

face resistance if the ambient flux is not efficiently expelled during cooldown.

2Something interesting to note is that nitrogen-doped cavities prepared at FNAL have shown
qualitatively similar sensitivity to trapped magnetic flux but with the peak at a different value
of ` (see for example Fig. 1 in [MGC+16]); this discrepancy is not yet understood.
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Also shown in Fig. 4.5 is a theoretical calculation of S (`) using the model

presented in [GC13]. In this model, magnetic vortices are strongly pinned at

locations through the surface, and their oscillations fall into two regimes of be-

havior sensitive to the mean distance between pinning sites `p. When `p is very

short, the vortices are strongly pinned in place, with only a small portion of

each trapped vortex contributing to the dissipative losses. As `p increases, vor-

tex oscillations between pinning sites increase in magnitude, increasing losses.

On the other hand, when `p is long, vortices are largely unpinned and free

to oscillate with large amplitude and low line tension; dissipative losses are

limited, decreasing further with increasing `p. There is a crossover between

these two regimes where the losses peak at an intermediate value of `p. We

have found good agreement between Cornell trapped flux sensitivity data in

nitrogen-doped niobium cavities at 1.3 GHz and the Gurevich flux sensitivity

model by setting3 `p = 77.5 · ` [GKL16].

A further limitation of nitrogen-doped cavities is a tendency towards low

quench fields [Gon16]. This effect is highly dependent on the doping protocol,

with more strongly doped cavities tending towards lower quench fields, but

has not yet been studied thoroughly. The cavities studied in this dissertation

typically reached quench fields in the range of 65-100 mT, whereas non-doped

cavities prepared at Cornell regularly reach 130 mT or more.

3This coefficient is updated from the one originally presented in [GKL16] after refitting with
the geometric corrections offered in [Por19] and [LHK+18].
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Figure 4.6: SIMS results of nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon content of a cavity
treated with 160 ◦C nitrogen infusion for 48 hours. Gray area ap-
proximates the RF penetration layer.

4.3 Nitrogen Infusion

A more recent development related to the nitrogen doping of niobium is the so-

called “nitrogen infusion” process. This is a similar treatment protocol to nitro-

gen doping, but with the doping step taking place at a much lower temperature

and for a much longer time [GRT+17, KFG+16]. For the nitrogen-infused cavities

studied in this dissertation, the furnace was ramped after the degas step down

to 160 ◦C for doping. The length of the doping step varied from study to study,

but was typically 1-7 days.

Figure 4.6 shows the concentrations of nitrogen as well as oxygen and carbon
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impurities in a representative nitrogen-infused niobium surface; in this case,

the cavity underwent a 48-hour doping step. Like the earlier impurity concen-

tration results, the measurements here were taken by SIMS on a single-crystal

sample of electropolished niobium treated alongside the cavity. Two things are

of particular note here in comparison to the impurity content compared to that

of nitrogen-doped niobium as exemplified in Fig. 4.2. First is that the spike in

nitrogen concentration near the surface is not high enough to indicate a substan-

tial layer of niobium nitride; indeed, except in cases of surface contamination,

we were able to omit the light EP step from the doping process when prepar-

ing cavities by nitrogen infusion. Second is that beyond the initial spike, the

concentration of nitrogen decreases very rapidly, reaching background levels a

mere 10-20 nm from the surface, while the concentrations of carbon and oxygen

are substantially higher for several hundred nm; later work in this dissertation

will suggest that this very limited presence of nitrogen nevertheless has an im-

portant impact on the RF performance of nitrogen-infused cavities.

Given these dramatic differences in impurity content, one might be under-

standably astonished to see that these nitrogen-infused cavities perform very

similarly to nitrogen-doped cavities. Figure 4.7 shows the 2 K Q0 vs. Hpk behav-

ior of a cavity that was infused for 48 hours at 160 ◦C compared against that

of a cavity that received a 20/30 dope at 800 ◦C followed by a 24 μm VEP; the

two curves are nearly identical in their anti-Q-slope behavior. The doped and

infused cavities received the same treatments as the samples in Figs. 4.2 and 4.6,

respectively, with the doped cavity receiving an additional 24 μm VEP after the

bake. Looking at the SIMS results, the two cavities had similar concentrations

of nitrogen on the surface (∼ 0.1 at. %) but quite different impurity content af-

ter the first few nm: where the impurity concentrations in the nitrogen-infused
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Figure 4.7: Q vs.H curves at 2 K for a nitrogen-infused cavity and a nitrogen-
doped cavity.

cavity decay very rapidly in the first few 100’s of nm, the nitrogen concentration

of the nitrogen-doped cavity remains essentially constant on that scale.

As in the cavities doped with nitrogen at high temperatures, the field-

dependent increase in Q0 in 160 ◦C nitrogen-infused niobium cavities is caused

by a decrease in RBCS with increasing RF field strength. Figure 4.8 shows RBCS

and R0 for an example nitrogen-infused cavity.

Also similarly to high-T -doped cavities, the residual resistance of nitrogen

infused cavities shows a significant sensitivity to trapped magnetic flux. Un-

like the nitrogen-doped cavities, however, nitrogen-infused cavities prepared at
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Figure 4.8: BCS and residual surface resistance of a nitrogen-infused cavity
(160 ◦C, 4.5 days) as a function of RF field strength.

Cornell have also shown a linear sensitivity to the strength of the RF field:

R0 = R0,native + a·BRF·Btrapped + b·Btrapped (4.4)

Figure 4.9 shows an example of this sensitivity in a cavity that underwent a

24-hour 160 ◦C nitrogen infusion run. Such a sensitivity has been observed in

thin-film cavities such as niobium cavities coated with niobium-3 tin [HLP+17]

and in copper cavities sputtered with niobium [BCC+97]. Some other laborato-

ries have also found such a sensitivity in nitrogen-doped niobium [MGC+16],

though Cornell flux trapping sensitivity results for nitrogen-doped niobium

have shown only a very weak or negligible dependence on the RF field

strength [Gon16]. For nitrogen-infused cavities prepared at Cornell, the non-
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Figure 4.9: Residual resistance due to trapped magnetic flux for a nitrogen-
infused cavity (160 ◦C, 24 hours).

field-dependent flux trapping sensitivity (b in Eq. 4.4) has generally been on the

low end of the range of the sensitivity observed in nitrogen-doped cavities, in

the range of 0.2-1 nΩ/mG at 1.3 GHz.

4.4 Open Questions

As discussed above, the anti-Q-slope behavior exhibited by nitrogen-doped and

nitrogen-infused niobium SRF accelerator cavities gives the potential to build

high-efficiency particle accelerators. Together, the experimental results of these

cavities indicate that their RF performance is impacted significantly by the pres-
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ence of impurities, particularly nitrogen. As such, there remain a number of

open questions concerning nitrogen doping and infusion:

1. How does the concentration of impurities affect the properties of the

anti-Q-slope in nitrogen-doped cavities?

2. How does the concentration of impurities affect the properties of the

anti-Q-slope in nitrogen-infused cavities?

3. Can we build a framework to simulate nitrogen-doped and nitrogen-

infused cavities?

4. Do we have a theoretical understanding of the anti-Q-slope?

5. Can we design an experiment to investigate the anti-Q-slope from another

angle?

In Ch. 5, I will discuss a study of strongly nitrogen-doped 1.3 GHz single-cell

niobium cavities, quantifying the properties of the anti-Q-slope with respect to

the electron mean free path `. In Ch. 6, I will discuss initial studies of nitrogen-

infused cavities, investigating the impacts of the different impurities present in

the RF surface. In Ch. 7, I will detail my development of a framework to model

the RF behavior of doped and infused cavities including the important thermal

effects discussed in Sec. 3.3.5. In Ch. 8, I will use the framework and other tools

to test competing theories of the anti-Q-slope. In Ch. 9, I will describe a new

test apparatus to investigate the field-dependence of the surface resistance in

nitrogen-doped and nitrogen-infused niobium. Finally, in Ch. 10, I will sum-

marize the results of the previous chapters and present an outlook on future

investigations of these novel SRF materials.
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CHAPTER 5

QUASIPARTICLE OVERHEATING IN NITROGEN-DOPED CAVITIES

Nitrogen-doped niobium cavities exhibit a peculiar and exciting behavior:

their BCS surface resistance decreases with increasing RF field strength, leading

to a field-dependent increase in their efficiency as measured by the intrinsic

quality factor Q0. As discussed in Ch. 4, this “anti-Q-slope” can improve Q0

by up to a factor of 3 at gradients relevant to SRF accelerator applications. The

characteristics of this field-dependent RBCS, particularly the value of RBCS at low

field and the relative change in magnitude of RBCS as the field strength increases,

are strongly affected by the level of nitrogen concentration in the RF penetration

layer (first few λ) of the cavity surface. In nitrogen-doped cavities, this concen-

tration is fairly constant on the scale of λ, and can be non-destructively quanti-

fied through measurements of the electron mean free path `. In this chapter, I

will discuss an “overdoping” study we performed at Cornell in which we pre-

pared and tested1 a set of cavities with a range of levels of nitrogen-doping as

quantified by `, using the results to build an empirical model of the anti-Q-slope

as a function of doping level [MGL17]. This model hinges on the thermal effects

outlined in Sec. 3.3.5, especially quasiparticle overheating by inefficiency in the

electron-phonon heat transfer mechanism.

5.1 Overview of Experiment

To comprehensively study the anti-Q-slope in nitrogen-doped cavities, we pre-

pared a set of cavities with electron mean free path ` ranging from 4 to 200 nm.

1The cavity preparations and RF tests in this study, presented in Sec. 5.1, were supervised and
performed, respectively, by D. Gonnella during his dissertation work [Gon16]; the subsequent
analysis presented in Secs. 5.2-5.5 is my new contribution.
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In this “overdoping” study (so-called because the cavities were doped more

strongly than the industrialized “2/6” recipe used in the LCLS-II protocol), we

used five 1.3 GHz single-cell TESLA-style [ABB+00] cavities built at Cornell. To

cover the range of values of `, we varied the doping and annealing times, dop-

ing temperatures, and final etch depths of the nitrogen doping procedures laid

out in Sec. 4.1. These preparations are summarized in Table 5.1.

After preparation, these cavities were tested vertically in the Cornell SRF

facilities using the methods described in Sec. 3.4.2. In particular, we used mea-

surements of f vs. T to find the critical temperature Tc, then used these mea-

surements along with low-field measurements of Q0 vs. T to find the low-field

energy gap ∆/kBTc and the electron mean free path `. We then analyzed the

measurements of Q0 over varying values of T and Hpk to find RBCS as a function

of temperature and RF field strength and R0 as a function of RF field strength.

The cavities were typically tested from µ0Hpk ≈ 10 mT up to just below the

quench field at 2.1 K, 2.0 K, 1.9 K, 1.8 K, 1.7 K, and 1.6 K. Of the nine cavity

preparations considered in this study, eight exhibited an anti-Q-slope under RF

test; in all cases, this was due to a field-dependent decrease in RBCS. The ninth

preparation, C5(P2), was the cavity with the lightest doping (`=213 nm).

For all cavities tested, the low-field BCS surface resistance varied with mean

free path as expected by BCS theory as discussed in Sec. 3.2, with a pronounced

minimum near ` ≈ 25 nm. This result inspires confidence in our experi-

mental techniques. Figure 5.1 demonstrates these low-field results at 2 K and

µ0Hpk ≈ 20 mT, normalized for variations in the energy gap and critical temper-

ature by the following:

RBCS,norm = RBCS,meas exp
(

∆

kBTc
−

∆avg

kBTc,avg

)
(5.1)
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Figure 5.1: Low-field BCS surface resistance, RBCS at Hpk = 68 mT, BCS predic-
tion, and overheating model prediction as a function of mean free
path (see Sec. 5.3); RBCS has been normalized for variations in ∆/kBTc

and is given at 2 K. First published in [MGL17].

Figure 5.1 also shows the RBCS(2 K) results for the same cavities at high field

(µ0Hpk ≈ 70 mT). Due to the stronger anti-Q-slope at higher doping levels

(shorter mean free paths), the minimum in RBCS at high field is shifted to a lower

value of `, closer to 17 nm.

Of the eight cavity preparations which exhibited an anti-Q-slope, the mag-

nitude of the relative decrease in RBCS showed a pronounced dependence on `

as well: as suggested by Fig. 5.1, cavities doped to a shorter ` showed a rela-

tive decrease that was much more pronounced than that in more lightly doped

cavities. Figure 5.2 shows this relative decrease in RBCS over increasing RF field
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Figure 5.2: BCS surface resistance for several nitrogen-doped cavities at 2 K
as a function of RF field; RBCS has been normalized to the value
at µ0Hpk ≈ 10 mT. Lines represent data smoothed by a 1st-degree
LOWESS filter. “CX(PY)” labels refer to cavity preparations listed
in Table 5.1.

strength for several of the cavities included in this study.

5.2 Gurevich Model with Quasiparticle Overheating

After processing the RF test data from these cavities, we sought to build an

empirical model of this observed dependence of the change in RBCS on the elec-

tron mean free path `. For the basis of the model, we used a recent theory by

A. Gurevich to describe the anti-Q-slope behavior of these cavities; the theory’s
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prediction of RBCS vs. Hpk has shown good agreement with experimental results

from nitrogen-doped cavities at 1.5 GHz [Gur14]. Gurevich’s model proposes

the following mechanism for a field-dependent surface resistance:

Magnetic fields on the surface of a superconductor induce Meissner effect

screening currents in the penetration layer (see Sec. 3.1); for high field levels,

these screening currents can be strong enough to break Cooper pairs and sig-

nificantly alter the Bogolyubov quasiparticle density of states. This density of

states, which under BCS theory features a singularity at the energy gap ∆ fol-

lowed by an exponential decay at higher energies, instead undergoes two ma-

jor changes: the energy gap decreases and the peak in the density of states is

“smeared”. The first of these effects increases the overall population of quasi-

particles by moving states close to the zero-field energy gap down to lower en-

ergies; the second of these effects decreases the quasiparticle population by re-

ducing the number of states available above the zero-field ∆. The magnitude

of these two effects depends on field strength and frequency, and the overall

change in the balance of the quasiparticle population controls the BCS surface

resistance (see Sec. 3.2, in particular Eqs. 3.38 and 3.41).

The model presents two cases, the first of which features Meissner currents

excited by a strong DC magnetic field and the second of which considers screen-

ing currents excited by a strong RF field (like the accelerating field in an SRF cav-

ity) instead. In this study, we used the second case of the theory; for dirty-limit

niobium at 1.3 GHz, this case calculates a strong anti-Q-slope that agrees well

with experimental results. In Ch. 9 I will discuss the first case and develop an

experimental apparatus that may be able to confirm or disprove the predictions

of the model.
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The model makes some assumptions that are important to bear in mind,

most notably that the distribution function of the quasiparticles does not change

over the RF period and is equal to the distribution function at zero field, that

the quasiparticle lifetimes are long compared to the RF period, and that the su-

perconducting material is in the dirty limit where high scattering rates ensure

that the superconducting physics behave locally. For now, I will let these as-

sumptions stand, but I will address some potential issues with the distribution

function during my assessment of anti-Q-slope theories in Chap. 8.

On top of this base effect of the model, the author addresses the thermal ef-

fects enumerated earlier in Sec. 3.3.5. For simplicity, the contributions to quasi-

particle overheating made by the electron-phonon heat transfer inefficiency Y ,

the thermal conductivity κ of the niobium wall of thickness d, and the Kapitza

resistance hK between the cavity wall and the helium bath are combined in a

single dimensionless2 overheating parameter3 α:

α =
RBCS,0H2

c

2T0

(
1
Y

+
d
κ

+
1

hK

)
(5.2)

The effect of this overheating, encapsulated in α, is to raise the temperature T

of the quasiparticles on the inner surface of the cavity. In the lower limit, this

overheating, i.e. the increase of T with respect to the bath temperature T0, is

linearly proportional to α and to RBCS and scales quadratically with Hpk:

T − T0 =
αT0

RBCS,0

(
Hpk

Hc

)2

RBCS(Hpk,T ) (5.3)

This overheating serves to counteract the reduction of RBCS with increasing Hpk:

stronger fields dissipate more power, and inefficiency in the transfer of that

2It seems that Hc, RBCS,0, and Tc are included here just to make α dimensionless: they all get
canceled out the next equation. We will get rid of them later in this section.

3This and the following equation are reproductions of Eqs. 14 and 13 in the original paper,
respectively [Gur14].
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power away from the Bogolyubov quasiparticles raises the temperature of the

quasiparticles and thus the surface resistance. Stronger overheating leads to a

weaker reduction in RBCS and thus a weaker anti-Q-slope. This overheating can

be strong enough to give RBCS a positive slope at high fields; Fig. 5.3 in the next

section illustrates this with calculations of RBCS vs. Hpk for several values of α.

In essence, the base Gurevich model provides a strong anti-Q-slope that

matches well the strongest anti-Q-slopes measured in 1.3 GHz nitrogen-doped

cavities; quasiparticle overheating then modulates that fundamental behavior,

yielding more moderate anti-Q-slope curves that can curve into negative Q-

slope at high fields. Using the base model of the theory and the above inter-

pretation of the thermal effects in the cavity wall, the field-dependent surface

resistance can be fully calculated using the material parameters observed ex-

perimentally ( f , Tc, ∆/kBTc, `, etc.) and the overheating parameter α.

5.3 Overheating and the Electron Mean Free Path

In our study, we developed software to calculate the Gurevich theory using

the material parameters derived from our experimental RF test results of the

cavities listed in Table 5.1. For a given set of material parameters, a temperature

T0 of the helium bath, and an overheating parameter α, the algorithm calculates

the Bogolyubov quasiparticle density in the RF surface as a function of the peak

RF magnetic field strength. Important to note here is that the temperature of the

quasiparticles Tqp is calculated locally as a function of local field level due to the

abstraction of the thermal effects into one parameter; in Ch. 7, I will develop a

more advanced thermal modeling framework that will consider quasiparticles
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Figure 5.3: RBCS at 2 K for preparation C3(P1) with theoretical calculations for a
range of values of the quasiparticle overheating parameter α.

in thermal equilibrium.

The software then compares the theoretical results to experimental data, us-

ing a nonlinear least squares regression to find an optimal value of the overheat-

ing parameter α to fit the theory to experiment. The fit also includes a linear

“scaling parameter” s to account for systematic experimental error in measure-

ments of Q0 and ∆:

s =
RBCS,meas

Rthy
(5.4)

The same scaling parameter was applied to all RBCS vs. Hpk data points for a

given cavity preparation. Figure 5.3 shows one such experimental curve along-

side theoretical curves calculated for the proper material parameters.
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(a) C3(P2)
` = 4 ± 1 nm

(b) C3(P1)
` = 34 ± 10 nm

(c) C5(P2)
` = 213 ± 64 nm

Figure 5.4: Experimental BCS surface resistance with theoretical fits using the
Gurevich model with quasiparticle overheating.
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Figure 5.5: Fit results for the scaling parameter s as a function of the electron
mean free path for the cavities tested in the overdoping study.

In this way, the fitting routine yielded one value of α for each RBCS vs. Hpk

curve for each cavity preparation at each temperature tested, as well as one

value of s for each cavity preparation. Figure 5.4 shows fit results for several

of the cavity preparations considered in the study, spanning the range of tested

values of `. Notably, the theory agrees well with the experimental results of

the strongly-doped cavities (` ≤ 60 nm) with pronounced anti-Q-slopes. We

performed these fits on all cavity preparations except for C2(P2) and C5(P1),

which did not have enough temperature-dependent data to produce fits with

low uncertainty.

For the cleanest cavity preparation C5(P2), with the longest mean free path
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Figure 5.6: Fit results for the overheating parameter α as a function of the helium
bath temperature T0 for the cavities tested in the overdoping study.

and no anti-Q-slope, the theory does not agree well with experiment. Indeed,

the Gurevich theory does not predict the standard mild Q-slope behavior ob-

served experimentally in non-doped (clean) niobium cavities; this limitation

may be due to the aforementioned assumptions in the model or due to addi-

tional effects (thermal or otherwise) not considered in the theory. I will discuss

this discrepancy again in Ch. 8. In the remaining plots in this chapter, I will omit

the results of C5(P2).

Considering first the scaling parameter s, we found no strong dependence

on the doping level as quantified by `. Figure 5.5 shows the fitted values of

the scaling parameter for the cavities in the study. All values were close to
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Figure 5.7: Fit results for the normalized overheating parameter α′ as a function
of the helium bath temperature T0 for the cavities tested in the over-
doping study.

unity, indicating that our interpretation of s as a correction to systematic errors

is valid.

Next considering the fit results of the overheating parameter α, we see quite

a different story. As might be expected from the formulation in Eq. 5.2, α here

has a strong positive dependence on T0, as can be seen in Fig. 5.6 (the exponen-

tial dependence on T0 of RBCS in Eq. 5.2 outweighs the inverse dependence of α

on T0). The overheating parameter also has a wide variation from preparation to

preparation. To try to isolate the dependence on cavity treatment protocol, we

can reformulate Eqs. 5.2 and 5.3 to represent a “normalized overheating param-

eter” α′, now no longer unitless but perhaps more appropriately encapsulating
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the thermal effects:

α′ = α
2T0

RBCS,0H2
c

=

(
1
Y

+
d
κ

+
1

hK

)
(5.5)

T − T0 =
1
2
α′H2

pkRBCS(Hpk,T ) = α′
Pdiss

A
(5.6)

In this formulation it becomes clear that α′ relates the dissipated power to the

increase in temperature from the helium bath to the quasiparticles in the RF

surface, much like a more traditional thermal conductivity.

Figure 5.7 shows the α results previously shown in Fig. 5.6, now normalized

by Eq. 5.5 in the form of α′. There is no longer a strong dependence on T0, at

least in the region T0 ≥ 1.8 K where α is large compared to its uncertainty. This

suggests that α′ is related only to the intrinsic properties of the doped niobium

and not to extrinsic properties of the experimental setting.

Because there is no strong dependence on T0, we can average the α′ values

by cavity preparation and plot them against the mean free path `. The results,

shown in Fig. 5.8, reveal an exciting relation: quasiparticle overheating increases

linearly with the electron mean free path. This finding may appear understated,

but it suggests by its simplicity a deep connection between the doping level

(quantified by `) and the observed variation of anti-Q-slope magnitude through

the effect of quasiparticle overheating.

We can fit the results of α′ vs. ` to the following affine function:

α′ = γ + β` (5.7)

For the parameters of the fit we find β = 0.24 ± 0.14 mK m2/W nm and

γ = 0.2 ± 4.2 mK m2/W. Important to note here is that these results are valid

only in the strongly-doped limit with ` ≤ 60 nm, where the results of the Gure-
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Figure 5.8: Normalized overheating parameter α′ as a function of the mean
free path ` for the cavities tested in the overdoping study. Affine
fit parameters: α′ = γ + β`, with γ = 0.2 ± 4.2 mK m2/W and
β = 0.24 ± 0.14 mK m2/W nm.

vich theory with linearized quasiparticle overheating are consistent with exper-

imental results.

From this linear fit, we can look to our earlier definition of α′ to find potential

connections between the empirical relation above and the theoretical derivation.

Of the three terms in the right hand side of Eq. 5.5, we should expect that d/κ

and hK do not depend strongly on the doping level, if at all. All the cavities con-

sidered in this study were manufactured from the same stock material to the

same specifications, and doping only strongly affects the first 10’s of μm of the

surface; as such, d and κ should not be drastically different between cavities, and
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in particular κ should be dominated by the properties of the clean interior of the

cavity material (long `, long `ph). For the cavities here, d = 3 mm and κ should

be near 5-10 W/m·K [KB96] (see also Fig. 3.11), resulting in d/κ ≤ 1 mK m2/W.

Likewise, the Kapitza resistance hK likely makes a small contribution; though

it may be dependent on ` and other near-surface material properties, most lit-

erature values of hK fall in the range of 1-8×103 W/m2K [BF95], leading to a

contribution to α′ of 1/hK ≤ 1 mK m2/W. Since these will not change dramati-

cally with `, we can consider them to combine to form the fit constant γ:

γ =
d
κ

+
1

hK
(5.8)

Indeed, the value of γ found in the empirical fit is falls in the range of expected

values for the sum of the κ and hK terms above.

From this we can draw the conclusion that the principal dependence of α′

on the mean free path comes from the electron-phonon inefficiency:

β` =
1
Y

(5.9)

In this case, at short `, Y is large and α′ is small, limited by κ and hK. The

electron-phonon energy transfer mechanism has high efficiency, the effects of

overheating are limited, and the nitrogen-doped material exhibits a strong de-

crease in RBCS with increasing RF field strength. On the other hand, as ` increases

(within the linear region of anti-Q-slope overheating behavior), Y decreases, and

α′ gets larger. The electron-phonon mechanism becomes less efficient, resulting

in stronger quasiparticle overheating, a weaker reduction in RBCS, and a weaker

anti-Q-slope with a lower maximum Q0.

This electron-phonon effect has not yet been widely considered in the SRF

literature (see for example [VXP07, Pad09]), but it provides a reasonable ex-

planation for the quasiparticle overheating in this model of the anti-Q-slope.
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It also offers a possible explanation for the medium-field Q-slope observed in

non-doped niobium cavities.

How might interstitial impurities improve the electron-phonon energy

transfer mechanism? One potential explanation is the following: quasiparti-

cles are heated above the lattice temperature by RF dissipation, releasing that

energy to the lattice during inelastic collisions with impurities. As the concen-

tration of impurities increases (i.e. as ` decreases), the scattering rate increases,

improving the heat transfer rate from the electrons to the lattice phonons and

mitigating the quasiparticle overheating effects.

This is an exciting conclusion, but more work will be necessary to confirm

this explanation or offer an alternative. In the Center for Bright Beams, collabo-

rative work is underway to use Density Functional Theory to build an ab initio

picture of quasiparticle-phonon heat transfer in SRF cavities [MAG+19].

5.4 Optimal Nitrogen Doping Level

With the empirical relation between quasiparticle overheating and the electron

mean free path found in our overdoping study, we can look towards finding an

optimal level of nitrogen-doping. While the relative reduction of RBCS with in-

creasing RF field strength is strongest in cavities doped to the shortest electron

mean free paths, the overall value of RBCS depends on ` as well. As discussed

in Sec. 3.2, for niobium, RBCS has a minimum near ` = 20 nm and increases

steeply as the mean free path decreases. Furthermore, as discussed in Sec. 4.2.2,

nitrogen-doped niobium exhibits an increased sensitivity of the residual resis-

tance to trapped magnetic flux.
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Figure 5.9: Calculation of Rs = R0 + RBCS, in units of nΩ, at Hpk = 68 mT for
varying mean free path ` and trapped magnetic flux Btrapped. Line
indicates optimal ` for a given amount of trapped flux.

We can combine the mathematical models for these effects, beginning with

the base dependence of RBCS on `, then adding the Gurevich model of the anti-Q-

slope, the `-dependent quasiparticle overheating model developed above, and

the model of the trapped flux sensitivity. Using this combined model we can

calculate the total surface resistance in Eq. 3.42 for nitrogen-doped cavities at

a given Hpk, T0, `, and Btrapped. From these results, we can find the mean free

path ` that yields the lowest total surface resistance for the expected amount of

trapped flux.

Figure 5.9 shows the results of this calculation for the LCLS-II design param-
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eters, Hpk = 68 mT (Eacc = 16 MV/m in TESLA cavities) and T0 = 2 K, for a range

of values of ` and Btrapped. Data at extremely short ` has been excluded due to

the strongly decreased quench fields observed in experiment for very strongly

doped cavities [GEF+16]. The total surface resistance Rs at 2 K has strong con-

tributions from both RBCS (Gurevich model with quasiparticle overheating) and

R0 (trapped flux sensitivity); the dashed line indicates the optimal doping level

as quantified by ` for a given “trapped flux budget”. At an optimistically low

Btrapped of 1 mG or less, the strong overheating suppression and low overall

RBCS at short ` overcome the higher flux trapping sensitivity. However, as the

trapped flux budget increases to a more conservative 5 mG, the benefit of min-

imizing R0 at long ` overcomes the downsides of a weaker anti-Q-slope and

increased overall RBCS. In other words, if one can ensure that the trapped flux in

an LCLS-II-style cryomodule will be kept near zero, then it is safe to use a strong

doping to a mean free path of 15-20 nm and fully capitalize on the low starting

RBCS and strong anti-Q-slope; if, on the other hand, the trapped flux cannot be

ensured to be lower than 3 mG or even 5 mG, R0 becomes dominant and the

optimal doping level compromise moves to higher `.

5.5 Outlook

This overheating model has the potential to be an important tool in guiding

future development of nitrogen-doping, both in terms of choosing accelerator

design specifications and in terms of guiding future doping research.

In the next chapters, I will consider and build off of these results as I look

towards understanding the anti-Q-slope effects in nitrogen-infused cavities; de-
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velop a framework to model quasiparticle overheating in a more general case;

and assess several theories of the anti-Q-slope, including the Gurevich theory

discussed above, for their agreement with experimental results.
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CHAPTER 6

THE ANTI-Q-SLOPE IN NITROGEN-INFUSED CAVITIES

As discussed in Ch. 4, nitrogen infusion is a variant to the nitrogen doping

process that also promotes anti-Q-slope behavior in niobium cavities, but with

dramatically different impurity content. In this chapter I will go over two stud-

ies performed at Cornell in which we investigated the properties of the anti-Q-

slope in nitrogen-infused cavities and the potential role of interstitial impurities

in controlling those properties, drawing connections to the quasiparticle over-

heating model developed in Ch. 5.

6.1 Quasiparticle Overheating in Nitrogen-Infused Cavities

In Sec. 4.3, I discussed the nitrogen infusion procedure, a variation on nitro-

gen doping of niobium cavities that replaces the 2-30 minute doping step at

800-990 ◦C with a days-long “infusion” step at 120-160 ◦C; in addition, the post-

dope chemical etching step may be avoided, potentially simplifying and econ-

omizing the procedure as well as improving workplace safety by limiting acid

usage. Nitrogen-infused niobium cavities show very similar RF performance to

nitrogen-doped cavities, with strong anti-Q-slopes caused by a steep decrease

in RBCS with increasing Hpk.

We prepared several cavities in our initial study of nitrogen-infused niobium

at Cornell, investigating their RF performance in our vertical test stand. All

the cavities discussed in this chapter were treated at 160 ◦C. The upper portion

of Table 6.1 summarizes the infusion protocols used. Like the cavities in the

overdoping study, we used the techniques described in Sec. 3.3.3 to measure
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`, Tc, ∆/kBTc, R0(Hpk), and RBCS(Hpk,T ). I then used the routine from Ch. 5 to

fit the model of the anti-Q-slope mediated by quasiparticle overheating to the

experimental results and find a normalized quasiparticle overheating parameter

α′ for each of the nitrogen-infused cavities.

The first two cavities in this study, C4(N1) and C6(N1), were treated with

a 48-hour infusion in a high-purity N2 atmosphere at 40 mTorr [KHLM16,

MKL17]. Cavity C4(N1) received an additional 168 hours of annealing in vac-

uum after the doping step. Both of these cavities exhibited a strong reduction in

RBCS with increasing Hpk, quite similar to that observed in the high-temperature

nitrogen-doped cavities discussed in Ch. 5. Analysis of the RF measurements of

these cavities found relatively short mean free paths, with ` = 1.0 ± 0.5 nm for

C6(N1) and ` = 7 ± 2 nm for C4(N1).

The theoretical fitting using the anti-Q-slope model with quasiparticle over-

heating also yielded good results for these two initial nitrogen-infused cavi-

ties. The results of the RBCS(Hpk) measurements and fits are shown in Fig. 6.1.

For C4(N1), the best fit was achieved with a normalized overheating param-

eter α′ = 0.4 ± 0.2 mK m2/W; for C6(N1), α′ = 0.5 ± 0.4 mK m2/W. Looking

back to Fig. 5.8, these values are consistent with the low quasiparticle overheat-

ing of cavities doped with high concentrations of nitrogen and short mean free

paths; Fig. 6.2 shows a version of Fig. 5.8 updated with the results of the initial

nitrogen-infusion study.

Figure 6.3 shows the concentration of C, N, and O impurities near the sur-

face of a witness sample baked alongside C4(N1) [KFKL17]. Notably, the ni-

trogen content is very low except for a sharp spike in concentration near the

surface up to about 0.2 at.%, in the range of nitrogen concentrations seen in
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(a) C4(N1)
` = 7 ± 2 nm

(b) C6(N1)
` = 1.0 ± 0.5 nm

Figure 6.1: Experimental BCS surface resistance of nitrogen-infused cavities
with theoretical fits using the Gurevich model with quasiparticle
overheating.
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Figure 6.2: Updated version of Fig. 5.8, now including results from C1(N1),
C4(N1), and C6(N1). The fit results from the nitrogen-infused cavi-
ties are consistent with the earlier model of quasiparticle overheat-
ing.

Figure 6.3: SIMS results of nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon content of cavity prepa-
ration C4(N1). Gray area approximates the RF penetration layer.
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Figure 6.4: Calculation of the electron mean free path ` based on the concentra-
tions of carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen impurities in the niobium sam-
ple baked with cavity C4(N1) as a function of depth x from the sur-
face. Dashed lines indicate hypothetical contributions to ` from in-
dividual impurity species. The dash-dotted line indicates the value
of ` obtained from RF measurements.

nitrogen-doped cavities; the spike decays quickly to a typical background level

of 0.005-0.010 at.% over tens of nanometers. The oxygen and carbon levels, on

the other hand, are quite elevated for hundreds of nanometers into the sample,

reaching as high as 5 at.% near the surface and hovering near 0.1-0.5 at.% at

deeper depths. This deeper concentration is at a similar level to that of nitrogen

in doped cavities.

Figure 6.4 shows a depth-dependent calculation of the mean free path due to

the nitrogen, carbon, and oxygen concentrations in the sample, similar to that
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shown previously in Fig. 4.2. The value of ` changes through the depth due

to the changing impurity concentrations, but the overall range near the surface

within the first λ of depth is consistent with the value of ` determined from RF

measurement analysis. Also shown in Fig. 6.4 are hypothetical calculations of

` for each impurity species taken separately. The high concentrations of carbon

and oxygen make strong contributions to reducing `, much stronger than the

contribution of nitrogen.

We also prepared a third cavity in this initial study, C1(N1), attempting to

remove the trace nitrogen and only load the cavity with oxygen and carbon

interstitial impurities [KL18]. To achieve this, we replaced the nitrogen gas sup-

ply with a 10 parts per million mixture of carbon dioxide in a research-grade

argon carrier gas (argon diffuses very slowly in metals compared to lighter el-

ements [SR35]). The electron mean free path ` of this cavity was found by RF

measurement to be ` = 9 ± 3 nm. The cavity showed a prominent anti-Q-slope,

consistent with nitrogen-infused cavities with short `; the experimental results

and theoretical fits are shown in Fig. 6.5a. The fit yielded a normalized over-

heating parameter α′ = 2.9 ± 3.8 mK m2/W, again consistent with our earlier

model considering the short mean free path. Unfortunately for our experiment,

SIMS analysis revealed that nitrogen had still been absorbed into the surface,

and in a similar quantity to that of our first nitrogen-infused samples; we pre-

sume that this nitrogen came from trace impurities in the argon or carbon diox-

ide supplies, or from a small leak in the furnace. Figure 6.5b shows the impurity

concentrations in a witness sample baked with C1(N1).

Taken together, these RF test results, theoretical fits, and impurity concen-

tration data tell quite an interesting story. As the experimental data and fits
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(a) C1(N1)
` = 9 ± 3 nm

(b) C1(N1)
SIMS results

Figure 6.5: Experimental BCS surface resistance of a cavity treated with an
Ar/CO2 mixture with theoretical fits using the Gurevich model with
quasiparticle overheating, as well as the SIMS results from a witness
sample showing the concentrations of carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen
in the surface.
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reveal, the performance of these nitrogen-infused cavities was consistent with

typical behavior of nitrogen-doped cavities. In terms of impurity content, the to-

tal impurity concentration level and the resulting electron mean free path ` was

similar in the RF penetration layer for both treatments, but with different im-

purity species having the strongest presence. Considering our earlier model of

the suppression of quasiparticle overheating by interstitial impurities, the high

concentrations of oxygen and carbon in these nitrogen-infused cavities seem

to be playing the role previously filled by nitrogen in high-temperature doped

cavities. In Ch. 7 I will develop an advanced thermal modeling framework to

further investigate this hypothesis.

These results also raise some interesting questions about the underlying anti-

Q-slope behavior in nitrogen-infused cavities. Are the carbon and oxygen impu-

rities causing the field-dependent reduction in RBCS, or is the trace nitrogen (with

a nanometers-thick spike near the surface) the true culprit? How will the prop-

erties of the anti-Q-slope vary as these impurity concentrations are changed?

6.2 Infusion Time and Surface Removal Study

In order to address these questions, we began a study investigating the perfor-

mance of nitrogen-infused cavities with varying surface concentration of nitro-

gen, oxygen, and carbon [KMGL19, MAG+19]. We attempted to control this con-

centration in two ways: first, we varied the length of the infusion step, with the

thought that longer infusion times would allow more of the impurities to dif-

fuse into the niobium; second, we performed light chemical and electrochemical

removals to etch away the regions of high impurity concentration and reveal
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(a) C1(N2)

(b) C7(N1)

(c) C8(N1)

Figure 6.6: SIMS analysis results showing the concentrations of interstitial im-
purities in niobium witness samples baked alongside cavity prepa-
rations C1(N2), C7(N1), and C8(N1). Table 6.1 shows the protocols
for these nitrogen infusion treatments.
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lower concentrations beneath, analogous to the post-dope EP in the nitrogen-

doped cavities discussed in Chs. 4 and 5. The lower portion of Table 6.1 gives

an overview of the nitrogen infusion and surface removal protocols used in this

study.

Figure 6.6 shows the results of SIMS analysis measuring the concentration of

carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen in witness samples baked with C1(N2) (24-hour

infusion), C7(N1) (48-hour infusion), and C8(N1) (108-hour infusion). Like the

earlier nitrogen-infused samples, these showed a nanometers-wide spike of ni-

trogen at the 0.1 at.% level near the surface and a much lower concentration

beneath the near-surface region. C1(N2) and C7(N1) show similar oxygen lev-

els, while C7(N1) has a higher concentration of carbon than C1(N2). C8(N1), the

cavity which received the longest infusion treatment, had higher concentrations

of carbon and oxygen than the other two cavities.

6.2.1 Titanium Contamination

Under initial RF testing, cavities C7(N1) and C8(N1) behaved similarly but un-

usually for nitrogen-infused cavities. In particular, they exhibited a high RBCS

that did not decrease with increasing RF field strength, instead staying roughly

constant with a slight increase. Figure 6.7 shows the 2 K RBCS for these two cavity

treatments. Optical inspection of the flanges of these cavities, made of niobium-

titanium rather than the normal niobium used for the flanges of cavities C1-C5,

found severe black speckling across the flange surface. Figure 6.8 shows an im-

age of one of the afflicted cavity flanges. We again performed SIMS analysis on

the witness sample for C8(N1), this time looking for titanium, with the hypoth-
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Figure 6.7: BCS surface resistance measurements at 2 K for the nitrogen-infused
cavities that suffered titanium contamination.

esis that during the long infusion bake the flanges outgassed titanium that was

then deposited onto the RF surface of the cavity (as well as the sample). Indeed,

SIMS revealed a surface layer with a high concentration of titanium, as shown

in Fig. 6.9. Over the first 2 nm, Ti was found at the 0.001-0.01 at.% level, steeply

dropping to a background level at a depth of 40 nm.

6.2.2 HF Rinsing and Anti-Q-Slope Behavior

We performed an HF rinse on cavity C8(N1) in order to clean the titanium off

of the niobium surface, yielding preparation C8(N2). HF rinsing removes the
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Figure 6.8: Black speckling was observed on the NbTi flanges of C7(N1) as well
as C8(N1), pictured here.

Figure 6.9: SIMS analysis revealing titanium contamination on the surface of a
witness sample baked alongside C8(N1).
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oxide layer atop the niobium surface, typically 5 nm in thickness; the first 2 nm

of niobium underneath the removed oxide are converted into a fresh 5-nm ox-

ide layer [GH80, AAC+99, RGBO13]. The results of the RF test of C8(N2) re-

vealed the expected strong anti-Q-slope typical of nitrogen-infused cavities, as

shown in Fig. 6.10, indicating that the HF rinse succeeded in removing the ti-

tanium contamination layer and that the titanium suppressed the anti-Q-slope

behavior. Based on the earlier SIMS results, this HF rinse also lowered the con-

centration of nitrogen at the surface from approximately 0.07 at.% to 0.04 at.%;

the 2-5 nm scale of material removal by HF rinse is slightly smaller than the

10-15 nm scale of the nitrogen impurity presence in nitrogen-infused cavities.

We performed a second HF rinse to further reduce the nitrogen level and

measure any possible changes in the field-dependent RBCS. The resulting cavity

preparation, C8(N3), did not show dramatically different performance except

for a slightly decreased overall value of RBCS; this is likely due to the slightly

increased mean free path ` towards the minimum in RBCS near ` = 20 nm. The

SIMS results indicate that the nitrogen concentration after the second HF rinse

was approximately 0.02 at.%.

Based on the success of the HF rinse in curing the titanium contamination,

we performed a double HF rinse on C7(N1), yielding cavity C7(N2). After

rinsing, this cavity also showed anti-Q-slope behavior quite similar to that of

C8(N3) for µ0Hpk > 20 mT, with a slightly lower RBCS at lower fields.

Unlike C7(N1) and C8(N1), the 24-hour infusion run of C1(N2) yielded an

anti-Q-slope under RF test without any chemical surface treatment. This further

supports the titanium contamination hypothesis since the flanges on cavity C1

were constructed from pure niobium, not NbTi.
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Figure 6.10: BCS surface resistance measurements at 2 K for the nitrogen-
infused cavities C7 and C8 that had previously suffered titanium
contamination and were subsequently treated with HF rinsing.
Also shown is C1(N2) which did not suffer contamination or re-
quire HF rinsing.

Figure 6.11: BCS surface resistance measurements from Fig. 6.10, normalized
here at µ0Hpk = 17 mT.
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Figure 6.12: Measurements of RBCS vs. Hpk for cavity C7(N2) at several temper-
atures with fitted predictions of the Gurevich model.

Figure 6.10 summarizes the anti-Q-slope results of these cavity preparations,

showing the measurements of RBCS(Hpk) at 2 K. Figure 6.11 shows the same

curves normalized at 17 mT (Eacc = 4 MV/m); the anti-Q-slopes of these four

cavity preparations show very similar relative reduction in RBCS with increas-

ing field strength. Fitting the RBCS(Hpk) data for these cavities with the Gure-

vich model found only moderate success. Fig. 6.12 shows the fit results for

cavity preparation C7(N2) as an example; in general, the theory was not able

to predict both the steep decrease in RBCS at low fields and the reversal of the

field-dependence near 50 mT. This discrepancy between the predictions of the

Gurevich model and experimental results of nitrogen-infused cavities will be

discussed further in Chap. 8.
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The similarity in the field-dependent reduction in RBCS is quite interesting

given the variation in infusion time across the cavities. these initial results indi-

cate that the length of the infusion step does not strongly affect the magnitude of

the anti-Q-slope in nitrogen-infused cavities; it should be noted, however, that

the electron mean free path ` of all of the nitrogen-infused cavities in this study

showing anti-Q-slope behavior falls within the low-overheating prediction of

the earlier quasiparticle overheating model. The overall doping level does af-

fect `, due largely to the increased concentrations of carbon and oxygen. This in

turn plays a large part in determining the overall BCS surface resistance. Fur-

ther work is ongoing at Cornell to continue this investigation on infusion time

and anti-Q-slope performance.

6.2.3 Deeper Surface Removal

After the HF rinse study above, we sought to perform deeper surface removal in

order to isolate the roles of the different impurities in nitrogen-infused cavities.

For cavity preparation C1(N3), we performed a 54 nm oxipolish [Die78, Hal17]

on cavity C1. Based on the SIMS results in Fig. 6.6a, this fully removed the

“spike” in the concentration of nitrogen near the RF surface; it also substantially

reduced the concentration of carbon, but left the oxygen concentration near the

0.5 at.% level. Under RF test, this cavity showed no anti-Q-slope after the deeper

removal, instead behaving much like a clean non-doped niobium cavity. As

shown in Table 6.1, the electron mean free path `was measured to be remarkably

long given the high oxygen impurity content even at a depth of 54 nm.

We performed a similar test on cavity C7, removing 100 nm by VEP (per-
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Figure 6.13: BCS surface resistance measurements at 2 K for the nitrogen-
infused cavities that were treated with moderate surface removal
by oxipolishing and electropolishing.

formed at a lower temperature of ∼ 10 ◦C to slow the reaction rate) to yield

cavity preparation C7(N3). Going by the earlier SIMS results shown in Fig. 6.6b,

this polishing step again fully removed the surface nitrogen and substantially

reduced the concentrations of carbon and oxygen. The carbon content for this

cavity was higher than for C1(N3), and the oxygen content was lower. Like

C1(N3), preparation C7(N3) showed no anti-Q-slope and instead behaved much

like a non-doped niobium cavity, though the overall level of RBCS was consistent

with its short mean free path of 14 nm. Figure 6.13 summarizes the RF perfor-

mance of these two cavities with moderate surface removal, showing the results

of the measurements of RBCS(Hpk) at 2 K.
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These results begin to indicate that, despite its very limited presence in

the RF layer except for the spike in concentration at the surface up to the

0.01-0.1 at.% level, nitrogen plays an essential role in the anti-Q-slope in

nitrogen-infused cavities. These light surface removals were enough to com-

pletely remove the anti-Q-slope behavior and restore standard niobium behav-

ior. What appears to be their most significant impact on the chemical composi-

tion of the RF surface layer is the near-total removal of the trace amounts of ni-

trogen, bringing its concentration at the surface below 0.01 at.%. This apparent

correlation between the removal of the nitrogen surface layer and the removal

of the anti-Q-slope behavior is the subject of ongoing research at Cornell.

6.2.4 Discussion

Together, the results of the three stages of the surface removal study indicate

that the physics of the anti-Q-slope in nitrogen-infused cavities is highly depen-

dent on the properties of the first hundreds if not the first tens of nanometers of

the RF surface layer. A mild case of titanium contamination (0.001-0.01 at.% at

the surface, rapidly decreasing to 1×10−5 at.% at a depth of 15 nm and 1×10−6

at 40 nm) prevented the field-dependent reduction in RBCS. Light removal of

single-digit-nanometer-thickness layers then fully restored the anti-Q-slope be-

havior expected for these cavity treatments. This is quite remarkable and may

be the most important finding of this study: something located right on the sur-

face of the cavity appears to turn the anti-Q-slope on and off. Finally, deeper

chemical etching/polishing of tens of nanometers again removed the anti-Q-

slope. While the high concentration of oxygen and carbon impurities match

well the suppression of quasiparticle overheating, the correlation between the
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reduction of the surface nitrogen concentration to below 0.01 at.% and the re-

moval of the anti-Q-slope points towards nitrogen as the source of the underly-

ing anti-Q-slope behavior.

A second lesson to draw from this surface removal study is that the length

of the 160 ◦C infusion step does not strongly affect the relative reduction in RBCS

with increasing RF field, though the overall impurity content does affect the

overall magnitude RBCS (as expected by Eq. 3.41). In terms of impurity content,

the unifying trend across the cavities in this study which did show anti-Q-slope

is a thin layer of nitrogen at or above a concentration of 0.01 at.%. This also

points towards nitrogen as the source of the underlying anti-Q-slope behavior.

On a more practical note, another lesson learned from this study is that the

nitrogen infusion procedure is sensitive to surface contamination. Because the

treatment does not nominally call for post-doping surface chemistry (as is usu-

ally included in the high-temperature nitrogen-doping procedure), the cavity

is stuck with any surface contamination acquired during the furnace treatment

step until its deleterious effects are revealed under RF test. Alternatively, HF

rinsing could be included as part of the standard procedure for nitrogen infu-

sion to reduce surface contamination issues.

This is promising initial work, but the evidence suggesting nitrogen’s role in

the anti-Q-slope remains somewhat circumstantial. As mentioned in Secs. 6.2.2

and 6.2.3 above, further research on the anti-Q-slope in nitrogen-infused nio-

bium cavities is currently underway in the Cornell SRF group. In particular,

these studies are looking towards finding more solid evidence for the role of

nitrogen in the field-dependent reduction of the BCS resistance, continuing the

studies of light surface removal and varied infusion step times as well as infu-
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sion temperatures.
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CHAPTER 7

ADVANCED THERMAL MODELING OF NIOBIUM SRF CAVITIES

At the extremely low temperatures where niobium SRF accelerators oper-

ate, the thermal properties of the accelerator cavities can have a large impact on

the performance of the accelerator. The BCS surface resistance is exponentially

dependent on temperature, and as discussed in Sec. 3.3.5, inefficient heat trans-

fer from the interior RF surface to the exterior cooling bath can significantly

increase the temperature of the RF surface, thereby increasing RBCS and decreas-

ing the accelerator efficiency Q0.

The work presented in Ch. 5 investigated the electron-phonon heat trans-

fer efficiency parameter Y in nitrogen-doped cavities, finding an empirical

link between interstitial impurity content (quantified by the electron mean

free path `) and improved thermal efficiency: the high impurity content of

strongly nitrogen-doped niobium cavities suppresses surface heating and pro-

motes high-Q0 performance. Likewise, shown in Ch. 6 were results indicat-

ing strong overheating suppression in nitrogen-infused cavities. This similarity

in apparent surface heating behavior arises despite the dramatic differences in

impurity content between the two similarly named cavity treatment protocols.

Nitrogen-doped cavities have a relatively flat concentration of nitrogen for hun-

dreds of nanometers into the surface (see Fig. 4.2), while nitrogen-infused cav-

ities have concentration profiles of nitrogen, carbon, and oxygen that change

drastically on the scale of tens of nanometers into the surface (as seen, for exam-

ple, in Fig. 6.6).

So far, these surface heating studies have used a relatively simple thermal

model, assuming linearized quasiparticle overheating quantified by a single
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parameter α′ independent of temperature and field strength; Eqs. 5.5 and 5.6

essentially express the full extent of the calculation. The results suggest a deep

connection between high impurity content and improved thermal transfer, but

in order to study this effect more thoroughly a more advanced thermal model

is desirable.

I set out to develop such a model for niobium cavities, with a more detailed

simulation of thermal effects and with greater adaptability to different models

of Rs and Y . In particular, I sought to include several important features:

1. Support for arbitrary surface resistance model – While previous thermal

models have been purpose-built for certain underlying models of the sur-

face resistance Rs (such as the model in Ch. 5 for the Gurevich anti-Q-

slope theory or the HEAT code [VXP07] for the Mattis-Bardeen theory), I

wanted the new modeling framework to allow for the use of any micro-

scopic/local calculation.

2. Support for depth-dependent material parameters – The impurity con-

centration profiles in nitrogen-infused cavities vary dramatically with

depth, as discussed above, and the same can be said of a variety of other

cavity treatments as well [KFKL17, BJ15, RG11]; this depth-dependent

concentration gives rise to depth-dependent `, λ, ξ, and other important

parameters. I wanted the model to consider these depth-dependent prop-

erties especially in building an understanding of the electron-phonon heat

transfer efficiency Y .

3. Incorporation of existing models of thermal effects – Some aspects of

thermal transfer in niobium cavities cooled by liquid helium baths have

been studied and modeled parametrically [VXP07, KB96, AF00, BF95]. I
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wanted to incorporate these models of κ and hK into the new framework

in order to break apart the terms grouped in α′ in Eq. 5.5 and isolate the

electron-phonon effects encapsulated in Y for more detailed modeling.

4. Consideration of quasiparticles in thermal equilibrium – As mentioned

in Sec. 5.3, the model of quasiparticle overheating used in the overdop-

ing study made the implicit assumption that the quasiparticle temperature

Tquasi was local and strictly dependent on the local field strength; for the

advanced thermal model, I wanted to include the ability to calculate the

thermal transfer given an equilibrium Tquasi through the RF layer.

The framework consists of two computational “grids” where different por-

tions of the physics of the thermal model are calculated; for simplicity, the ther-

mal framework operates in one dimension, under the assumption that the mate-

rial is uniform across the surface and defect-free. On the first grid, representing

points near the RF surface, the framework calculates the power dissipated by

the RF field given local material parameters, an underlying model of Rs, and an

equilibrium quasiparticle temperature Tquasi. On the second grid, representing

points deeper in the niobium bulk and extending out to interface between the

cavity and the helium bath, the model simulates thermal transfer through the

cavity wall and into the bath, arriving at a quasiparticle temperature Tquasi given

the magnitude of the RF power dissipated in the surface. The framework then

repeats these measurements for varying Tquasi, arriving at a self-consistent result

where the heat flow is matched across the two computational grids. In the next

few sections I will outline these principal components.
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7.1 Depth-Dependent Power Dissipation

The framework’s computation routine begins on the near-surface grid repre-

senting the material in the first ∼ 1 μm of the cavity wall, calculating the power

per unit area dissipated by the RF field. The one-dimensional “grid” is made

of up exponentially spaced points with a high density near the surface and a

decreasing density extending into the depth of the material. This varying sur-

face density improves calculation accuracy and efficiency by focusing compu-

tational resources near the surface where the RF field strength is highest (see

Eq. 3.6) and where, in nitrogen-infused cavities, the depth-dependent material

parameters change most rapidly (see for example Figs. 6.3 and 6.4).

Using a depth-dependent electron mean free path `(x) that is either entered

manually or calculated from SIMS results, the framework calculates a depth-

dependent local ξ(x) with Eq. 3.9 and λ(x) using Eq. 3.10. Figure 7.1 shows an

example calculation of these depth-dependent parameters using the SIMS re-

sults from cavity C4(N1) in Chap. 6. As an additional option, Tc and ∆/kBTc can

be set as depth-dependent parameters or be given uniform values.

To calculate the depth-dependent peak RF magnetic field strength µ0Hpk(x),

the framework uses the following:

dHpk

dx
= −

Hpk(0)
λ(x)

exp
(
−x
λ(x)

)
(7.1)

Integrating this over x yields the relative field profile:

Hpk(x)
Hpk(0)

=
1

Hpk(0)

(
1 +

∫ x

0

dHpk

dx
dx

)
(7.2)

= 1 +

∫ x

0
−

1
λ(x)

exp
(
−x
λ(x)

)
dx (7.3)
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Figure 7.1: Depth-dependent mean free path `, penetration depth λ, and coher-
ence length ξ evaluated on the near-surface grid. Data generated
from SIMS results for C4(N1), shown in Fig. 6.3.

Here the added 1 is an integration constant to satisfy the boundary condition

that Hpk(x)/Hpk(0) = 1 at x = 0. Figure 7.2 shows the depth-dependent relative

field strength Hpk(x)/Hpk(0) for C4(N1), corresponding to the depth-dependent

parameters shown above in Fig. 7.1.

Once the material parameters are established, the simulation begins with an

ansatz quasiparticle temperature Tquasi and a peak surface magnetic field Hpk(0).

At each point on the grid, the local volume density of dissipated power d
dx

(
P
A

)
is

calculated given the local material parameters, local field level Hpk(x), the ansatz

Tquasi, and the chosen model of the surface resistance.
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Figure 7.2: Depth-dependent relative field strength evaluated on the near-
surface grid. Data generated from SIMS results for C4(N1), shown
in Fig. 6.3.

For surface resistance models that do not explicitly calculate a local dissi-

pated power volume density, one can be generated for each grid point by calcu-

lating Rs for a uniform material with the material properties of the desired grid

point. This should be calculated with a surface field equal to the local field at

the grid point and at the ansatz Tquasi. The Joule heating from a current decaying

exponentially into the depth x with decay constant λ is equal to that in a slab of
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thickness λ/2 and uniform current1:

P
A

= Re
[∫ ∞

0

J2

σ
dx

]
(7.4)

= Re

 J2
pk

σ

 ∫ ∞

0
exp

(
−

2x
λ

)
dx (7.5)

=
λ

2
Re

 J2
pk

σ

 (7.6)

As such, the dissipated power volume density at the surface of the uniform

material is given by the following, substituting in the expression for P
A used in

Eq. 3.35:

P
A

=
1
2

Rs,uniH2
pk (7.7)

d
dx

(P
A

)
=

P
A

2
λ

=
1
λ

Rs,uniH2
pk (7.8)

Then, in the local approximation, this power density is equivalent to the dissi-

pated power volume density at the grid point x:

d
dx

(P
A

) ∣∣∣∣∣
x

=
1
λ

Rs,uniHpk(x)2 (7.9)

Once the local dissipated power volume density is found for all grid points, the

total dissipated power per unit area can be calculated by integrating over x:

P
A

=

∫ ∞

0

d
dx

(P
A

)
dx (7.10)

=

∫ ∞

0

1
λ

Rs,uniHpk(x)2dx (7.11)

Here, Hpk(x) can be acquired from Eq. 7.2. This integral can be approximated by

integrating up to a finite limit xend if Hpk(xend) � Hpk(0).

1See Eqs. 3.29-3.32 for a similar calculation.
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7.2 Thermal Propagation

After an ansatz quasiparticle temperature Tquasi has been chosen and the dissi-

pated power per unit area P/A of the RF surface has been calculated, the frame-

work moves to calculating the propagation of this heat through the cavity wall

and out to the helium bath. The system separates the thermal effects that were

grouped in the earlier model presented in Chap. 5, with independent models

of κ and hK. For the electron-phonon heat transfer parameter Y , we do not yet

have a conclusively predictive model, but we can draw on our earlier empirical

model to set Y based on the material parameters as in Eq. 5.9.

The thermal propagation simulation calculates from the helium bath in-

wards, using a fixed value of the bath temperature Tbath. The simulation begins

with finding the Kapitza resistance hK, using a model developed by Vines and

based on earlier experimental data presented by Mittag [VXP07, Mit73]. The

framework uses the model for annealed niobium cooled by superfluid helium

(Tbath < 2.17 K), considering Tbath as well as the temperature of exterior surface

of the cavity wall Twall:

hK(Twall,Tbath) =

(
200

W
m2 K

) (Tbath

1 K

)4.65

f
(
Twall − Tbath

Tbath

)
(7.12)

f (t) = 1 +
3
2

t + t2 +
1
4

t3 (7.13)

When Tbath > 2.17 K, the framework instead uses the model for niobium cooled

by nucleate boiling in normal liquid helium:

hK(Twall,Tbath) =

(
1.2 × 104 W

m2 K

) (Twall − Tbath

1 K

)0.45

(7.14)

The heat flux q, by symmetry equal to the dissipated power per unit area on the

RF surface P/A, is related to the Kapitza resistance and the temperatures of the
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outer niobium wall and helium bath:

q =
P
A

= (Twall − Tbath) hK (7.15)

The Vines/Mittag model maps the wall temperature Twall to P/A; as such, for a

fixed Tbath we can generate a map of P/A values for a likely range of Twall, such

as Tbath ≤ Twall ≤ Tc, and then numerically invert the map to find Twall for the

value of the dissipated power density P/A calculated in the near-surface grid.

Once the framework has calculated Twall given the earlier P/A, it uses the

parametric model of Koechlin and Bonin to calculate the thermal conductivity

through the cavity wall [KB96]. This calculation takes place on a second com-

putational “grid” with linearly spaced points representing the bulk niobium in

the cavity wall2. Since doping and similar treatments affect only the first tens of

micrometers of depth in the cavity wall, the majority of the 3 mm thickness is

clean high-RRR niobium.

At very strong levels of doping, the reduced κ in these first few micrometers

may start to make a significant impact on the overall thermal transport; one pos-

sible improvement for the model would be to include a region of poor thermal

conductivity near the interior and exterior surfaces.

The Koechlin-Bonin model calculates the thermal conductivity κ for super-

conducting niobium as follows, depending on the local niobium temperature

TNb, RRR, and the phonon mean free path `ph:

κ = R(y)
(

1
A RRR TNb

+ aT 2
Nb

)−1

+

 1
D T 2

Nb exp(y)
+

1
B `phTNb

−1

(7.16)

2Due to the details of the computation, these points are spaced linearly in temperature but
approximately represent linear spacing in spatial coordinates; see Eq. 7.27.
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Here a, A, B, and D are fit constants:

a = 7.52 × 10−7 m/W K (7.17)

A = 0.141 W/m K (7.18)

B = 4.34 × 103 W/m2K4 (7.19)

D = 2.34 × 102 m K3/W (7.20)

For the RRR of the material I have used the typically-cited value of 300; the

framework allows for adjustment a custom value. For `ph, a reasonable value

is 200 μm, a typical grain size for niobium cavities (phonon scattering in clean

niobium is dominated by grain boundary effects) [VXP07]. The parameter y is

the energy gap ∆ divided by the local temperature normalized to units of energy

kBTNb, with the following approximate value given by Vines et al. [VXP07]:

y ≈
∆

kBTc

Tc

TNb

cos
πT 2

Nb

2T 2
c

1/2

(7.21)

R(y) is the ratio of the thermal conductivity in the superconducting state to that

in the normal state, and is given by Bardeen et al. [BRT59]:

R(y) =
12
π2

(
f (y) + y ln

(
1 + exp(−y)

)
+

y2

2
(
1 + exp(y)

)) (7.22)

In turn, f (y) relates to the Fermi-Dirac distribution of electrons:

f (y) =

∫ ∞

0

z
1 + exp(y + z)

dz (7.23)

This can be expressed as a second-order polylogarithm (Jonquière’s func-

tion) [Wei], which is efficiently calculable:

f (y) = Li2
(
− exp(−y)

)
(7.24)

To work towards finding the temperature of the niobium lattice at the RF

surface Tsurf, we note that the thermal conductivity is related to the heat flow
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q = P/A as follows:

q = κ (TNb)
dTNb

dx
(7.25)

We can integrate both sides of Eq. 7.25 with respect to x across the thickness of

the cavity wall d. For the left-hand side we have the following, noting that q

does not change over x by the symmetry of the simulation:∫ d

0
q dx = q d =

P
A

d (7.26)

On the right-hand side we have the following, using the chain rule of integra-

tion: ∫ d

0
κ (TNb(x))

dT
dx

∣∣∣∣∣
x

dx =

∫ Tsurf

Twall

κ (TNb) dT (7.27)

The framework performs the integral on the right-hand side of Eq. 7.27 cumu-

latively from the previously-calculated Twall up to a range of reasonable values

of Tsurf, such as the range Twall ≤ Tsurf ≤ Tc. Then, knowing d and P/A, the

framework finds the value of Tsurf such that Eqs. 7.26 and 7.27 are equal.

Finally, having calculated Twall and Tsurf given the ansatz Tquasi, the frame-

work considers the quasiparticle-phonon overheating mechanism in order to

find an “output” T ′quasi (note the primed variable). Again using the near-surface

grid, the framework calculates a local Y(x) based on `(x) and the model in Eq. 5.9.

Y may also depend on other parameters, such as the temperature [KLT57] or lo-

cal field level, and the framework is adaptable to such a model of Y(x).

Since the quasiparticles are considered to be in thermal equilibrium, Y must

be averaged over the RF penetration layer. The choice of weighting for this av-

erage is not obvious; as a plausible option, the framework uses the field kernel:

Y =

∫ ∞
0

Y(x)Hpk(x)dx∫ ∞
0

Hpk(x)dx
(7.28)
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Then, using this average Y , the lattice temperature Tsurf, and the heat flow

q = P/A, the system calculates the output T ′quasi:

T ′quasi = Tsurf +
P
A

(
1
Y

)
(7.29)

Since the framework considers quasiparticles in thermal equilibrium, unlike the

simpler model from Chap. 5, the additional dissipated power for a given value

of Y will be much higher: in the new model, quasiparticles are overheated across

the entire RF layer as a function of the averaged field strength, not only as a

function of the local field strength. This results in a larger overall number of

overheated quasiparticles.

As such, the value for β in Eq. 5.9 must be lower in the new framework to

match experimental results. In general I have used Y as a free fitting parameter

in this framework, including the (T 5
quasi − T 5

surf) dependence predicted in theory

(see for example [TGK+09]). Figure 7.3 shows an example calculation of Twall,

TNb(x), Tsurf, and T ′quasi given an ansatz Tquasi = 2.33 K, experimental parameters

Tbath and Hpk, and Y−1 = 1 × 10−1 mK m2/W. These results as well as the results

presented in the remainder of this chapter were calculated using RRR = 300 and

`ph = 200 μm.

7.3 Self-Consistent Heating

The routine described in Secs. 7.1 and 7.2 begins with an ansatz Tquasi and yields

an output T ′quasi. The framework repeats this routine with varying ansatz Tquasi,

adaptively refining the mesh of input temperature until a self-consistent result

is achieved, i.e. an input temperature that gives the output T ′quasi = Tquasi.
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Figure 7.3: Depth-dependent temperature from example simulation using the
Gurevich model and the material parameters and field distribu-
tion of C4(N1) shown in Figs. 7.1 and 7.2, with µ0Hpk = 131 mT,
Y−1 = 0.1 mK m2/W, and the ansatz Tquasi = 2.33 K.

Once this result is found, the framework records the self-consistent quasi-

particle temperature Tquasi, the niobium boundary temperatures Tsurf and Twall,

and the surface resistance Rs given the starting values of Tbath and Hpk.

Figure 7.4 shows an example set of the results of the framework, plotting the

output T ′quasi as a function of the ansatz Tquasi for a range of peak field levels.

In general, these curves are concave upwards, with T ′quasi > Tquasi at low ansatz

values and T ′quasi < Tquasi at higher ansatz values. Also illustrated in Fig. 7.4 is

the identity output T ′quasi = Tquasi; the stable self-consistent solutions occur at the

first intersection of this identity line with each of the curved simulation lines.
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Figure 7.4: Simulation output temperature T ′quasi as a function of ansatz temper-
ature Tquasi for varying RF field strength µ0Hpk, generated using the
Gurevich model with the material parameters of cavity C4(N1) and
Y−1 = 0.1 mK m2/W. Intersections of colored curves with the dashed
line indicate self-consistent solutions where T ′quasi = Tquasi; curves
that do not intersect the dashed line have no self-consistent solutions
(global thermal instability).

Simulation lines that do not intersect the identity line (i.e. solutions where

Tquasi’ = Tquasi is never satisfied) indicate surface field levels Hpk with no self-

consistent solutions. In such a case, the RF dissipation is high enough and ther-

mal effects strong enough that the material goes into a thermal runaway and

quenches. This is an interesting emergent property from the simulation and il-

lustrates the “global thermal instability”, a potential quench mechanism for SRF

cavities [Mül87, Gra93, PHK98]. Of particular interest is the fact that the stable

solutions at the highest fields still have Tquasi near 2.2-2.3 K, a good deal lower
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Figure 7.5: Simulated Mattis-Bardeen surface resistance at Tbath = 2 K using the
thermal framework and a range of values of 1/Y , calculated with the
same material parameters as in Fig. 7.4. Endpoints of curves indicate
global thermal instability limits. Note that there is a significant over-
heating effect even with 1/Y ≈ 0, likely due to the high initial RBCS

given the short average `.

than Tc.

Figure 7.5 shows the results of a calculation of Rs vs. µ0Hpk using the Mattis-

Bardeen surface resistance model with several values of the electron-phonon pa-

rameter Y ; Figure 7.6 shows the corresponding quasiparticle temperature Tquasi,

and Figure 7.7 shows those same results converted by Eq. 3.50 into the intrinsic

quality factor Q0 for a TESLA-shape cavity [ABB+00]. The three figures indicate

thermal runaway quench fields where they occur.
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Figure 7.6: Quasiparticle temperature for the simulation results shown in
Fig. 7.5.

Figure 7.7: Simulated intrinsic quality factor Q0 for a TESLA cavity using with
the surface resistance shown in Fig. 7.5.
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Figure 7.8: Simulated Gurevich model surface resistance at Tbath = 2 K using the
thermal framework and a range of values of 1/Y . The sharp corner
is due to a low mesh density in Hpk. Endpoints of curves indicate
global thermal instability limits. Compare to Fig. 5.3.

Figure 7.7 illustrates another interesting result of this simulation: the ther-

mal effects cause a medium-field Q-slope comparable in magnitude to that ob-

served in experiment (see for example the 800 ◦C data in Fig. 3.13). Some earlier

studies found similar agreement between experimental Q-slope measurements

and thermal feedback simulations (such as [DCM17]), though others only found

such agreement by greatly varying the value of the bulk thermal conductivity

(see for instance [Pad09, GFG+13]). Here the addition of the electron-phonon ef-

fects encapsulated in Y allows for a wide range of realistic Q-slope results with

realistic thermal parameters.
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Figure 7.9: Quasiparticle temperature for the simulation results shown in
Fig. 7.8.

Figure 7.10: Simulated intrinsic quality factor Q0 for a TESLA cavity using with
the surface resistance shown in Fig. 7.8.
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Figure 7.8 (comparable to the results from the earlier model shown in

Fig. 5.3) shows the Rs vs. µ0Hpk results of a calculation using the Gurevich the-

ory as the base model of Rs; Tquasi is shown in Fig. 7.9 and the Q0 calculations are

shown in Fig. 7.10. Here the thermal framework produces results that are con-

sistent with the earlier findings in Chap. 5. As anticipated above, the values of

Y in the new simulation are significantly lower than those used in the overdop-

ing study for similar anti-Q-slope predictions; for example, compare the values

of 1/Y in Fig. 7.10 to those in Fig. 6.2. The increased heating for a given value

of Y is due to the fact that the quasiparticles in the advanced framework are in

thermal equilibrium: the quasiparticles are overheated throughout the RF layer,

not only near the surface, so losses are higher for the same value of Y .

7.4 Outlook and Applications

This new thermal framework is a highly adaptable system that will be use-

ful for future studies of thermal Q-slope and thermal mediation of the anti-Q-

slope as well as more detailed studies of Y , κ, and hk. As it stands, the frame-

work treats Y as a free parameter with an optional temperature dependence

Y ∝ (T 5
quasi − T 5

surf); building a deeper model of Y as a function of local mate-

rial parameters is the subject of ongoing study at Cornell and within the Center

for Bright Beams [MAL+19]. For our continuing studies of the anti-Q-slope and

theoretical models thereof, this framework will allow for the consideration of

thermal effects in any local model of the surface resistance under investigation.

Further future improvements would be to extend the model to a simulation

of “hotspot” heating in two or three dimensions. This will increase computa-
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tional complexity but allow for the study of surface defects in the context of ad-

vanced models of the surface resistance. Additional local effects which might be

considered are field emission, multipacting, and magnetic vortex entry, which

would contribute to Rs due to thermal effects and as loss mechanisms in their

own right [Pad09, Hal17].

In the next chapter, I will circle back to the earlier discussion of the anti-Q-

slope from Chaps. 4-6; among other tools, I will use the framework outlined in

this chapter to study the predictions of several competing models of the anti-

Q-slope in nitrogen-doped and nitrogen-infused niobium, assessing their per-

formance against experimental data and working towards establishing a funda-

mental understanding of the physics of the anti-Q-slope.
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CHAPTER 8

ASSESSMENT OF ANTI-Q-SLOPE THEORIES

The work presented in Chaps. 5 and 6 found good agreement between

the experimental performance of nitrogen-doped and nitrogen-infused niobium

cavities and the theoretical predictions from the Gurevich theory [Gur14] of the

anti-Q-slope modulated by a linear model of quasiparticle overheating. This

work found an empirical connection between the magnitude of the thermal ef-

fects and the electron mean free path `, with shorter ` (higher impurity content)

corresponding with better thermal transfer between overheated quasiparticles

and lattice phonons.

In addition to the Gurevich model, several other theories have recently

gained attention in the field of SRF as possible explanations for the anti-Q-slope.

One of these models, proposed by Goldie and Withington [GW12], introduces

quantum-mechanical effects that modify the quasiparticle distribution function

in such a way that the microwave surface resistance decreases with increasing

field. Another, proposed by Weingarten [Wei18], uses proximity coupling and

an effective-medium approximation of a disordered composite superconductor

to describe a field-dependent surface resistance. In this chapter, I will assess

some of the merits and deficiencies of these models, introducing new evidence

to the discussion and returning to the Gurevich model for a deeper assessment.

8.1 The Frequency-Dependence of the Anti-Q-Slope

In the last few years (2017-2019), new evidence has been measured in the field of

SRF indicating a dependence of the anti-Q-slope effect on frequency. At Cornell,
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Figure 8.1: BCS surface resistance measurements for a 3.9 GHz non-doped clean
niobium cavity (` > 1000 nm), indicating anti-Q-slope behavior.

our studies on nitrogen doping and infusion at 2.6 GHz find that the anti-Q-

slope for cavities with these treatments is more pronounced at high frequencies,

with a peak intrinsic quality factor Q0 near 2×1010 at fields µ0Hpk ≈ 80 mT for

a “‘2/6” nitrogen-doped cavity [MKL18, MAG+19]. Moreover, our studies of a

500 MHz cavity treated with the 2/6 recipe showed an improved overall RBCS

but no anti-Q-slope at all [FGG+18].

Quite interestingly, early results of a 3.9 GHz clean niobium cavity

(` > 1000 nm) measured at Cornell also find a reduction in RBCS with increas-

ing RF field strength, as shown in Fig. 8.1. This cavity received bulk EP and a

5-hour 800 ◦C degas bake. This is the first indication from Cornell results that
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the anti-Q-slope is not only to be found in impurity-doped niobium, and places

some theoretical limits on what the underlying physics might entail. Further

studies of these frequency-dependent effects are ongoing at Cornell.

Outside of Cornell, other laboratories have shown similar frequency-

dependent results. FNAL reported a strong frequency dependence of the

anti-Q-slope, with the relative reduction in RBCS increasing at higher frequen-

cies [MCR+18]. Their study found an anti-Q-slope in nitrogen-doped cavi-

ties at frequencies above 1 GHz, with their 650 MHz cavity showing no field-

dependent reduction in RBCS. They also reported an anti-Q-slope at 3.9 GHz for

cavities treated with BCP and for cavities treated with the EP/120 ◦C bake pro-

cedure, with lower-frequency cavities exhibiting a field-dependent RBCS with

positive slope that decreased with increasing frequency. For cavities that re-

ceived EP only, they did not report a 3.9 GHz result but saw a mild anti-Q-slope

at 2.6 GHz, again finding increasingly positive slopes in RBCS at decreasing fre-

quency.

Exploring studies at other laboratories not focused on nitrogen doping, we

find conflicting results in terms of the presence of an anti-Q-slope at 3.9 GHz.

Studies of the 3.9 GHz EXFEL cavities showed mostly flat Q vs. H curves, with

some variation in slope such that some of the cavities tested could be classified

as having anti-Q-slopes while others could not [BBB+19]. These cavities were

treated with bulk removal by BCP, 800 ◦C vacuum degas, and post-bake “flash”

BCP. R&D reports from the development of the 3.9 GHz LCLS-II cavities report

an anti-Q-slope after EP for one cavity and none for a second cavity with the

same treatment [SAC+18]. After 120 ◦C baking, both cavities showed a very

mild increase in Q0 with increasing field strength, though a third cavity with
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the same treatment showed only a standard medium-field Q-slope. An earlier

study of 3.9 GHz cavities for FLASH showed a very minor anti-Q-slope for cav-

ities treated with BCP and none for a cavity treated with EP.

Moving forward, these results and the results of ongoing and future studies

of this frequency dependence will be essential for improving our understanding

of the physics of the anti-Q-slope.

8.2 Weingarten Model

The first alternative model of the anti-Q-slope that I will discuss here is the

theory proposed by Weingarten [Wei18]. The model expands on an earlier pro-

posal which treats impure niobium surfaces as disordered composite supercon-

ductors [EGH+14]. This composite is made up of a clean niobium bulk “host”

peppered with mesoscopic defects in a disordered configuration in a layer of

thickness d∗. The defects are themselves composite, made up of a volume frac-

tion x1 of a normal-conducting material with the remainder being a dirty super-

conductor. At low fields/surface currents, these defects are proximity-coupled

to the clean host, but as the local magnetic field strength H passes above a defect

critical field H∗, the defects begin to decouple and become normal-conducting;

a growing number of defects decouple as the field increases up to H∗c , above

which all the defects in the defect layer are normal-conducting. This change

modifies the overall quasiparticle conductivity σn in a manner dependent on

both field strength and frequency, which in turn changes RBCS.

Weingarten shows agreement between the predictions of his model and the

frequency-dependent experimental results from FNAL mentioned above, repro-
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Figure 8.2: Theoretical predictions of the field-dependent surface resistance
from the Weingarten model for varying electron mean free path `.
Results calculated with µ0H∗c = 66 mT, µ0H∗ = 10 mT, x1 = 2/3,
σNb = ` · 1.94 × 107 Sv/m, T = 2 K, and f = 1.3 GHz.

ducing the RBCS vs. Hpk results for 2/6 nitrogen-doped cavities and non-doped

cavities treated with BCP [MCR+18]. To assess this model ourselves, we made

several calculations to test the predictions of the Weingarten model for varying

material properties.

In our investigation, we found a discrepancy between the predictions of the

model and known experimental results. By the predictions of the model, as the

electron mean free path ` increases, the relative strength of the field-dependent

drop in Rs also increases; simulations with very short ` show in fact a field-

dependent increase in Rs. Figure 8.2 illustrates this finding. This is in opposition
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to the body of experimental evidence, which shows an anti-Q-slope that gets

stronger at decreasing ` and vanishes for ` > 200 nm at 1.3 GHz, as discussed in

the previous chapters of this dissertation.

In our assessment of this model, we also found several other factors that de-

creased our confidence in its applicability. One of these is the non-differentiable

“corners” in RBCS at H∗ and H∗c , which do not occur in the experimental results.

Moreover, it appears that the lower field H∗ fitted in the paper describing the

model corresponds to 5 MV/m in a TESLA cavity, the lowest field presented

in the experimental results from FNAL (indeed the field where the RBCS results

were normalized) [MCR+18]. Other results from the same laboratory [BCG+18],

Cornell [GEF+16], and elsewhere [DCM+13] show that the effect begins contin-

uously from very low fields and does not stop abruptly at some higher field, as

suggested by the model in question. A further issue is the model’s dependence

on a number of finely-tuned parameters; while this is not strictly a reason to

shake confidence in the theory, small adjustments to the critical fields H∗ and

H∗c and especially to the defect volume fraction x1 and the derived defect con-

ductivity s1 lead to dramatic changes in the calculated surface resistance. These

parameters are also somewhat arbitrarily defined. In particular, the argument

for setting x1 = 2/3 is simply that the most dramatic changes in Rs occur there,

where the mixed-state conductivity σm is maximized.

Because of the discrepancies and issues enumerated above, we do not have

high confidence in this model as a description of the anti-Q-slope in nitrogen-

doped niobium cavities, despite its correct prediction of the dependence of the

effect on frequency. Perhaps future work1 will improve the model and demand

1In private communication, the author of this model has informed us of a new interpretation
of the model that may correctly predict the dependence on `.
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its reassessment; for now, we shall look to the other proposed theories.

8.3 Goldie-Withington Model

Another theory for the field-dependent surface resistance in nitrogen-doped

niobium cavities is the model proposed by Goldie and Withington [GW12]. In

their model, the increasing strength of the RF field on the surface of a supercon-

ductor drives the quasiparticles into a non-thermal distribution as they absorb

photons of energy ~ω. A brief discussion of the Mattis-Bardeen theory is in

order to see the impact of this non-thermal distribution:

In the microscopic picture of the microwave surface resistance in the BCS

context, the Mattis-Bardeen theory finds that Rs is proportional to the following

integral [MB58]:

Rs ∝

∫ ∞

∆

∣∣∣M2
∣∣∣ N(ε)N(ε + ~ω)

[
f (ε) − f (ε + ~ω)

]
dε (8.1)

Here N is the quasiparticle density of states, evaluated at quasiparticle energies

ε and ε + ~ω, representing the absorption of an RF photon of energy ~ω. The

function f is the quasiparticle distribution function. M is the matrix element for

the interaction.

The non-thermal quasiparticle distribution proposed in the Goldie-

Withington model differs from the standard Fermi-Dirac distribution function,

introducing large spikes spaced at intervals of ~ω representing “sequential

single-photon absorption”; in the regime where the results in the paper describ-

ing the model are calculated,
[
f (ε) − f (ε + ~ω)

]
is smaller on average than in the

Fermi-Dirac case. The magnitude of this effect increases as the magnitude of the
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RF field increases and more photons are absorbed, driving the system further

out of the standard thermal distribution.

Recent work from de Visser et al. reported agreement with the Goldie-

Withington model in an aluminum stripline resonator (Tc = 1.17 K) [dGD+14].

Their results, taken at ∼ 5.29 GHz and over the temperature range 0.05-0.35 K,

show an intrinsic quality factor Q0 of the resonator increasing with increasing

RF power at T > 0.2 K; at lower temperatures, Q0 instead decreases as the level

of RF power increases.

These findings are exciting, but there are some potential issues with applying

this model to the typical parameters and conditions of SRF niobium accelerator

cavities. In particular, the theory relies on the RF photon energy ~ω being on

the same scale as or larger than the temperature (in units of energy) kBT . In

this regime, absorption of photons from the RF field drives the quasiparticles

significantly out of the standard thermal distribution. In contrast to this, for the

typical niobium SRF cavity operation parameters T = 2 K and f = 1.3 GHz,

~ω ≈ 0.03 · kBT , well outside of the predicted regime of the effect. The ~ω-

spaced spikes in the distribution function, were they to be present, would result

in a much smaller deviation from the standard thermal distribution function.

Moreover, there is as yet no proposed reason why the model might describe

nitrogen-doped niobium but not other dirty-limit niobium cavities.

We have not yet completed calculations of the Goldie-Withington model in

our range of SRF operation parameters; the calculations entail extensive kinetic

equations that are computationally intensive and would require a large effort

to program. As such, we cannot say for certain whether the model describes

the anti-Q-slope as seen in nitrogen-doped and nitrogen-infused cavities and in
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niobium cavities at higher frequencies. That being said, the dramatic differences

between the regime of the theoretical calculations presented in [GW12] and the

experimental results of [dGD+14] on the one hand and that of SRF accelerator

cavities on the other indicate that this model is not appropriate to describe the

the anti-Q-slope.

8.4 Gurevich Model

We now turn back to the Gurevich model [Gur14], for which we found good

agreement with experimental results of the anti-Q-slope in strongly nitrogen-

doped and some of the nitrogen-infused niobium cavities at 1.3 GHz. A brief

explanation of the model can be found in Sec. 5.2. In terms of the Mattis-Bardeen

theory, where the Goldie-Withington model modifies the quasiparticle distribu-

tion function f in Eq. 8.1, the Gurevich model modifies the quasiparticle den-

sity of states N, “smearing” the singularity at ∆ as the RF surface currents in the

superconductor break Cooper pairs [Bar62, Ful65]. The model predicts these

effects in dirty-limit Type-II superconductors where ~ω � kBT and T � Tc, ap-

propriate assumptions for the regime where the anti-Q-slope has been observed

in nitrogen-doped cavities.

Some of our earlier findings suggested that the Gurevich model had issues

with accurately predicting the anti-Q-slope behavior observed in some cavities.

As shown in Chap. 5, our results with fitting the model to experimental data

from nitrogen-doped 1.3 GHz cavities were largely successful, though the the-

ory does not accurately predict the behavior of cavities doped to intermedi-

ate mean free paths ` > 60 nm. For nitrogen-infused cavities, as discussed in
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Figure 8.3: Frequency-dependent results of the relative field-dependent reduc-
tion in surface resistance predicted by the Gurevich model, calcu-
lated with Tc = 9.1 K, ∆/kBTc = 1.886, ` = 9 nm, and Tbath = 2 K.

Chap. 6, the predictions of the Gurevich theory matched some of the cavity test

data well, while the predictions for other cavities showed less agreement with

experiment.

The new frequency-dependent results cast new light on this model and its

applicability. While the experimental findings show that the magnitude of the

field-dependent reduction in Rs increases with increasing frequency, the Gure-

vich model predicts the opposite, with stronger reduction at lower frequencies.

Figure 8.3 shows the results of calculations of the Gurevich model for several

frequencies over the range from 650 MHz to 3.9 GHz. Here, the quasiparticle
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overheating effects have been omitted to maximize the reduction in Rs. This

stark contrast strongly suggests that, despite the very good agreement between

theory and experiment at 1.3 GHz, the Gurevich model may not truly describe

the physics of the anti-Q-slope.

This result and the discrepancies found earlier prompted us, in our collab-

oration with the Sethna group in the Center for Bright Beams, to reexamine

the Gurevich model and perhaps find where it might be improved to account

for the new frequency-dependent results [MAL+19]. Instead, this study found

further issues with the model, particularly with the quasiparticle distribution

function; the issue can be summarized as follows. In the model as written, the

total density of quasiparticles is assumed to be constant in time due to the long

lifetime of quasiparticles compared to the frequency of the RF field; each quasi-

particle state has a particular energy ε̃ that changes over time. The model then

enforces that the distribution function be equal to the Fermi-Dirac thermal dis-

tribution when the sinusoidally-oscillating RF field passes through zero. This

condition, however, ignores the additional quasiparticles excited by absorption

of RF photons. Using detailed balance, we can make a correction to f to ac-

count for the additional quasiparticles. Instead of the purely thermal distribu-

tion f (ε̃) = exp(ε̃/kBT ), we have the following [Lia]:

f (ε̃) = f (ε, t) =

∫ π/ω

0

(
1 + exp(−ε/kBT )

) (
1 + exp(ε/kBT )

)−1 dt∫ π/ω

0

(
1 + exp(−ε/kBT )

)
dt

(8.2)

This correction leads to a dramatically different calculation of the field-

dependent Rs.

Figure 8.4 compares the predictions of the surface resistance of the new dis-

tribution function against those of the original calculation for a range of mag-

nitude of quasiparticle overheating; these calculations used the new thermal
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Figure 8.4: Simulations of the field-dependent surface resistance from the origi-
nal Gurevich model (asterisks) and the version with corrected dis-
tribution function (open circles), for varying levels of quasiparti-
cle overheating. Results calculated at T = 2 K with R0 = 10 nΩ,
` = 20 nm, f = 1.3 GHz, ∆/kBTc = 1.98, and Tc = 9.14 K.

Figure 8.5: Simulations of the field-dependent intrinsic quality factor from the
results in Fig. 8.4 for a TESLA-shape cavity.
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framework developed in Chap. 7. Figure 8.5 shows the same results converted

to the quality factor Q0. The correction to the distribution function results in the

total removal of the anti-Q-slope prediction.

In private communication with members of this collaboration, Gurevich has

informed us that he has taken our findings into consideration and is making

refinements to the model to account for the distribution function issue and the

frequency dependence of the anti-Q-slope [GL]. We hope that these adjustments

are fruitful and restore the initial success of the model at 1.3 GHz and extend it

to other frequency regimes.

It is quite important to note here that this adjustment to the distribution

function does not affect the results of the weak RF/strong DC field case of this

model. In that regime, where the strong DC magnetic field modulates the quasi-

particle density of states in such a way that the surface resistance changes in a

field-dependent manner, the weak RF field does not significantly contribute to

the excitation of quasiparticles; as a result, the distribution function largely does

not vary in time and can be expressed as the Fermi-Dirac distribution. The new

experimental apparatus presented in the next chapter will explore this particu-

lar regime of RF and DC fields for SRF materials.

8.5 Outlook

While each of the above-mentioned theories has its merits, each also has distinct

issues that may limit its ability to describe the anti-Q-slope observed in niobium

SRF cavities. Looking towards alternative explanations of the phenomenon, a

potential model must address the frequency-dependence of the anti-Q-slope as
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well as its apparent dependence on nitrogen content. Several empirical sketches

come to mind: perhaps there is a threshold frequency above which niobium

exhibits an anti-Q-slope, and interstitial nitrogen near the RF surface decreases

this threshold; perhaps instead interstitial nitrogen prevents the growth of some

other defect material with deleterious effects, such as nanoscopic hydride clus-

ters (also called “nanohydrides”, as discussed in [RGBO13, TGMR15]), reveal-

ing a “native” anti-Q-slope not otherwise reliant on the presence of nitrogen.

On another note, each of the theories discussed in this chapter discuss effects in

bulk superconductors; the evidence from the surface removal studies in Chap. 6

showing that nanometer-scale surface treatments can turn the anti-Q-slope on

and off indicate that the anti-Q-slope may instead be a surface effect. Within

the Center for Bright Beams, promising research is ongoing on yet another tack,

working to develop a model of the field-dependent surface resistance using the

Floquet approach to analyzing driven quantum systems.

From an experimentalist’s point of view, the dearth of satisfying theories of

the anti-Q-slope in SRF cavities can be seen as an opportunity to design new

experiments and drive theoretical development with new evidence. In the next

chapter, I will describe the development of such an experiment, a new “DC

field-dependence cavity” which will investigate the dependence of the surface

resistance on strong DC magnetic fields with the goal of establishing a new body

of evidence to improve our understanding of the physics of the anti-Q-slope.
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CHAPTER 9

THE DC FIELD DEPENDENCE CAVITY

As fundamental SRF research and development pushes the quality factor

frontier higher with treatments like nitrogen doping and nitrogen infusion, it

is important to understand the dependence of the superconducting microwave

surface resistance on the strength of the electromagnetic fields present on the

RF surfaces of cavities. Why does the surface resistance decrease with increas-

ing RF field strength in nitrogen-doped and nitrogen-infused niobium cavities,

resulting in the anti-Q-slope? Why does this behavior improve at frequencies

above 1.3 GHz, but disappear at lower regimes? Why does a similar effect ap-

pear in some high-frequency cavities and not others? Do DC magnetic fields

have a similar effect on the surface resistance? How can we push the surface

resistance even lower?

Several theories have been proposed to explain the anti-Q-slope, but with

somewhat unsatisfying results: as discussed in Chap. 8, all either miss key

predictions of observed anti-Q-slope behavior, like the dependence on electron

mean free path or frequency, or make assumptions about experimental condi-

tions that do not apply to SRF cavities, like frequency and temperature. In order

to experimentally explore the physics of the field-dependent surface resistance

from a new angle, and to perform a deeper investigation of the predictions of

the aforementioned models, we have designed and constructed a novel appa-

ratus which tests the behavior of superconducting materials under strong DC

magnetic fields superimposed over a relatively low RF field. This new experi-

ment, the DC Field Dependence Cavity, measures the RF surface resistance as

a function of the DC magnetic field strength on a superconducting surface. In
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this chapter I will document the main components and features of this cavity,

detailing and motivating the design and function of this new window into anti-

Q-slope physics.

9.1 Prior Art and Motivation

A number of prior experiments have investigated the dependence of the mi-

crowave surface resistance on the strength of the electromagnetic field incident

on the superconducting surface. In the case of radio-frequency fields, as dis-

cussed earlier in this dissertation, there exists a large amount of experimental

data from tests of accelerator cavities, especially single-cell cavities, with a va-

riety of treatment protocols. Because these tests are performed in the context

of SRF research programs, they are typically (and somewhat by default) carried

out at frequencies of interest for SRF studies. These studies include tests of full

cavities prepared with a certain protocol, such as the ones presented in Chaps. 5

and 6, as well as tests of “sample host cavities”: SRF structures with removable

components that can be treated with novel protocols and reassembled onto the

host cavity where the properties of the novel material can be examined under RF

excitation. Often these removable samples are smaller and geometrically sim-

pler than a full cavity, allowing for relatively inexpensive rapid testing of mate-

rials. The Cornell Sample Host Cavity family, most recently in its third genera-

tion [Xie13, HLGM14, MCG+15, MHL+16, MHLP17, OGL+18], is an example of

such an apparatus, as are the quadrupole resonators at CERN [BHM98, dBG+17]

and HZB [KBK+15].

On the contrary, there have been only a very limited number of experiments

performed to study the effect of strong DC magnetic fields on the microwave
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surface resistance for SRF materials. Numerous studies have been performed

on stripline resonators, but these have largely treated materials not relevant for

SRF applications such as tin, lead, and high-Tc superconductors like YBCO (for

example, see [ROLL+94, ETDS16]). Those studies which did consider niobium

stripline resonators did so at microwave frequencies outside the typical range of

∼ 100 MHz-4 GHz used in modern SRF cavities (for example, [KRB+18] presents

measurements at 10 GHz). Another study investigated the effects of a DC mag-

netic field on a large superconducting surface more similar to an SRF cavity, but

the experiment was performed on samples of tin and indium, not niobium, and

again at 10 GHz [SM86]. In general, these studies found Rs to increase with the

strength of the applied DC magnetic field, though [SM86] measured a reduction

in Rs with applied DC magnetic field when T < 0.9Tc.

The promise of the new DC Field Dependence Cavity is to bridge the gap be-

tween these two bodies of evidence. As yet, the anti-Q-slope in SRF cavities has

only been studied under varying RF field strength; experimental measurements

of the DC field dependence of the surface resistance of SRF materials such as

nitrogen-doped and nitrogen-infused niobium, niobium with other treatments,

and alternative materials such as Nb3Sn will help to guide our understanding

of the mechanism underlying the anti-Q-slope and the field-dependent surface

resistance in general. While the Gurevich model explicitly predicts a similar re-

duction in surface resistance due to strong DC magnetic fields parallel to the

RF surface [Gur14], nearly any experimental measurement of this effect (or lack

thereof) at relevant frequencies and temperatures and on relevant materials will

improve our knowledge of this striking physics, hopefully leading us towards

yet higher efficiencies.
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Figure 9.1: Computer illustration of the DC Field Dependence Cavity, with
notes highlighting the features of the apparatus.
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9.2 Overview of Apparatus

The DC Field Dependence Cavity is a coaxial resonator featuring a removable

central superconducting sample. Figure 9.1 shows an overview of the design

of the apparatus. The sample, a rod 20 cm long and 1.4 cm in diameter with

a rounded tip on one end and flaring out to a diameter of 3.4 cm at the other,

is held inside a conical outer conductor made of copper, a normal conductor.

These two coaxial components form a resonant cavity; at the base of the assem-

bly is a forward power coupler for exciting an RF field in the cavity, and near

the flared end of the inner conductor, transverse to the cavity axis, is a transmit-

ted power coupler for probing the field strength and driving the phase-locked

loop (see Sec. 3.3.4). The resonator sits inside a superconducting solenoid that

excites a highly uniform DC magnetic field on the surface of the inner conduc-

tor. The inner conductor is affixed to a narrow niobium “thermal finger” with

thermometers and a heater; these components are used for calorimetric mea-

surements of the RF power dissipated on the inner conductor. Between the

inner conductor sample and the thermal finger is a sapphire rod that serves to

thermally anchor the inner conductor to the finger while electrically isolating

one from the other, preventing the propagation down the finger of RF power

which might disrupt the calorimetric measurements.

Outside of the RF region of the cavity, a set of flanges hold a feedthrough

for connecting the thermometers and heater to the data acquisition system and

an angle valve through which the cavity can be pumped to vacuum. In addi-

tion, a large region surrounding the solenoid and resonator are enclosed in a su-

perconducting niobium cylinder, protecting other equipment in the laboratory

from the high magnetic fields generated by the solenoid. The entire assembly is
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Figure 9.2: Simulations of the RF magnetic field distributions in the 550 MHz,
1.3 GHz, and 2.0 GHz modes of the DC Field Dependence Cavity.
The magnetic field is aligned azimuthally.

immersed in a liquid helium bath.

The resonator is optimized for operation at three frequencies: 550 MHz,

1.3 GHz, and 2.0 GHz. The RF field distributions are shown in Fig. 9.2. These

modes are the first three quarter-wave modes, with the length of the inner con-

ductor L ≈ Λ/4 at 550 MHz, ≈ 3Λ/4 at 1.3 GHz, and ≈ 5Λ/4 at 2.0 GHz, where

Λ = c/ f is the RF wavelength1. The RF magnetic field is entirely azimuthally

aligned, while the RF electric field is aligned in the r-z plane.

1Here I have used the uppercase Λ instead of the usual λ for the wavelength in order to avoid
confusion with the notation for the penetration depth.
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In the typical use case, a sample is prepared with a desired treatment, such

as nitrogen doping. The cavity is assembled in a clean room, mounted onto the

test insert, and pumped down to about 1 × 10−7 Torr. The assembly is loaded

into a cryogenic dewar and cooled with liquid helium below the critical temper-

ature Tc of the superconducting sample. A weak RF field is excited in the cavity,

with µ0Hpk ≈ 3 mT on the surface of the inner conductor; this dissipates a small

amount of power (at 1.3 GHz and 2 K, a clean niobium sample would dissipate

around 100 μW), which excites a temperature gradient along the thermal finger.

In order to keep the sample temperature consistent through the experiment,

some additional power is provided by the heater. The difference in temperature

between the two thermometers is measured, and by calibration with the heater

this measurement is converted into a measure of the dissipated power. In turn,

this measurement can be used to determine the microwave surface resistance

of the inner conductor sample from simulations of the cavity geometry, just as

measurements of Q0 are used to the same end in other cavity tests (see Sec. 3.3.1);

the specific method of calculation will be described below. The solenoid is then

switched on, exciting a DC field of strength HDC on the surface of the inner

conductor, potentially changing the surface resistance. The calorimetric mea-

surements are repeated at many values of HDC, building up a map of the surface

resistance as a function of DC field strength. This procedure is then repeated at

multiple temperatures and for each mode of the cavity.

9.2.1 Calculation of Surface Resistance

Because of the unusual design of the apparatus, the standard methods of deter-

mining the surface resistance by way of measurements of the intrinsic quality
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factor Q0 as described in Sec. 3.3.1 are not possible for the DC Field Dependence

Cavity. In particular, since the outer conductor is made of copper, a normal-

conducting metal, the total intrinsic quality factor of the cavity is dominated

by the RF losses on the copper where the surface resistance is up to five orders

of magnitude higher (high-purity copper has a surface resistance at 1.3 GHz of

1.4 mΩ at cryogenic temperatures, compared to 18 nΩ for clean superconduct-

ing niobium at 2 K). Just as the loaded quality factor QL can be expressed as

the inverse sum of Q0 and the coupling quality factors (see Sec. 3.3.3), Q0 can be

expressed as the inverse sum of “local” quality factors for the outer and inner

conductors. Beginning by using Eq. 3.48, normalizing to Hpk, and substituting

in Eq. 3.44, we have the following:

Q0 = 2ωU
(∫

S
dS RsH2

)−1

(9.1)

The domain of the integral can be split into two regions covering the surfaces of

the inner and outer conductors:

Q0 = 2ωU
(∫

S inner

dS RsH2 +

∫
S outer

dS RsH2
)−1

(9.2)

=

(
1

Qinner
+

1
Qouter

)−1

(9.3)

Compare the above to Eq. 3.68. Then, under the assumption that the surface

resistance is uniform over the surface (likely a good approximation at the low

RF field strengths in the new cavity), we can pull Rs out of the two integrals as

before in Eq. 3.49, yielding local geometry factors Ginner and Gouter:

Q0 = 2ωU
(
Rs,inner

∫
S inner

dS H2 + Rs,outer

∫
S outer

dS H2
)−1

(9.4)

=

(
Ginner

Rs,inner
+

Gouter

Rs,outer

)−1

(9.5)

The values of the local geometry factors are given in Table 9.1. Since

Router/Gouter�Rinner/Ginner (indeed Router�Rinner), Q0≈Qouter, and the majority of
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Local geometry factor 550 MHz 1.3 GHz 2.0 GHz
Ginner (Ω) 35.8 83.5 135
Gouter (Ω) 118 273 424

Table 9.1: Local geometry factors for the inner and outer conductors of the DC
Field Dependence Cavity.

the RF power is dissipated on the outer conductor. As a numerical exam-

ple, at 1.3 GHz and 2 K where Rs,Cu ≈ 1.4 mΩ and Rs,Nb ≈ 18 nΩ, we find

Pdiss,inner/Pdiss,outer ≈ 4 × 10−5.

As a result, the RF Off measurement technique described in Secs. 3.3.3

and 3.4.2, with our assumed 10% uncertainty in Q0, is not precise enough to

measure fractional changes in Rinner that might occur due to the strong DC mag-

netic field. Instead, the DC Field Dependence Cavity is designed for direct mea-

surements of the power dissipated on the inner conductor through calorimetry.

As shown in Fig. 9.1, the inner conductor is suspended inside the outer con-

ductor and anchored to the cryogenic bath through the thermal finger. At cryo-

genic temperatures, thermal radiation is minimal, so the heat generated on the

inner conductor is thermally conducted down the finger, creating a temperature

gradient along the finger:
dT
dz

=
Pdiss,inner

κ(z)A(z)
(9.6)

Here κ is the thermal conductivity and A is the cross-sectional area of the finger,

both presented as functions of position z along the length of the finger. This

thermal gradient results in a finite difference in temperature ∆T between the

two thermometers affixed to the finger. The precise values of κ and A may have

slight variations along z, so ∆T is calibrated as a function of Pdiss,inner by using the

calibration heater on the thermal finger (located between the inner conductor

and the first thermometer). With the calibration curve in hand, measurements
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of ∆T between the two thermometers can be used to determine Pdiss,inner on the

inner conductor.

An RF Off measurement yields the stored energy in the cavity U, as de-

scribed in Sec. 3.3.3 (see Eq. 3.78). These can be put together with the calibrated

measurement of Pdiss,inner (∆T ) to find the surface resistance:

Rs,inner =
Ginner

Qinner
(9.7)

=
Pdiss,inner (∆T ) Ginner

ωU
(9.8)

Since the inner conductor is cooled conductively through the finger, its tem-

perature increases when RF fields are present. The magnitude of this increase in

temperature is slightly more than the ∆T measured between the thermometers.

In order to keep this temperature stable and isolate the dependence of Rs on

the DC field strength from its strong dependence on temperature, the calibra-

tion heater can be powered to provide a small amount of additional heat Pheater;

then, as Rs changes with the DC field, Pheater is adjusted to keep ∆T constant. By

the earlier calibration, the change in Pheater with changing HDC can be used to

calculate Rs(HDC).

9.3 Design and Construction

Many of the components of the DC Field Dependence Cavity required particular

attention in their design to ensure optimal functioning of the apparatus under

test. In the following subsections I will detail the critical elements of the design

and construction of these components.
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Figure 9.3: Optimized winding number (number of wire layers per wire diame-
ter) of the superconducting solenoid over its length in z.

9.3.1 Solenoid Subsystem

The superconducting solenoid is wrapped around a mandrel that is 11.4 cm in

diameter and 18 cm in length. These dimensions, constrained by the dimensions

of the copper outer conductor of the resonator and the locations of other compo-

nents such as the transmitted power feedthrough, bring the solenoid well away

from the long solenoid approximation: a solenoid of these dimensions with a

uniform winding density would have a highly nonuniform field. To combat

this, I designed the solenoid with a nonuniform winding density, increasing the

number of winding layers near the ends of the electromagnet to improve uni-

formity in the interior of the solenoid.
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To optimize the placement and sizes of the additional winding layers, I de-

veloped a Matlab program that uses a genetic algorithm2 to find the ideal wind-

ing pattern for the solenoid. The algorithm simulates “steps” cut into the man-

drel with depths an even integer multiple of the wire diameter, using the Biot-

Savart law to find the axial magnetic field considering the additional contribu-

tion from the extra windings in the steps, and comparing this against an ideal

uniform field. Figure 9.3 shows the results of this optimization, plotting the

winding number as a function of position z along the axis of solenoid.

For construction, the core of the mandrel was machined from copper tube

stock. Two end plates were machined from copper plate and brazed onto the

mandrel core to contain the wires and provide a mechanical support structure to

hold the magnet in place. Figure 9.4 shows the finished solenoid mandrel with

the steps cut in, mounted on the coil winding setup at Cornell. The solenoid

was wound with superconducting NbTi wire; the wire, acquired from Super-

con, Inc., features 54 superconducting NbTi filaments held in a copper “matrix”

of diameter 0.30 mm. The wire is insulated with Formvar enamel, bringing

the total wire thickness to about 0.33 mm. At the deepest step, the solenoid is

wound in ten layers; at the shallowest, only two layers are wound. Figure 9.5

shows the solenoid after final winding, mounted on the test insert.

I tested the uniformity of the field along the magnet axis in air in the normal-

conducting state. Figure 9.6 shows the results of the measurement along with

the field strength predicted from calculation with the Biot-Savart law. The

strength of the DC field relative to the excitation current is approximately

15 mT/A. The theoretical prediction has been scaled here to 95% of its original

value; the discrepancy in scale between the experimental results and the theoret-

2See [BNK97] for a thorough treatment of genetic algorithm optimization techniques.
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Figure 9.4: Mandrel of the superconducting solenoid, mounted on the coil
winding setup at Cornell, with optimized steps visible.

Figure 9.5: Completed solenoid, mounted on the cryogenic test insert in prepa-
ration for the cold test.
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Figure 9.6: Simulation of the axial DC magnetic field generated by the supercon-
ducting solenoid, compared to experimental measurements. Also
plotted is the simulated field from a solenoid with uniform winding
density. Black dash-dotted lines indicate the left and right ends of
the solenoid.

ical prediction may be due to a slight misalignment of the magnetic field sensor

used for the measurement, from a slight mismatch in theoretical and experi-

mental wire diameter, or otherwise; thankfully, the discrepancy is quite small

and the wound solenoid exhibits good field uniformity otherwise in agreement

with the prediction. Also depicted in Fig. 9.6 is the axial field for a solenoid of

the same dimensions with uniform winding, showing strongly decreased fields

near the ends of the solenoid (represented by dashed lines). Figure 9.7 shows

the theoretical strength of the DC magnetic field in the r-z plane; the field has no

azimuthal component.
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Figure 9.7: Simulation of the DC magnetic field strength of the superconducting
solenoid in mT with an excitation current of 1 A.

Under cold test, the solenoid exhibited high linearity with excitation current,

as expected. The magnet was tested up to an axial field of 52 mT; the results of

this test of HDC vs. I are shown in Fig. 9.8. Note that the field probe was placed

off-axis, flush with the inner diameter of the mandrel, where the field level is

slightly reduced from its on-axis value.

For superconducting operation of the solenoid, the excitation circuit includes

a quench protection mechanism to protect people and equipment in the labora-

tory from high voltages that might be generated in a quench: during a quench,

the resistance R of part or all of the solenoid increases dramatically as it turns

to the normal state; due to the magnet’s self-inductance, the current briefly re-

mains at the same level, so by Ohm’s law V = IR a spike of high voltage is

generated across the terminals of the solenoid. To give a numerical example,

if a complete quench of the solenoid occurred at a field of 50 mT (I≈ 4 A), the

resistance of the wire would jump up to roughly 100 Ω, resulting in a spike of
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Figure 9.8: Measurements of the DC magnetic field strength of the solenoid,
measured off-axis, as a function of applied current. Dashed line in-
dicates a linear fit to µ0HDC = a ∗ I + b, with a = 13.00 ± 0.02 mT/A
and a background offset of b = −0.50 ± 0.04 mT.

400 V. At the peak design field of 300 mT, this would be a spike of 2400 V.

The quench protection system is a set of high-voltage, high-current, hyper-

fast switching diodes shorting the two terminals of the solenoid; below a thresh-

old voltage, the diodes do not activate, and the magnet is energized as normal.

In case of a quench, the voltage spike activates the diodes and shorts out the

solenoid, until the quench event finishes and the solenoid returns to the su-

perconducting state. Figure 9.9 shows a circuit diagram of the solenoid circuit

including the quench protection system.
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superconducting
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quench protection diode chains

Figure 9.9: Diagram of the superconducting solenoid quench protection circuit
with hyperfast switching diodes.

9.3.2 Superconducting Magnetic Shielding

For the safe operation of the superconducting solenoid, it is necessary to pro-

tect people and equipment in the laboratory from the strong magnetic fields

produced by the electromagnet. In particular, the vertical test dewars in the

Cornell SRF laboratory are lined with a layer of Mu-metal, a material with high

magnetic permeability; typical values are quoted near µ = 100, 000 × µ0 [Mag].

The Mu-metal serves to protect the cavities under RF test from ambient mag-

netic fields (such fields might become trapped during cooldown, leading to high

residual resistance). This material can itself become magnetized if exposed to

fields above a saturation threshold, quoted near µ0Hs = 800 mT [Mag]; this

threshold can be lowered by deformation and welding [Sgo11]. Since the target

maximum field in the solenoid is 300 mT, additional shielding is necessary to

prevent the saturation and permanent magnetization of the Mu-metal shield-

ing.

As mentioned above, the cavity and solenoid are placed inside a capped
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Figure 9.10: Simulation of the DC magnetic field generated by the supercon-
ducting solenoid inside the magnetic shielding cylinder with an ex-
citation current of 1 A. Red areas indicate µ0HDC > 100 mG; yellow
rectangles indicate locations of fluxgate magnetometers in test.

cylindrical shell of niobium. The cylindrical shell is welded to the lower cap;

the upper cap is affixed separately during test preparation and has several half-

inch-scale holes that allow cavity and solenoid instrumentation cables as well as

mechanical support components to pass out of the shielding enclosure. At cryo-

genic temperatures, the niobium cylinder enters the superconducting Meissner

state, expelling trapped flux and resisting the penetration of external magnetic

fields. Superconducting cylinders have been found to provide excellent mag-

netic shielding due to the Meissner screening currents excited on the surface

exposed to the field [KHS63, WMMS89]. This has largely been used to protect

the interior of the cylinder from external fields, but the shielding works equally

well to keep a field excited inside the cylinder from affecting the region outside.

Figure 9.10 shows the results of a simulation of the magnetic field produced

by the solenoid with a 1 A excitation current (a peak field on axis of approxi-
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mately 15 mT), including the effects of the superconducting magnetic shielding.

The red area in the figure indicates a field level greater than 100 mG = 0.01 mT.

The superconducting shielding was used in the cold test of the solenoid and

performed to expectations. Two fluxgate magnetometers were placed outside

the shielding cylinder during the test; their approximate positions are indicated

in Fig. 9.10. When the field was excited to 15 mT, the sensor placed on the outer

wall of the cylinder read a field of 0.24 mG, while a second sensor placed ap-

proximately one inch above one of the instrumentation feedthrough holes read

a field of 175 mG. These readings are consistent with the simulation and indicate

satisfying shielding by the superconducting cylinder.

9.3.3 Outer Conductor

In order for the DC magnetic field for the solenoid to reach the superconduct-

ing inner conductor sample, the outer conductor of the resonator needs to be a

normal-conducting metal (as discussed above, superconducting cylinders make

very efficient magnetic shields). For normal-conducting accelerating structures,

high-purity oxygen-free copper is a common material of choice due to its com-

paratively low RF losses for a normal metal, high mechanical strength, high

breakdown field, and low outgassing [ITK+00]; we chose to use this material for

the outer conductor of the resonator.

Coaxial structures like the resonator in the DC Field Dependence Cavity are

susceptible to “multipacting” [SPP95]. This phenomenon, which can also af-

fect more traditional SRF structures, occurs at certain field levels when field-

emission electrons are accelerated by the cavity to collide into the cavity wall.
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Multipacting has several conditions that must be satisfied for it to take effect:

the electron must have enough energy to cause secondary electron emission;

the secondary electron yield on the surface must be greater than 1; the impact

of the emitted electron (or the final impact of a chain of emissions and impacts)

must happen at or near the original emission site; and the (final) impact must

happen at the same time in the RF cycle as the initial emission. If these con-

ditions are met, the process repeats resonantly, with the number of electrons

ejected each time growing exponentially. This avalanche of electrons may pro-

duce enough heat to quench the cavity; the peak achievable field in the cavity

is limited by this multipacting onset field. Multipacting can be “processed”,

which involves purposefully inducing the multipacting state in order to clean

the surface and reduce the local secondary electron coefficient, but this produces

heat and, moreover, is not guaranteed to work.

There are a number of techniques that can limit multipacting in resonant

structures. One is to introduce a DC magnetic field: the electron trajectories are

perturbed by cyclotron forces in the presence of the magnetic field, disrupting

the multipacting conditions [GBC+03]. For the DC Field Dependence Cavity,

the superconducting solenoid will likely provide enough of a disruption to sup-

press multipacting when it is switched on. However, when the solenoid is set

to a low field or switched off, additional multipacting mitigation techniques are

required. The design of the outer conductor includes two features that serve in

this function; I used the Multipac program to optimize the parameters of the

design [LAL+08].

The first multipacting mitigation feature of the outer conductor is its coni-

cal cross-section. Tapered structures have been shown to suppress multipact-
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ing [Pro12]. Over its length of 25 cm, the outer conductor of the DC Field De-

pendence Cavity tapers from a diameter of 6 cm at the wide end to a diameter

of 4 cm on the narrow end.

The second multipacting mitigation feature is a set of grooves cut into the

interior of the conical outer conductor near the high-electric-field region at the

tip of the inner conductor. Like the taper, grooves have been shown to reduce

multipacting in coaxial structures [Pro12]. In total there are 10 grooves in the

outer conductor; the grooves have a square cross-section of side length 5 mm

and are spaced at 1 cm increments. The convex corners are rounded with a

0.5 mm radius.

Multipac simulations of the cavity, screenshots of which are shown in

Figs. 9.11a-9.11c, indicate that these multipacting mitigation measures were suc-

cessful. The “distance maps”, which depict the potential multipacting sites

along the cavity wall and the RF phase where the multipacting trajectories be-

gin, show nearly complete suppression of multipacting in the 550 MHz and

1.3 GHz modes. In the 2.0 GHz mode, several possible multipacting trajectories

were found, but all of these are of high order (i.e. many RF cycles between initial

emission and final impact). Figure 9.11d shows one such high-order trajectory

for the 2.0 GHz mode.

The exterior of the outer conductor also features several copper tabs that

serve as alignment structures for the superconducting solenoid. In assembly, the

solenoid is mounted flush to the tabs, which ensures that the high-uniformity

DC field is correctly positioned with respect to the inner conductor sample.

For construction, the conical section of the outer conductor was machined
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(a) 550 MHz (b) 1.3 GHz

(c) 2.0 GHz (d) High-order trajectory at 2.0 GHz

Figure 9.11: Multipac simulations of multipacting in the DC Field Dependence
Cavity. Distance maps in Figs. 9.11a-9.11c show limited multipact-
ing in the conical coaxial resonator (note the small red dots and
their scarcity). Figure 9.11d shows an example of the remaining
multipacting electron trajectories; all remaining trajectories were of
high-order.

from high-purity oxygen-free copper bar stock. The transverse transmitted

power port was machined separately and brazed onto the central structure, as

were the two vacuum flanges on either end of the cone. The alignment tabs

were then welded into place. Figure 9.12 shows the completed outer conductor

assembly.
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(a) Exterior (b) Interior and Pf coupler flange

Figure 9.12: Several views of the copper outer conductor of the DC Field Depen-
dence Cavity.

9.3.4 Calorimetric Measurement System

The normal-conducting outer conductor of the coaxial resonator imposes some

constraints on other elements of the DC Field Dependence Cavity. As men-

tioned earlier, the comparatively high surface resistance of the copper outer

conductor makes standard RF Off measurements of Q0 ineffective at measuring

the surface resistance of the superconducting inner conductor. Instead, the DC

Field Dependence Cavity uses a calorimetric measurement system where high-

precision temperature measurements along a thermal finger anchoring the inner

conductor yield a measurement of the power dissipated on the inner conductor

(see Sec. 9.2.1 above).

In order to perform those high-precision measurements, the DC Field De-

pendence Cavity employs Cernox senors [Laka]. These sensors are calibrated to
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Figure 9.13: One of the copper shims used for mounting the instrumentation in
the thermal finger assembly.

the ±3 mK level over the temperature range of 1.4-300 K. For the new appara-

tus, two Cernox sensors are mounted on copper cylindrical segment shims with

varnish; the radius of the shims is cut to match the inner radius of the thermal

finger. Figure 9.13 shows one of the copper shims. The shims are then affixed to

the inner surface of the thermal finger with low-vapor-pressure two-part epoxy.

Also mounted inside the thermal finger, flush with the end of the niobium

tube, is a carbon composition resistor that serves as the calibration heater. The

resistor measures 900 kΩ at room temperature, rising to 3 MΩ at cryogenic tem-

peratures. For mounting on the apparatus, the otherwise cylindrical resistor has

been sanded on one side to have a flat face. This face is affixed to another copper

cylindrical segment shim with varnish, and the shim is affixed to the interior of

the thermal finger with the same two-part epoxy.

The Cernox thermometers and calibration heater are connected to a six-

conductor ribbon cable that provides the excitation current for the three elec-

tronic components. The ribbon cable wires are 28 AWG (0.32 mm diameter)
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silver-plated copper; the narrow diameter of the wires prevents interference

with the calorimetric measurements. The other end of the ribbon cable connects

by a set of clips to a matching ribbon cable in the feedthrough weldment, which

in turn is connected to a 19-pin bayonet feedthrough. An instrumentation cable

then connects to this feedthrough for four-point resistance measurements of the

thermometers and a four-point excitation of the heater (two leads for excitation,

two leads for a measurement of voltage across the heater).

The niobium tube of the thermal finger features two holes 1 cm in diame-

ter that serve as access points for mounting the thermometers and calibration

heater as well as vacuum pumping ports to the cavity. At the end of the tube

opposite the inner conductor sample is a vacuum flange for mounting to the

copper tube surrounding the thermal finger; this copper tube in turn features

a vacuum flange for mounting to the conical outer conductor. This flange ther-

mally anchors the assembly to the liquid helium bath. After the vacuum flange,

the thermal finger assembly has a small section of niobium tube and a second

vacuum flange. This wider tube encloses a space for clipping the instrumenta-

tion ribbon cable to the matching cable in the feedthrough weldment, which is

attached at the second vacuum flange.

For construction, the niobium tube was machined from reactor-grade nio-

bium tube stock. The flanges and wide tube were also machined from reactor-

grade niobium. The four parts of the thermal finger assembly were electron-

beam welded together.

Figure 9.14a shows the thermal finger with mounted instrumentation, and

Fig. 9.14b highlights one of the mounted thermometers. Figure 9.14c shows the

matching clips and instrumentation feedthrough on the feedthrough weldment.
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(a) Thermal finger assembly

(b) Closeup of mounted thermometer

(c) Instrumentation clips

Figure 9.14: Several views of the thermal finger assembly of the DC Field De-
pendence Cavity.

Also shown in Fig. 9.14a are the sapphire rod and NbTi mounting screw, which

were brazed into place before the internal instrumentation was installed. These

additional parts will be described later in Sec. 9.3.
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9.3.5 Power Couplers and Sensitivity

The DC Field Dependence Cavity features two RF couplers. The first, the for-

ward power coupler, serves to excite an RF field in the cavity and is used for

measurements of Pf, Pin, Pr, and Pe as described in Sec. 3.3.3. These measure-

ments are used to calculate the the peak surface magnetic field Hpk.

For mechanical simplicity and to avoid the use of hard-to-clean bellows

structures, the forward power coupler has a fixed length (as opposed to the

variable couplers used for the cavity tests in Chaps. 4-6). This simplicity comes

at a cost: the length of the coupler must be optimized for all three resonant

modes.

For the optimization criterion we chose to us the sensitivity of measurements

of relative change in the surface resistance δRs/Rs in all three modes. This sen-

sitivity is affected by a number of factors: the coupling factor of the mode used

for the measurement and the intrinsic quality factor of that mode of the cavity,

which govern the peak field achievable in the cavity given a fixed maximum

forward power; the surface resistance of the sample at that frequency and at the

temperature under test, which determines the dissipated power Pdiss,inner trans-

mitted as heat down the thermal finger; the thermal conductivity of the thermal

finger at the test temperature, which determines ∆T as a function of Pdiss,inner;

and the sensitivity of the thermometers.

To determine the coupling factor for a given Pf coupler length, I used

CST Studio [Das], a 3D electromagnetic modeling system. Into these simu-

lations went the surface resistance of the copper outer conductor, which ac-

counts for approximately 100% of the RF losses in the cavity. To calculate an
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appropriate surface resistance, I used the equations that describe the anoma-

lous skin effect in metals with the clean-limit interpolation by Bruynseraede

et al. [PHK98, RS48, BGLM71]. In these equations, reproduced below, α is a di-

mensionless parameter expressing the magnitude of the anomalous skin effect

for metals with long `:

α =
3
4
µ0ω

(
1
ρ`

)
`3 (9.9)

R∞ = R(` → ∞) =

(
3π

(
µ0ω

4π

)2
ρ`

)1/3

(9.10)

Rs(`) ≈ R∞
(
1 + 1.157α−0.2757

)
(9.11)

High-RRR copper such as the high-purity oxygen-free copper saturates in the

limit of R∞ at cryogenic temperatures. At the three resonant frequencies of the

550 MHz, 1.3 GHz, and 2.0 GHz, the calculations above yield surface resistances

of 0.830 mΩ, 1.44 mΩ, and 1.93 mΩ, respectively.

Given the geometry of the cavity and the surface resistance of the copper in

each mode, the CST simulations yielded the reflection coefficients Γ =
√

Pr/Pf

for a range of coupler lengths at the three RF modes of the cavity. Figure 9.15

shows the results of these simulations; Γ is minimized at L ≈ 1.0 cm, L ≈ 1.5 cm,

and L ≈ 2.25 cm for modes 1, 2, and 3, respectively. For each value of Γ we can

calculate Pin/Pf:
Pin

Pf
= 1 −

Pr

Pf
= 1 − Γ2 (9.12)

Noting that in the steady state Pin = Pdiss and that Pdiss≈Pdiss,outer, the energy in
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Figure 9.15: Simulated reflection coefficient Γ as a function of coupler length L
in the three modes of the DC Field Dependence Cavity.

the cavity can then be determined as a function of the forward power:

U
Pf

=
U
Pin

Pin

Pf
(9.13)

=
U

Pdiss,outer

(
1 − Γ2

)
(9.14)

=
Gouter

ωRs,outer

(
1 − Γ2

)
(9.15)

The CST simulations also yielded the field strength normalization coefficient

Hpk/
√

U for each mode.

To simulate the power dissipated on the superconducting inner conductor, I

used the SRIMP code3 [Hal70] with Tc = 9.2 K, ∆/kBTc = 1.81, and ` = 20 nm,
3See Sec. 3.2.
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within the typical parameter ranges of doped niobium. Then, assuming uni-

form Rs over the surface of the inner conductor sample and rearranging Eq. 9.8,

we can calculate the power dissipated on the inner conductor relative to the

energy stored in the cavity:

Pdiss,inner

U
=
ωRs,inner

Ginner
(9.16)

Here Ginner is again the “local geometry factor” of the inner conductor, deter-

mined from the RF simulations; the values for the three modes are given in

Table 9.1.

To simulate the thermal conductivity κ of the niobium thermal finger, I used

the Koechlin-Bonin parameterization with RRR=170 and `ph = 50 μm as ex-

ample parameters4 [KB96]. From this I simulated the thermal gradient along

the finger using its geometric properties (a hollow cylinder with outer radius

router = 7 mm, inner radius rinner = 5.5 mm, and distance between thermometers

d = 10 cm):

∆T =
Pdiss,inner d

κ π
(
r2

outer − r2
inner

) (9.17)

Combining the above with Eqs. 9.15 and 9.16, we get the temperature gradient

for a given forward power and reflection coefficient:

∆T =
d

κ π
(
r2

outer − r2
inner

) Rs,inner

Ginner

Gouter

Rs,outer

(
1 − Γ2

)
Pf (9.18)

The Cernox thermometers used in the thermal finger have an absolute cali-

bration sensitivity of ±3 mK but are much more sensitive to relative changes in

temperature; for the measurement equipment used in the Cornell SRF labora-

tory, the manufacturer reports a temperature resolution of δT = 0.052 mK [Laka,
4This RRR is somewhat high for reactor-grade niobium, but the thermal conductivity with

these parameters is consistent with the measurements presented later in Sec. 9.5.3. The high-
temperature vacuum braze outlined in Sec. 9.3.6 bake may have cleaned up the material in the
thermal finger and raised the RRR.
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Figure 9.16: Simulation of the sensitivity of the measurement of relative change
in surface resistance δRs/Rs with Pf = 10 W.

Lakb]. Considering Eq. 9.18, the sensitivity of the apparatus to relative changes

in Rs,inner is given by the following:

δRs,inner = δT
κ π

(
r2

outer − r2
inner

)
d

Ginner

Gouter
Rs,outer

(
1 − Γ2

)−1
P−1

f (9.19)

Figure 9.16 shows the results of the above calculation for varying length of

the forward power coupler, simulated for the three modes of the cavity at a

range of temperatures from 1.6 K to 4.2 K with Pf = 10 W. The sensitivity of

each mode is optimized at different coupler lengths, due to the minimization

of Γ seen above in Fig. 9.15. Based on these results, as a compromise between

the three modes, we chose a coupler length of 1.5 cm; at that length the calcu-

lated relative sensitivity δRs,inner/Rs,inner is enough to measure changes of surface
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resistance smaller than 0.5% in all modes.

It is important to note here that the sensitivity of absolute measurements of

Rs,inner is limited by the calibration uncertainty of ±3 mK as well as the uncertain-

ties in the RF power measurements and in the calculated local geometry factors.

These factors do not affect the relative measurements of Rs,inner if the RF power is

kept constant.

The length of the transmitted power probe was similarly optimized, but with

a slightly different optimization criterion. As with the Pt probes used in stan-

dard vertical tests of single-cell cavities (see Sec. 3.4.2), this probe serves to mea-

sure the field level in the cavity and to excite the phase-locked loop used for RF

testing. For the design, I wanted to ensure that Γt was greater than 0.98, corre-

sponding to βt < 0.01. This condition was satisfied by an off-the-shelf antenna

assembly mounted so that its tip was set back from the flared section of the inner

conductor by 6.5 mm.

For construction, we acquired an off-the-shelf antenna for the forward power

coupler and modified it to fit the final design. We acquired the transmitted

power probe antenna used in the design of that coupler. Both antennas were

welded into vacuum flanges machined from copper plate stock. Figure 9.17

shows the completed forward and transmitted power coupler assemblies.

9.3.6 Sapphire Rod

The inner conductor is connected to the thermal finger by a sapphire rod; the rod

serves to electrically isolate the two niobium pieces, preventing the propagation
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Figure 9.17: Completed forward power (left) and transmitted power (right) cou-
pler flange assemblies.

of the RF modes down the thermal finger (such propagation could disrupt the

calorimetric measurements).

Several key factors drive the choice of material for the rod. To serve its role

in trapping RF modes inside the resonator region, the rod must be electrically

insulating. To ensure that the inner conductor sample is not dramatically heated

above the temperature of the thermal finger, the rod must have a thermal con-

ductivity similar to or better than superconducting niobium. The rod must be a

mechanically strong material that can support the weight of the inner conduc-

tor without deforming. The rod must be able to be brazed to niobium. Perhaps

most importantly, the rod must not dissipate a significant amount of heat under

RF excitation compared to the inner conductor sample; as such, it must have an

extremely low loss tangent tan(δ) at cryogenic temperatures. From simulations,
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we chose as a threshold that the dissipated power in the rod should be less than

1% of the power dissipated on the inner conductor sample due to the surface

resistance; this translates to tan(δ) ≈ 1 × 10−9.

Artificial sapphire is considered to be one of the best dielectric materi-

als for low-loss-tangent applications [BAP94]. At liquid helium temperatures

and GHz-range frequencies, its tan(δ) has been measured to be as low as

2×10−10 [BAP94]. It has been reported in other SRF-related work [Pog11] that

to minimize the loss tangent it is necessary to carefully clean the sapphire be-

fore use; in particular, exposing the sapphire to water could result in the growth

of a layer of amorphous aluminum oxide, which has a much higher loss tangent

of approximately 2×10−3 [Ott15].

We implemented the sapphire cleaning procedure reported in N. Pogue’s

dissertation5 [Pog11] in the preparations for construction of the cavity. Our im-

plementation of the procedure went as follows:

1. Immerse sapphire piece in a 25% nitric acid solution in a beaker; ultrason-

ically clean for 5 minutes.

2. Heat nitric acid solution with immersed sapphire until it boils, then re-

move from heat and allow to cool for 20 minutes.

3. Remove sapphire from solution and rinse with deionized (DI) water.

4. Place sapphire in a beaker of acetone; ultrasonically clean for 5 minutes.

5. Remove sapphire from acetone and rinse with isopropanol. Place sapphire

in a beaker of isopropanol and ultrasonically clean for 5 minutes.

5It appears that this procedure originally came from NASA/JPL but was not published and
instead reached the author of [Pog11] by private communication from R. Wang.
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6. Remove sapphire from isopropanol and rinse with 200-proof ethanol.

Place sapphire in a beaker of 200-proof ethanol and ultrasonically clean

for 5 minutes.

7. Keep sapphire piece immersed in 200-proof ethanol until needed.

8. Dry sapphire piece with dry nitrogen gas before use.

After cleaning, we affixed the sapphire rod to the niobium thermal finger

and to the NbTi inner conductor mounting screw in a simultaneous direct vac-

uum braze. For the braze filler we used Nicoro (BAu3), a commercially avail-

able gold-based brazing material with solidus temperature 1000 ◦C and liquidus

temperature 1030 ◦C. We performed the braze in vacuum at the 1×10−9 Torr

level, adapting a standard procedure from the literature [WTW10]:

1. Ramp to 500 ◦C (15 minutes) and equilibrate (1 hour).

2. Ramp to 850 ◦C (5 minutes) and equilibrate (1 hour).

3. Ramp to 980 ◦C (5 minutes) and equilibrate (30 minutes).

4. Ramp above liquidus to 1060 ◦C (5 minutes) and soak (35 minutes).

5. Ramp back to room temperature.

An initial prototype braze showed good adhesion, rigidity, and tensile

strength to the brazes [MGHL19]; after that successful test, we used the same

cleaning and braze procedures for the final part. Figure 9.18 shows the sapphire

rod brazed into place on the thermal finger assembly.
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Figure 9.18: Close-up image of the sapphire rod installed in the thermal finger
assembly.

9.3.7 Inner Conductor Sample

The design of the inner conductor sample in the DC Field Dependence Cavity is

relatively straightforward. Most of its length is a cylinder of radius 7 mm; this

constant radius encourages uniformity of the externally applied DC magnetic

field on the surface of the inner conductor. The “tip” of the sample is rounded

to prevent field enhancement, as is the edge of the flared portion at the other end

of the sample. The flare serves geometrically to trap the quarter-wave family of

RF modes in the resonator.

The sample is designed to be mounted to the thermal finger by a NbTi

mounting screw attached to the sapphire rod. The flared end of the sample fea-

tures a socket on the face aligned away from the RF cavity with a threaded blind

hole. During assembly of the cavity, the sample is threaded onto the mounting
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Figure 9.19: A niobium inner conductor sample for the DC Field Dependence
Cavity mounted in the custom fixture for chemical etching.

screw.

The initial sample for commissioning the new cavity was machined from

high-RRR fine-grain niobium bar stock. After machining, the preparation pro-

cedure for the sample followed a standard recipe used at Cornell for niobium

single-cell cavities. The piece was first lightly scrubbed with soap and deion-

ized water to remove machining residue. After this, we performed a vertical

electropolish of the sample in a custom-built acid bath fixture; Fig. 9.19 shows
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the inner conductor sample mounted in the custom fixture. This VEP removed

100 μm from the surface over approximately 12 hours. The VEP gave the sam-

ple a near mirror finish. After VEP, we cleaned the sample in an ultrasonic bath

of detergent and deionized water. We followed this with a second ultrasonic

bath in deionized water with no detergent. For the ultrasonic cleaning, we sus-

pended the sample in the bath by threading a clean silver-plated support screw

into the mounting point, wrapping clean stainless steel wire around the screw,

and holding the wire with a support structure over the bath of deionized water.

This process ensured that no metal parts touched the RF surface of the inner

conductor sample, as such contact might result in detrimental surface scratches

or metal contamination. After cleaning, we dried the sample with dry nitrogen

gas and sealed it in a plastic bag for transport to the furnace.

We then performed a vacuum degas bake of the inner conductor sample at

800 ◦C for five hours. Figure 9.20 shows the inner conductor in the furnace

before the bake. After the bake, the furnace was vented with filtered dry air and

the sample was removed and sealed in a new plastic bag for transport to the

clean room for assembly. Figure 9.21 shows the inner conductor just before the

full apparatus was assembled.

9.3.8 Instrumentation Feedthrough Weldment

One final detail of the DC Field Dependence Cavity is the instrumentation and

vacuum pumping structure located on the other side of the thermal finger from

the RF resonator. As mentioned earlier, this component features a 19-pin bayo-

net vacuum instrumentation feedthrough connecting the internal instrumenta-
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Figure 9.20: A niobium inner conductor sample for the DC Field Dependence
Cavity installed in the vacuum furnace before an 800 ◦C degas bake.

tion to the external measurement system and is mounted to the thermal finger

assembly by vacuum flange. The weldment also features a second line where

an all-metal angle valve is mounted; a hose can be connected to this valve for

pumping the interior of the cavity to vacuum.

We designed the feedthrough weldment to fit inside the bore of the super-

conducting solenoid, which must be mounted onto the apparatus after the as-

sembly of the vacuum space. This is meant to preserve the cleanliness of the
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Figure 9.21: A niobium inner conductor sample for the DC Field Dependence
Cavity after chemical processing and vacuum degas bake, just be-
fore assembly into the cavity.

RF surfaces in the cavity, protecting it from any potential dirt or dust on the

difficult-to-clean solenoid. The vacuum components are first assembled with

the angle valve closed. After the solenoid is mounted, the angle valve is con-

nected to the vacuum pumping system and opened again.

For construction, the weldment was built from 316-grade non-magnetic

stainless steel. The weldment is connected to the cavity by an indium seal. The

19-pin feedthrough and angle valve are connected by knife-edge copper gasket

flanges. Figure 9.22 shows the weldment, angle valve, and feedthrough prior to
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Figure 9.22: The instrumentation feedthrough weldment, instrumentation
feedthrough, and all-metal angle valve for the DC Field Depen-
dence Cavity.

the assembly of the full cavity structure.

9.4 Assembly

After the component parts of the DC Field Dependence Cavity were con-

structed, cleaned, and (when relevant) checked for leak-tightness, we trans-

ported them to the clean room for assembly of the full structure. Figure 9.23

shows the component vacuum pieces before assembly.

All of the vacuum connections of the cavity, excluding the 19-pin
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Figure 9.23: The component parts of the DC Field Dependence Cavity gathered
in the clean room before assembly.

(a) Pf port (b) Pf port

Figure 9.24: Sealed transmitted and forward power ports of the outer conductor.

feedthrough flange and the connection to angle valve, are indium wire seals.

I used indium wire 0.02" (0.5 mm) in diameter for these connections. To seal

off the cavity, I first installed the transmitted power coupler and forward power

coupler flanges onto the conical outer conductor. Figure 9.24 show these two

seals after completion. Next, I connected the niobium thermal finger assembly
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(a) Coaxial copper tube attached to the
thermal finger assembly.

(b) Inner conductor mounted on NbTi
screw, with visible misalignment.

Figure 9.25: Intermediate assembly stages of the thermal finger and inner con-
ductor components of the DC Field Dependence Cavity.

to the cylindrical copper tube, as shown in Fig. 9.25a. I then attached the nio-

bium inner conductor sample onto the mounting screw on the thermal finger

assembly.

After the inner conductor was installed, there appeared to be a misalignment

issue in the construction of the cavity, with the inner conductor tilted at approxi-

mately 0.5◦ with respect to the copper cylinder. Figure 9.25b shows the installed

inner conductor and demonstrates the misalignment issue: the sapphire rod is

not centered with respect to the opening in the copper tube. After noticing the

misalignment, I continued with the assembly in the hopes that the small degree
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(a) Inner and outer conductor
assemblies before joining.

(b) Closeup of indium wire gasket.

(c) Joined inner and outer conductor assemblies.

Figure 9.26: Intermediate assembly stages of the thermal finger and inner con-
ductor components of the DC Field Dependence Cavity.
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of misalignment would only result in a slight perturbation of the RF fields and

not greatly affect the commissioning measurements. In future assemblies of the

apparatus, we might make a slight adjustment to the thermal finger or to the

copper tube to realign the inner and outer conductors.

Once the inner and outer conductor assemblies were sealed, I attached them

at the interface between the cylindrical and conical outer parts. Figure 9.26a

shows these parts side-by-side before assembly, and Fig. 9.26b shows a close-up

image of the indium wire installed on the outer conductor flange before com-

pleting the seal. Figure 9.26c shows the combined assembly after the indium

seal was completed. Also visible in Fig. 9.26c are the instrumentation clips in

the thermal finger assembly.

The main interior of the cavity having been completed, I next worked on

the instrumentation feedthrough. I began by installing the 19-pin feedthrough

connection, sealed by a 2-3/4" ConFlat knife-edge copper gasket flange. I then

installed the indium wire gasket onto the thermal finger flange, connected

the clips between the thermal finger instrumentation and the instrumentation

feedthrough weldment, and closed and sealed the connection. Figure 9.27a

shows the feedthrough weldment installed onto the assembly. Finally, I at-

tached the all-metal angle valve onto the feedthrough weldment, sealed with

a 1-1/3" Mini ConFlat knife-edge copper gasket flange. Figure 9.27b shows the

installed angle valve.

This completed the assembly of the vacuum components of the DC Field

Dependence Cavity apparatus. Continuing onward, I closed the angle valve

to seal the interior of the cavity and installed non-magnetic silicon-bronze sup-

port rods to prepare for mounting the solenoid and installing the full assembly
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(a) Feedthrough weldment (b) All-metal angle valve

Figure 9.27: Vacuum and instrumentation feedthrough components installed
onto the DC Field Dependence Cavity.

onto the cryogenic test insert prepared for the apparatus. Figure 9.28 shows the

completed vacuum assembly with support rods.

I then moved the cavity to the equipment lock area of the clean room to in-

stall the superconducting solenoid. The support rods ensure that the solenoid is

aligned axially with the cavity, and the tabs on the outer conductor ensure the

correct positioning of the solenoid along the length of the cavity. Figure 9.29a

shows the solenoid installed onto the assembly. Next, I installed a mounting

bracket onto the assembly, as shown in Fig. 9.29b, and mounted the assembly

onto the test insert. I connected the angle valve to the vacuum system on the

test insert by a metal vacuum hose with Mini ConFlat and VCR metal gasket fit-
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Figure 9.28: The fully assembled vacuum components of the DC Field Depen-
dence Cavity apparatus with silicon-bronze support rods.

tings. Figure 9.29c shows the assembly mounted onto the insert with all vacuum

connections completed.

After the assembly was complete, I opened the angle valve and used a turbo

pump to pull vacuum inside the cavity, bringing the pressure to the 1×10−8 Torr

level. I performed a leak check by spraying helium gas onto each of the indium

seals, ConFlat seals, VCR fittings, brazes, and welds, reading the helium signal

from a residual gas analyzer (RGA) connected to the pumping system. The pro-

cedure showed that the cavity was indeed leak-tight. Once this was completed,
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(a) Solenoid

(b) Mounting bracket (c) Installed onto test insert

Figure 9.29: Final steps of the assembly of the DC Field Dependence Cavity.

I disconnected the pumping system and continued to pump the cavity using an

ion pump installed on the test insert.

Outside the clean room, I installed two Cernox thermometers for reading

the temperature of the exterior of the cavity, forward and transmitted power

cables, a Hall probe for measuring the magnitude of the field strength of the

solenoid, and the magnet power supply cable. I then installed the supercon-

ducting magnetic shielding around the cavity and solenoid. Finally, I installed

the exterior instrumentation, including two flux-gate magnetometers for mea-
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suring the magnetic field strength outside the shielding “can”, with one sensor

mounted on the exterior of the can and one mounted two inches above the can

on one of the support rods. Figure 9.30 shows the installed shielding can and

exterior instrumentation.

9.5 First Commissioning Test

9.5.1 Cooldown

After the assembly of the DC Field Dependence Cavity was completed, the ap-

paratus was ready for the first commissioning test. I installed the insert into

the cryogenic dewar, connected the instrumentation to the data acquisition sys-

tem, and began the standard vertical test procedures for pumping the cryogenic

dewar to vacuum and filling with liquid helium.

The exterior of the cavity cooled rapidly as cold helium gas flowed past dur-

ing the helium fill. The interior sensors on the thermal finger, cooled by con-

duction instead of convection, cooled more slowly to approximately 120 K as

the exterior of the cavity reached 5 K. As the level of liquid helium in the de-

war reached the bottom of the RF cavity, the cooling rate increased due to the

increased thermal conductivity of liquid helium compared to gaseous helium.

As the exterior stabilized at 4.2 K, the thermal finger sensors cooled slowly to

that equilibrium temperature. When the niobium inner conductor cooled below

its critical temperature of approximately 9.2 K, its heat capacity dramatically

decreased; with the decreased thermal mass, the thermal finger thermometers

rapidly cooled to the bath temperature of 4.2 K.
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Figure 9.30: The DC Field Dependence Cavity installed on the vertical test insert
with superconducting magnetic shielding can and external instru-
mentation.
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At one point during the cooldown, as the dewar filled with liquid helium

and surrounded the cavity, the pressure in the cavity spiked upwards and

tripped off the ion pump. We connected a turbo pump to the cavity to pump out

the leaking helium. The pressure in the cavity peaked in the range of 1×10−3 Torr

before we connected the turbo pump, indicating a small leak. The level of the

liquid helium in the dewar at the time of the leak indicated that the leak took

place at the VCR fittings of the vacuum hose connected to the angle valve. The

turbo pump pressure stabilized near 1×10−5 Torr; because of the high pump

impedance of the narrow vacuum lines in the instrumentation feedthrough

weldment as well as the cryopumping action of the cavity itself, the pressure

in the cavity was likely closer to 1×10−3 Torr. Furthermore, there was likely a

layer of gas adsorbed onto the cavity wall. We limited the remainder of the

commissioning test to operation at 4.2 K.

9.5.2 Reflection and Transmission Coefficients

With the cavity fully cooled to 4.2 K, we used a network analyzer to measure

the reflection and transmission coefficients Γ and Τ for the three modes. These

coefficients are defined as follows:

Γ =

√
Pr

Pf
(9.20)

Τ =

√
Pt

Pf
∝

√
U
Pf

(9.21)
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(a) Transmission coefficient (b) Reflection coefficient

Figure 9.31: Reflection and transmission coefficients for the first mode of the DC
Field Dependence Cavity.

Measurements of Γ and Τ can be used for estimates of βe and QL for the cav-

ity [PHK98]:

βe =
1 ∓ Γ
1 ± Γ

(9.22)

QL = fr/∆ f (9.23)

In Eq. 9.22, the upper signs are used when the cavity is undercoupled and

the lower signs are used when the cavity is overcoupled. In Eq. 9.23, fr is

the resonance frequency (where Τ is maximized) and ∆ f is the full-width half-

maximum of the resonance peak of U ∝ Τ2 with respect to frequency.

Figure 9.31a shows the transmitted power coefficient Τ, normalized to a

maximum of 1, as a function of excitation frequency. The resonance frequency

of the first mode of the cavity was measured to be 546 MHz. The full-width

half-maximum of the transmitted power curve was 35.5 kHz. From these, we

can estimate a loaded quality factor for the cavity QL = 1.54 × 104.

The reflected power coefficient Γ for the first mode is shown in Fig. 9.31b.

At the resonance frequency, Γ was measured to be 0.68. This corresponds to a
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(a) Transmission coefficient (b) Reflection coefficient

Figure 9.32: Reflection and transmission coefficients for the second mode of the
DC Field Dependence Cavity.

coupling factor of βe = 5.3 in the overcoupled case and βe = 0.19 in the undercou-

pled case. By Eq. 3.73, the above measurements of QL and βe yield Q0 = 9.7×104

in the overcoupled case and Q0 = 1.8 × 104 in the undercoupled case.

In the second mode, we observed some apparent mode splitting in the

measurement of Τ, as shown in Fig. 9.32a. The measurement of Γ, shown in

Fig. 9.32b, found only one resonance, corresponding with the higher of the two

transmitted power peaks. For this peak, we measured the resonance frequency

to be 1.267 GHz and the full-width half-maximum of Τ to be 289 kHz, leading

to an estimated QL = 4.38 × 103. At the resonant frequency, Γ was 0.83, corre-

sponding to βe = 10 in the overcoupled case and βe = 0.10 in the undercoupled

case. These yield Q0 = 4.8× 104 in the overcoupled case and Q0 = 4.8× 103 in the

undercoupled case.

In the third mode, we again observed mode splitting in the measurement

of Τ, as shown in Fig. 9.33a. Again, the measurement of Γ found only one

resonance peak, as shown in Fig. 9.33b. Here the “true” resonance was the

lower of the two peaks observed in Τ. At that peak, the resonance frequency
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(a) Transmission coefficient (b) Reflection coefficient

Figure 9.33: Reflection and transmission coefficients for the third mode of the
DC Field Dependence Cavity.

was 2.005 GHz; the full-width half-maximum of Τ was 443 kHz, yielding an

estimate of QL = 2.88 × 103. At the resonance frequency, Γ was 2.4×10−3, corre-

sponding to βe = 1.05 in the overcoupled case and βe = 0.95 in the undercoupled

case. These yield Q0 = 5.9× 103 in the overcoupled case and Q0 = 5.6× 103 in the

undercoupled case.

These coupling factors are somewhat different from the expected coupling

factors of 0.13, 1.2, and 4.5 expected for modes 1, 2, and 3 from the CST simula-

tions, though they are all close enough to unity coupling that the RF amplifier

system in the Cornell SRF laboratory will be powerful enough to supply peak

RF surface magnetic fields in the range of 1-5 mT on the inner conductor. The

mismatch may be due to systematic errors in the CST software.

For the first and second modes, the calculations of Q0 in the overcoupled

cases indicate Rs,outer = 1.2 mΩ and 5.7 mΩ, respectively, reasonable values

for cryogenic copper (if a bit higher than the expected values used above in

Sec. 9.2.1). For the third mode, the calculated Q0 is quite low, nearly one tenth

the value of Q0 in the second mode. If all the intrinsic losses are on the cop-
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(a) Sensor temperatures (b) Thermal finger gradient

Figure 9.34: Temperature measurements of the thermal finger and bath ther-
mometers as a function of the applied power on the calibration
heater.

per outer conductor, this corresponds to Rs,outer = 72 mΩ, high even for room-

temperature copper. This puzzling feature must be investigated further.

9.5.3 Heater Calibration

After taking measurements of Γ and Τ, I next moved onto calibration measure-

ments of the heater. Figure 9.34a shows the temperatures of the helium bath

and the two internal thermometers in the thermal finger assembly as a func-

tion of power applied on the heater, and Fig. 9.34b shows the temperature dif-

ference ∆T on the thermal finger as a function of the heater power. The gra-

dient increases approximately linearly with heater power, as is expected from

the standard thermal gradient expression given in Eq. 9.17. The nonlinearity

in ∆T vs. Pheater may indicate that the system was not fully equilibrated for the

measurements and that the appropriate values of T1, T2, and ∆T are somewhat

higher than those presented in Fig. 9.34.
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We can estimate κ for the thermal rod to be 30-40 W/m K between 4 K and

5 K. This is higher than expected for reactor-grade niobium, which typically has

RRR in the range of 20-50; as shown in Fig. 3.11, we might expect κ ≈ 10 W/m K

for reactor-grade niobium. As mentioned in Sec. 9.3.5, the vacuum bake for

the braze may have improved the RRR of the thermal finger assembly and thus

improved the thermal conductivity.

9.5.4 Commissioning at 1.3 GHz

Once the heater calibration was completed, we progressed on to commissioning

in the 1.3 GHz mode under RF power with the phase-locked loop circuit. I began

with no DC field from the superconducting solenoid.

We encountered some noise issues in the measurements of reflected power,

exemplified in Fig. 9.35. This noise included a number of spikes that made it dif-

ficult to make continuous Q vs. H measurements. The traditional measurements

of QL clustered around 4.28±0.10×103, consistent with the value calculated from

the network analyzer measurements of Τ.

The measurements of the main coupling factor βe were also subject to the

noise in the reflected power measurements, resulting in high uncertainty, with

βe = 5.8 ± 3.3. This measurement is somewhat lower than the calculation of

βe in the overcoupled case from the network analyzer measurements of Γ. Us-

ing the RF power measurements of βe and QL yields an intrinsic quality factor

Q0 = 2.9 ± 1.4 × 104, also lower than the calculation from the network analyzer

measurements.
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Figure 9.35: Example reflected power decay measurement of the DC Field De-
pendence Cavity, highlighting the noise issues encountered during
the first commissioning test.

We then excited a steady RF field in the cavity. Based on the power measure-

ments and calibrated attenuation factors of the cables in the RF circuit as well as

the above RF power measurements of Q0 and βe, the peak magnetic field on the

inner conductor was µ0Hpk = 10 ± 3 μT. Using the network analyzer measure-

ments of βe, QL, and Q0 with the RF measurement of Pf also yields µ0Hpk = 10 μT.

With no DC field applied, the temperature gradient on the thermal finger

from this applied RF field was 0.019 K. Based on the earlier calibration, this

corresponds to a dissipated power of 8.76 × 10−4 W. In turn, from the earlier

field distribution simulations, this indicates Qinner = 1.1 ± 0.7 × 106 and Rs,inner =

7 ± 5 × 10−5
Ω. This is a substantially higher resistance than the 1.1 × 10−6

Ω
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expected at 4.2 K. This may indicate additional sources of surface resistance

on the niobium sample, such as hydride Q-disease or trapped magnetic flux

due to the unusual cooldown dynamics. Another potential reason for the high

dissipated power given the field strength in the cavity is a larger-than-expected

tan δ of the sapphire rod; for example, tan δ = 8 × 10−5 instead of the expected

tan δ < 1 × 10−9 would account for the additional losses.

Despite the unexpectedly high losses, we continued with the commission-

ing test, applying a DC magnetic field with the superconducting solenoid and

measuring the temperature gradient along the thermal finger. We ramped the

solenoid field up to an excitation current of 4 A, corresponding to an axial field

of 60 mT.

At low DC field, up to approximately 20 mT, the thermal gradient showed

minimal change. Above 20 mT, the thermal gradient ∆T made a sudden dra-

matic increase of 33%. At the same field, the steady-state transmitted and re-

flected power measurements also changed, with Pt increasing by 2% and Pr

decreasing by 2%. At approximately 23 mT, Pt and Pr dramatically and sud-

denly decreased, by 11% and 92%, respectively. For increasing DC magnetic

field up to 60 mT, ∆T and Pt varied slowly, generally decreasing to a minimum

at 56 mT with a slight increase up to 60 mT. Over the same scale, Pr gradually

increased to a maximum, also at 56 mT, with a slight decrease up to 60 mT. Fig-

ure 9.36 shows ∆T as a function of the applied DC magnetic field, and Fig. 9.37

shows the reflected and transmitted power measurements (normalized to their

low-field values).

This apparent dependence of ∆T (and by extension Pdiss), Pr, and Pt on the

DC magnetic field strength is interesting and puzzling. The magnitude of the
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Figure 9.36: Temperature gradient measured on the thermal finger as a function
of applied DC magnetic field.

drop in Pt relative to that in Pr may indicate multipacting in the transmitted

power port or between the inner conductor and transmitted power coupler;

the Pt port, which breaks the azimuthal symmetry of the resonator, was not

included in the 2D Multipac simulations and may require additional mitigation

factors, such as ridges on the antenna. In addition, the helium gas leak may

have helped bring about multipacting: the adsorbed gas on the cavity walls

may have increased the secondary electron coefficient [KNTS12]. Multipacting

would act as an additional loss mechanism in the cavity, reducing Pr, and if in-

cident on the inner conductor would dissipate heat there, increasing ∆T . If the

multipacting involved the transmitted power coupler, it could greatly reduce

the strength of the TEM wave coupled out of the cavity, thereby reducing Pt.
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Figure 9.37: Reflected and transmitted power measurements in the DC Field De-
pendence Cavity as a function of applied DC magnetic field.

The DC magnetic field may have controlled the magnitude of multipacting by

distorting the trajectories of secondary electrons.

After the DC-field-dependent measurement of ∆T at 4.2 K was completed,

we warmed the apparatus back up to room temperature, not wanting to risk

pumping to lower temperatures and potentially making the leak more severe

(particularly at temperatures below the superfluid transition temperature of he-

lium Tlambda = 2.17 K).
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9.5.5 Outlook and Further Commissioning Tests

The first test of the DC Field Dependence Cavity showed promising early re-

sults. The three main modes of the cavity are accessible at reasonable (but un-

expectedly high) coupling factors, as indicated by the measurements of Γ and

Τ. The calorimetric measurement system also works as expected and has been

calibrated with the resistive heating element. However, several issues and ques-

tions must be resolved before commissioning can continue at lower tempera-

tures and in the other RF modes.

First, the liquid helium leak must be located. As mentioned above, there is

a strong possibility that the source of the leak is one of the VCR fittings on the

vacuum hose connected to the angle valve, so the first step in eliminating the

leak will be to investigate and potentially replace these fittings.

Another early improvement should be upgrading the quench protection cir-

cuit to a higher current threshold. As built, the system is limited to a potential

of 1 V across the solenoid; the approximately 0.25 Ω resistance of the normal-

conducting portion of the circuit limits the excitation to 4 A and 60 mT. Increas-

ing the number of diodes in the quench protection circuit to allow for an excita-

tion of 20 A would allow an excitation of the solenoid up to 300 mT, greatly ex-

tending the experimental range of the apparatus. At higher fields, the apparent

multipacting may also be suppressed [GBC+03]. Further, at these high fields,

the apparatus could be used to measure the superconducting critical fields of

the inner conductor, in particular Hsh.

In the short term, with the leak fixed and quench protection system up-

graded, testing can continue in the other modes where the apparent multipact-
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ing in the transmitted power port may not be triggered, at 4.2 K and lower

temperatures. In the longer term, perhaps by changing the geometry of the port

(adding ridges to the inner or outer conductor of the Pt port or shortening the

port’s inner conductor). Fixing the leak may also improve the apparent multi-

pacting: reducing the amount of gas adsorbed onto the cavity walls at cryogenic

temperatures may reduce the secondary electron coefficient [KNTS12].

Another issue that must be understood is the higher-than-expected dissi-

pated power on the inner conductor. This may be due to a high loss tangent

in the sapphire rod, as discussed above. To address this, it may be necessary

to re-treat the sapphire rod, perhaps repeating the cleaning procedure outlined

in Sec. 9.3.6. As an alternative hypothesis, the cryogenic loss tangent of sap-

phire has been reported to depend strongly on the growth method for the crys-

tal [GFGD16]; it may help to rebuild the thermal finger assembly with a new

sapphire rod grown by one of the low-loss methods.

The measurements of Τ and Γ also raise some interesting questions. What

is the cause of the apparent mode-splitting in the 1.3 GHz and 2.0 GHz modes?

Curiously, the secondary peaks in Τ did not appear to correspond to troughs in

the reflection coefficient Γ; also curiously, the trough in the reflection coefficient

measurements of the second mode indicated that the lower-frequency peak in

the transmission coefficient was the “true” peak, while the opposite was true in

the third mode. Another unexpected outcome of these measurements was the

low Q0 calculated for the third mode.

Deeper investigation of this mode-splitting is necessary. To speculate, per-

haps a closer look at the second and third modes will reveal secondary, shal-

lower troughs in Γ corresponding to the secondary peaks in Τ, indicating
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stronger overcoupling and thus higher Q0 and Rs,outer closer to the expected val-

ues. This would help solve the puzzle of the particularly low Q0 of the third

mode. The mode-splitting and low Q0 may also be linked to multipacting.

On a similar note to the observed mode-splitting, the thermal finger and in-

ner conductor assembly should be re-aligned with the copper tube and conical

outer conductor. By restoring azimuthal symmetry to the cavity, this will pro-

mote DC and RF field uniformity and may also reduce the mode-splitting effect.

Overall, this is a promising start for this new apparatus.
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSION

Chapters 5-9 of this dissertation have detailed several research projects

aimed at improving our understanding of the field-dependent surface resistance

in nitrogen-doped niobium. These include experimental results from tests of

single-cell cavities and theoretical analysis of those test results; an assessment

of several models of the field-dependent surface resistance; and the develop-

ment of new computational and experimental tools to for deeper investigation

of the properties of doped niobium. In this final chapter, I will summarize the

findings of the earlier chapters, present some concluding remarks to connect the

results, and give an outlook on future directions for investigation.

10.1 1.3 GHz Cavity Tests and Analysis

In the study of strongly nitrogen-doped niobium cavities presented in Chap. 5,

our research found that the magnitude of the field-dependent reduction in the

BCS surface resistance was strongly dependent on the electron mean free path

`, with shorter ` linked to stronger relative reduction of RBCS. We found good

agreement between these 1.3 GHz experimental results and the predictions of

the Gurevich model of the field-dependent surface resistance. We established

a theoretical link between the strength of the observed change in relative re-

duction of RBCS and the electron mean free path ` through the effect of quasi-

particle overheating, in which inefficient heat transfer from the quasiparticles

in the RF surface to the cryogenic bath leads to an increase in the temperature

of the quasiparticles, counteracting the field-dependent reduction in RBCS. Our

findings suggested that the electron-phonon heat transfer rate is strongly depen-
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dent on ` and has a large effect on quasiparticle overheating, and that doping

cavities with nitrogen to ` < 20 nm can help to maximize the field-dependent re-

duction in RBCS. Collaborative work in the Center for Bright Beams is underway

using Density Functional Theory to build an ab initio model of the link between

interstitial impurities and the suppression of quasiparticle overheating.

We combined the results of this study with earlier work investigating the

sensitivity of the residual resistance to trapped magnetic flux in nitrogen-doped

cavities. By balancing the effects of ` on the low-field value of RBCS, the magni-

tude of the field-dependent reduction in RBCS, and the flux trapping sensitivity

of R0, we can calculate an optimal nitrogen doping level (as quantified by `) for

a given set of accelerator parameters and expected trapped flux density. When

trapped flux can be kept to a minimum, short mean free paths of ` ≈ 20 nm

give the best performance, where the low-field RBCS is minimized and the field-

dependent reduction in RBCS is maximized. On the other hand, as trapped flux

becomes an issue, longer mean free paths become more appropriate, where the

flux trapping sensitivity of R0 decreases.

In the study of nitrogen-infused cavities presented in Chap. 6, we found sim-

ilar performance between nitrogen-infused and nitrogen-doped cavities despite

dramatic differences in the impurity content. While nitrogen-doped cavities

have a relatively flat concentration profile of interstitial nitrogen on the scale

of micrometers, nitrogen-infused cavities show N, C, and O concentrations that

vary by orders of magnitude on the scale of tens of nanometers. In particular, ni-

trogen appears to be present above background levels only very near the surface

in nitrogen-infused cavities, with a concentration at or above 0.01 at.% at the sur-

face and rapidly decaying below that threshold after approximately 10 nm. The
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nitrogen-infused cavities with field-dependent reductions in RBCS did not agree

with the Gurevich model predictions as well as the nitrogen-doped cavities, but

the best fits indicated strong overheating suppression. This suppression is con-

sistent with the earlier model of quasiparticle overheating considering the short

mean free path ` of these cavities. The weaker agreement with the Gurevich

model may be related to the rapid variation in material properties through the

RF layer.

In our surface removal study, we used several chemical methods to minutely

etch the RF surfaces of several nitrogen-infused cavities, including two that ini-

tially suffered from titanium contamination at a surface concentration of ap-

proximately 0.001 at.%. This study found that a removal of 2 nm of material

from the surface by HF rinsing was enough to cure the titanium contamination

and restore anti-Q-slope behavior to the infused cavities, that the anti-Q-slope

persisted after at least two HF rinses, and that deeper removal of 50-100 nm

removed the anti-Q-slope behavior again.

Linked together, the results of the nitrogen-doping and nitrogen-infusion

studies point to several interesting conclusions. It appears that the unifying

feature across all the 1.3 GHz niobium cavities which showed anti-Q-slope be-

havior is a surface concentration of nitrogen at or above 0.01 at.%. Cavities

with nitrogen concentration below this threshold as well as cavities with a thin

contamination layer on the surface did not show anti-Q-slope behavior. This

indicates that the link between nitrogen doping and the anti-Q-slope may be

a surface effect involving nitrogen, sensitive to contamination. One possibility

is that nitrogen suppresses the presence of some detrimental surface feature,

such as nanohydrides, revealing a “native” anti-Q-slope. Future studies should
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investigate this possibility, continuing the sequential HF rinse study to better

understand the nitrogen concentration threshold.

While the concentrations of oxygen and carbon in the surface appear not to

be correlated to the presence of the anti-Q-slope, the nitrogen infusion study

indicates that these impurities may work as well as nitrogen for improving the

electron-phonon heat transfer coefficient Y , thereby suppressing quasiparticle

overheating. The mechanism of the link between impurity concentration and

electron-phonon heat transfer efficiency remains a key open question in this

study. Looking forward, it will be important to study this quasiparticle over-

heating with experimental and theoretical tools in order to minimize detrimen-

tal thermal effects in anti-Q-slope cavities as well as cavities with more tradi-

tional Q-slopes that may be related to quasiparticle overheating.

10.2 Theoretical Tools and Assessment

In Chap. 7, I outlined a new thermal modeling framework for studying the field-

dependent surface resistance in niobium accelerator cavities. This new frame-

work is designed to improve upon earlier thermal models in several capaci-

ties. The framework supports arbitrary local models of Rs, considering depth-

dependent material parameters such as `, ξ, λ, ∆, and Tc. It adds upon previous

models of quasiparticle overheating that have included the effects of thermal

conductivity of the cavity wall and the Kapitza resistance to the helium bath by

including the electron-phonon thermal resistance. Given a set of experimental

conditions, the framework uses a self-consistent method to find the equilibrium

surface quasiparticle temperature, the increase of which can mediate an anti-
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Q-slope or drive medium-field Q-slope and eventually lead to a global thermal

instability quench.

The results of calculations using the Mattis-Bardeen theory found reasonable

agreement with the behavior of non-doped niobium cavities, with the electron-

phonon heat transfer mediating the medium-field Q-slope over a range of ex-

perimentally realistic magnitudes. Calculations using the Gurevich model of

the anti-Q-slope with the new framework also showed reasonable agreement

with experimental results. In all, the new framework is highly adaptable and

can be used as a tool for future studies of the field-dependent surface resistance

in SRF cavities, particularly for testing local models of Rs against experimental

results.

In Chap. 8, I presented an assessment of several recent theoretical models

of the field-dependent surface resistance, taking into account recent early mea-

surements of the frequency dependence of the anti-Q-slope in nitrogen-doped

and nitrogen-infused niobium cavities as well as high-frequency clean niobium

cavities: the magnitude of the reduction in RBCS increases with increasing cavity

frequency for a given cavity preparation, appearing in non-doped clean nio-

bium cavities above approximately 3 GHz. The assessment covered three mod-

els of Rs, and found that none were satisfying descriptions of the anti-Q-slope

observed in niobium SRF cavities. We first investigated the model proposed by

Weingarten, for which we found agreement with the experimentally observed

frequency dependence of the anti-Q-slope, but disagreement with observations

of the dependence on electron mean free path. We then studied the model pro-

posed by Goldie and Withington, finding that the physical principles employed

appear to rely on experimental conditions not satisfied by niobium cavities, par-
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ticularly the relative values of T , Tc, ∆, and ω. Finally, we reassessed the model

proposed by Gurevich, for which we had found good agreement with experi-

mental results of 1.3 GHz nitrogen-doped cavities; here, we found disagreement

with the newly observed frequency dependence of the anti-Q-slope. Further-

more, we found a likely error in the model that, when corrected, nullified the

anti-Q-slope prediction.

If there are no satisfying models of the anti-Q-slope in niobium cavities,

where should we look next for building a new model? Based on the conclusions

of the experimental studies of nitrogen-doped and nitrogen-infused cavities, a

model of the anti-Q-slope must consider several apparent features. First is the

frequency dependence of the strength of the reduction in RBCS, including the ap-

parent onset frequency (approximately 1 GHz for nitrogen-doped cavities and

approximately 3 GHz for clean niobium cavities) below which the anti-Q-slope

disappears. Another is the apparent relation of the anti-Q-slope to the surface

properties, where at 1.3 GHz there is good correlation between the presence of

an anti-Q-slope and nitrogen above the 0.01 at.% level at the surface, except in

cavities with a surface layer of titanium contamination. Work is ongoing within

the Center for Bright Beams to develop a model of the surface resistance in the

Floquet formulation of driven quantum systems; this may also prove to be a

fruitful direction of research.

Having no satisfying theory of the anti-Q-slope presents an opportunity to

design new experiments to probe other aspects of the field-dependent surface

resistance of niobium, generating new experimental data to drive the develop-

ment of new models.
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10.3 The DC Field Dependence Cavity

On that note, in Chap. 9 I introduced the DC Field Dependence Cavity, a new

sample host cavity at Cornell designed to study the dependence of the surface

resistance of niobium and nitrogen-doped niobium samples on the strength of

an applied DC magnetic field. This apparatus will provide a new body of ev-

idence to explore the anti-Q-slope, looking beyond the dependence of the sur-

face resistance on the RF field strength studied so far in traditional accelerator

cavities.

The cavity is a coaxial resonator with a removable superconducting inner

conductor sample and a normal-conducting outer conductor body, resonating

at 550 MHz, 1.3 GHz, and 2.0 GHz. This resonator is positioned inside a su-

perconducting solenoid, which applies a strong DC magnetic field on the RF

surface. Calibrated calorimetric measurements reveal the surface resistance of

the inner conductor as a function of the applied field strength; it is expected that

the cavity will be sensitive to changes in Rs on the 0.1% level.

The construction and first assembly of this new cavity have been completed

at Cornell, and commissioning is underway. The superconducting solenoid

works as expected, with good field uniformity and nominal performance of the

solenoid and superconducting magnetic shielding up to the maximum tested

field of 60 mT. With an upgrade to the quench protection system in the near

future, we expect that the solenoid will reach 200-300 mT with nominal perfor-

mance.

In the first cooldown of the cavity, a liquid helium leak appeared, probably

on one of the vacuum hose fittings. This leak likely led to a helium gas pressure
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near 1×10−3 Torr inside the cavity during the test, with gas adsorbed onto the

cavity walls due to the cryopumping action. We restricted the test to 4.2 K to

avoid further issues related to this leak.

I measured the transmission and reflection coefficients of the three cavity

modes, which yielded measurements of βe, QL, and Q0. The values of these in

the first and second modes indicated higher βe than expected from simulations.

In the third mode, we found βe much lower than expected, near unity coupling;

this may be related to multipacting, which might be greatly enhanced by the

presence of adsorbed gas on the cavity walls. The transmission and reflection

coefficient measurements also showed some unexpected mode-splitting in the

second and third modes, which may be related to a slight misalignment of the

inner conductor/thermal finger assembly with respect to the outer conductor of

the cavity.

I calibrated the thermal finger measurement system and made the first mea-

surements of the dependence of the thermal gradient (proportional to the sur-

face resistance) on the applied DC magnetic field. This first test showed large

heating which may indicate unexpected surface losses or a high loss tangent to

the sapphire rod, a component in the thermal finger assembly. In this test I also

measured the reflected and transmitted power as functions of the DC field. As I

increased the DC field strength, I measured a large and sudden jump in ∆T and

drops in Pt and Pr; these may indicate multipacting in the transmitted power

coupler.

Overall, these are promising early results from this new apparatus. The fun-

damental mode of operation of the cavity, measuring the change in tempera-

ture gradient along the thermal finger as a function of the applied DC magnetic
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field, has been shown to work with good sensitivity. However, there must be

additional commissioning work for the cavity to address the several issues men-

tioned above. Top priorities are fixing the leak and improving the quench pro-

tection circuit. The first will allow for low-temperature operation, particularly

below the superfluid transition of helium at 2.17 K, and may also help with the

apparent multipacting. The second will greatly extend the range of achievable

DC field on the RF surface. Multipacting might also be suppressed at higher DC

fields as electron trajectories are disrupted.

The curious mode splitting must also be investigated, and the secondary

peaks more closely studied. Perhaps these will have more ideal coupling con-

stants, closer to the expected values. Realignment of the thermal finger assem-

bly may also fix this issue.

With these addressed, commissioning of the cavity can continue at other

modes and temperatures. Soon we will be ready to begin a sample-testing pro-

gram to open wide this new window into the physics of the anti-Q-slope.
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